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Phantom Indoor Batting Cage — page 4

We have what your ballfield needs.™

Streamliner Dry Line Marker — page 52

SweetSpot Tamp — page 64
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Beacon Level Board — page 66

BEACON’S UNIVERSE OF ONLINE RESOURCES

WE ARE BEACON.
Consider us part of your team.
For the past 70 years, we’ve been your ‘experts in the field’. It’s been an honor to
help groundskeepers and field managers from around the country maintain
their fields. And our era of innovation is not finished. We continue to strive
every day for the best, smartest solutions that will make your job easier.
As kids, we shagged flies and grounders till dusk. As adults, we’ve passed on
our love of the game to our own kids, making sure they always have the best ballfields
to play on. Fields that will give them a thrill every time they step up to the plate.
At Beacon Athletics we’ve been helping America maintain and improve its
playing fields since 1948. We work with almost every major and minor league team
in the country, as well as hundreds of schools, clubs, municipalities and
recreation programs all the way down to the t-ball level.
We are innovators. We’re out on our own test fields every day, developing products
that simply do the job better — like the Streamliner Field Chalker or the SweetSpot Tamp.
And we do it with the help of Paul Zwaska, the former head groundskeeper for the
Baltimore Orioles and a man who eats, sleeps, and breathes ballfield maintenance.
What can we do for you? If you have fields to maintain, or fields to plan and build,
we can help you at every step. If you have a youth program that you’re
struggling with, we can tell you ways to make it more successful.
Even if you just want to call and talk field maintenance, we’re happy to do that, too.

Everything we do, we do for the love of the game.

y

The Beacon
Promise.

We’ll provide great products and
great service, so there’s no risk to you.

c

In-stock items
ship in 24 hours.

l

100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

We know you need it now, so we’ll send
it out within one business day.

If you’re not happy, neither are we.
We guarantee your satisfaction, period.
It’s simple, we’ll refund your purchase
price and pay for the return shipping.

j

Real, live experts.
Real answers.

You have questions, we have answers.
We actually use these products, so we
know all the ins and outs.

The Ultimate Ballfield Resource.
It’s all here. Ballfields blog, field tips, field dimensions,
online training at Groundskeeper University ...

We don’t just talk the talk. The truth is, we’ve walked
hundreds of miles in your shoes. In fact, our team of experts in
the field includes the former head groundskeeper for the Baltimore
Orioles, Paul Zwaska.

BEACON’S ONLINE

BALLFIELDS RESOURCES INCLUDE:

 Groundskeeper’s Blog & Field Tips Regular
postings about all things ballfields at Ballfields.com

Our dedicated resources for groundskeepers by groundskeepers
are available in whichever format works for you: blog posts, online
field dimensions, even online training at GroundskeeperU.com.
Whatever you need for your ballfield, think Beacon.

 Online Field Dimensions Answers to all your
questions for laying out your fields at Ballfields.com
 Groundskeeper University Professional online
training for staff & volunteers — now free and mobile
friendly! — at GroundskeeperU.com

It’s all easily accessible from BeaconAthletics.com, Ballfields.com or
GroundskeeperU.com. And, be sure to follow us on Facebook and
Twitter for up-to-the-minute updates and notes.
Ballfields.com
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ballfields.com/fieldtips
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When you see the BEACON BUILT symbol you’ll know you’re looking at superior value. Seventy years of experience has
gone into product design, material specifications, and craftsmanship. We recognize the value of Made in the USA products
and you’ll find hundreds of them in this catalog. Better materials, quality manufacturing, readily available parts — all benefits
of products made in the USA. And, these products keep jobs at home. It’s the right thing to do, and you’ll see the difference.
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Look for Beacon Built & Made in the USA

BE

Tarps and Turf Protectors

Hoses, Nozzles,
and Moisture Removal

IN TH E

I M P O RTA N T S H I P P I N G I N F O R M AT I O N All products ship ground or motor freight unless expedited shipping is requested.

Due to the large size and weight of some products, some items may ship by motor freight. Freight shipping is indicated with this truck icon:

Still innovating after all these years...
It’s been 70 years since our founding in 1948.
Despite a changing world around us, one thing that
has remained the same is our drive to improve the
way you maintain your ballfields.
/beaconathletics1948
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As we enter our eighth decade, we’re more committed
than ever to finding solutions that make your job easier.
Our history of innovative products has set the standard.
You can learn more at: beaconathletics.com/innovation

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

BeaconAthletics.com
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Solution: The Streamliner

Problem:
Chalkers use too much
chalk, and they don’t
lay down a clean line.
page 52

Solution: Phantom Tensioned
Indoor Batting Cage
No ladders. No lifts. No heavy steel cables.
Nothing left hanging across your gym.
Two people need less than 5 minutes to setup
or take down the Phantom. The result is a
perfectly tensioned hitting environment.

We gave it unmatched volume control, with
3 settings for each line size (2" and 4").
The rigid poly hopper reduces chalk
bridging, and a brush agitator improves
chalk delivery. You get a line as
clean as the big leagues.

Problem:
Indoor batting cages are
so hard to setup and
take down, you just
quit using them.

page 4

Solution: Beacon Field Weights

page 43

22

|

Our 7 lb rubber weights don’t break like sand
bags or get lost in the grass like tarp pins. The
built-in handles make them easy to carry so
you can just drop them on the tarp edge to
keep it secure. And, our innovative Tarp Cart
holds — and transports — 36 at a time.

800-747-5985

|

fax 608-836-0724

|

Problem:
Weighted tarps
are hard to move.

BeaconAthletics.com

What’s made us the “ultimate ballfield resource” since 1948?

INNOVATION.
We’ve never been satisfied with offering products that are merely as good as what’s
70 YEARS OF BEACON INNOVATION

out there. Every day, we’re out on the playing fields testing & developing products that
are genuinely better. Products that help you make your fields look & play better, last
longer, and help you be more efficient.
We’re problem solvers. How do we know what your problems are? You tell us. We also
rely on the incredible big league know-how of our own Paul Zwaska, the former head
groundskeeper of the Baltimore Orioles.
Time and time again, we’ve brought you products that have set a new standard for quality
and performance. We’ve been in your shoes, we've listened. We understand you. In many ways, we are you.
Take a look at the examples showing our problem-solving Beacon Innovation.
There’s so many more examples, but you’ll get the idea. Helping you solve your field maintenance
or facility issues is what we’re all about. So if there’s a problem that we’ve yet to solve, let us know!
We’ll get working on a solution right away...
				— Brian Myrland, President

Solution: SweetSpot Tamp

page 64

Solution: Puddle Sponge
Our long-lasting hydrophillic foam sponge
is quick — it practically sucks up the water!
And unlike other methods, it leaves your
topdressing in place so you don’t make
things worse. That keeps your field
in better shape over the long haul.

A revolutionary handle design reduces
vibration. A self-adjusting tamp plate hits the
ground squarely every time with targeted
concentrated power. That all adds up to
maximum efficiency with minimal
operator fatigue or injury.

Problem:
Infield puddles are hard
to remove and my field
gets worse and worse.
page 80

Problem:
Training volunteers and
seasonal help is
a time consuming,
every-year hassle.
/beaconathletics1948
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Problem:
Using a tamp leaves
my hands swollen and
my back sore.

Solution: Groundskeeper U

page 109

@beaconathletics

|

With our head groundskeeper Paul Zwaska,
we developed online training that covers
the tried & true techniques for the basics of
proper game day field maintenance. Eight
modules gets everyone on the same page,
doing it the right way. And, it's FR……!

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

BeaconAthletics.com
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“The Phantom has been a lifesaver. We can’t leave

our cages up during basketball season, but the Phantom’s
tensioned cables are way easier to setup than the come-alongs.
We divide our two cages in half — so four hitters can hit live
at anytime. Beacon’s cages are the best I've seen.”
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PHANTOM™ INDOOR BATTING CAGE

— Dirk Baker, head coach Worcester State College Worcester, MA

IN TH E

It’s just so easy.

1) Connect the reach poles.

2) Layout the net.

3) Hoist & lock the halyards. That's it!

Watch a real-time Phantom™ setup that took only 2 minutes.
This we know: if an indoor cage isn't easy
to setup, it won't get used. The Beacon
Phantom Tensioned Indoor Batting Cage is so
easy to set up and take down, it only takes
two people less than 5 minutes and when
it’s down you have nothing left hanging from
the ceiling. Setup is just three easy steps.
Just connect the reach poles, lay out your
net, hoist and lock the halyards, and you're
hitting. Take down is just as easy. Simply
release the halyards, let the net drop,
unhook the reach poles on the opposite end
and collect up the net, and *poof!*... the
batting cage disappears .... Ships complete
via truck and ready to install.

UNIQUE FEATURES

Watch the setup: /phantomsetup
P H A N T O M I N D O O R B AT T I N G CA G E
standard size 14'W x 14'H
Baseball, 70'L 105-100-070 (140 lbs) $2,595
Baseball COMBO 105-100-710 (365 lbs) $3,495
Softball, 55'L 105-100-050 (115 lbs) $2,295
Softball COMBO 105-100-720 (340 lbs) $3,095
Combos Include: Phantom Batting Cage; Phantom
Storage Cart (pg 5); Green 6' x 12' Hitting Mat without
Home Plate (pg88), Green 7.5' x 7.5' Vinyl Net
Protector (pg 13), Pitcher’s L Screen (pg 82).
Eyebolts & wall anchors not included.

Save $200 with a Phantom Combo!

n Spacious 14' W and 14' H size
n Nothing left hanging across your
space or from the ceiling after
take down — no permanent frame
n Three reach poles eliminate the
need for ladders during set up
and take down
n Three complete cam lock pulley
systems for easy net tensioning
and adjustment
n No steel cables!
n Setup and take down in less than
5 minutes (visit our website to
watch a real-time demonstration
that took only 2 minutes)

Beacon's Phantom™ Batting Cage works in most indoor spaces. The standard 70' batting cage works in spaces from 75' – 110' long.
The standard 55' batting cage works in spaces from 60' – 95' long. We can also easily modify the Phantom to fit spaces outside these dimensions.

44
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PHANTOM™ INDOOR BATTING CAGE

70' PHANTOM CAGE with optional golf net insert, Beaver Dam High School, Beaver Dam, WI

SEE PAGE 13

When it’s down, there’s nothing left hanging.
PHANTOM ACCESSORIES

for more

Batting Cage
Accessories

B AT T I N G C A G E A C C E S S O R I E S

Add these options to get the most out
of your Phantom cage, see page 13 for
additional batting cage accessories:
n Phantom™ Cage Storage Cart.
When the cage needs to be completely taken down and stored the
Phantom storage cart makes it easy
n Golf Net Insert. Add a separate
10' deep golf mesh enclosure to
double the usefulness of your
cage — can be added to one end
or both ends
n Net Protector. Vinyl or mesh net
protectors help protect your net
from excessive wear; catcher &
strike zone, strike zone only, or plain
n Floor Protector. Safeguard against
scuffs from batted balls with this
laminated vinyl fabric
n Divider Net. Have hitters work at
both ends, simultaneously
n Hitting Mat. See page 85
n Pitching Screens. See pages 82-84
n Contact us for Phantom Tensioned
Indoor Gym Divider Nets

/beaconathletics1948

|

STORAGE CART

VINYL NET PROTECTOR

GOLF NET INSERT

FLOOR PROTECTOR

PHANTOM INDOOR BATTING CAGE ACCESSORIES
Phantom REPLACEMENT NETS
70' replacement net 105-100-091 (110 lbs) $899
55' replacement net 105-100-092 (90 lbs) $799
Phantom Storage Cart 39"L x 27"W x 28"H
10 cu ft cart 105-745-109 (65 lbs)
$315
Phantom Golf Net Insert
14'H x 14'W x 10'L 105-100-085 (25 lbs) $295
Phantom Floor Protector
15'W x 30' L 270-246-089 (95 lbs)

$399

Phantom Divider Net
14'H x 14' W 105-630-040 (25 lbs)

$119

@beaconathletics

|

VI NYL N E T P ROTECTOR S
w/catcher (5'x 7') 105-245-339 (6 lbs)
w/strike zone (5'x 7')
custom color 105-245-329 (6 lbs)
maple green 105-245-325 (6 lbs)
plain background (7.5' x 7.5')
custom color 105-245-300 (9 lbs)
maple green 105-245-305 (9 lbs)

$159
$139
$139
$99
$99

ME SH N E T P ROTECTOR S
12' Mesh (12' x 8') 105-100-035 (6 lbs) $129
8' Mesh (8' x 8') 105-100-005 (4 lbs)
$85

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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BeaconAthletics.com
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70' BASEBALL SINGLE with tensioning cuffs

There’s no equal.
Beacon pipe
Used with TUFFframe
Modular Cage

Their tubing

Pre-assembled ground cable kit anchors the
net to reduce wind interference.

There’s only ONE way to define heavy-duty. The difference is obvious between our schedule 40
galvanized steel pipe (right) and other batting cage manufacturer’s tubing (left).

They’ve stood up to the harshest weather Mother Nature can deliver.
That’s thanks to superior design with quality
materials and construction. Heavy-duty
uprights, prefabricated cables, and premium
UV-treated nets make it all possible. At your
request, we can also provide a wind speed
rating for your netting with signed and

sealed engineering calculations
for any state or region in the
country. Lay them out however
you need — single, double, triple,
quad, end to end. Ships via freight and
ready to install.

MODULAR OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES
BASEBALL 70'L x 12'H x 14'W net
SOFTBALL 55'L x 12'H x 14'W net
Single 105-100-260 (1,180 lbs)
$3,795 Single 105-100-240 (960 lbs)
$3,095
Double 105-100-170 (1,865 lbs)
$6,395 Double 105-100-160 (1,520 lbs)
$5,695
Triple 105-100-370 (2,605 lbs)
$8,995 Triple 105-100-360 (2,095 lbs)
$8,295
For overall footprint and downloadable drawings, visit ballfieldprojects.com

66
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MORE FEATURES
n Standard sizes: 70' L baseball and
55' L softball by 14' W and 12' H
n Heavy-duty schedule 40 steel
pipe uprights (above)
n Cable offset units separate net from pipe
n Premium UV-treated knotless nylon
cage nets with end panel entrance
n Pre-assembled overhead cables with
quick link attachments for easy setup
n Cage layout any way you need —
single, double, triple, quad, end-to-end
n Ground cables hold net to the ground
n 12' x 8' net protector included

BeaconAthletics.com

“Beacon’s TUFFframe™ Modular batting cage is extremely durable and unique. We have
received many compliments from other teams because of the design and setup of our double-wide
batting cages. We highly recommend working with Beacon to improve your complex.”
— Dick Flynn, Director of Public Works, City of Waupun, Waupun, WI

TUFFFRAME™ OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES

MULTIPLE CAGE INSTALLATION Iowa State University, Ames, IA

Illustration courtesy of RDG Planning & Design

Tough enough to stand up to it all.
MODULAR ACCESSORIES

SEE PAGE 13
for more

Batting Cage
Accessories

TUFFFRAME™ MODULAR ACCESSORIES

Add these options to get the most out of
your modular cage, see page 13 for additional accessories:
n Tensioning Cuffs. Secure the nets at the
corners to further restrict wind interference
n Net Protector. Net or vinyl panels hung on
the batting end of the cage to reduce wear
on cage net, see below and page 9
n Soft-Toss Attachments. Set of
sock-net hitting stations and attachment
hardware for one or both sides of cage —
stand alone units available, see page 12
n Artificial Turf. Standard roll sizes with
various material options, see page 13
n Ground Sleeves. Lets you take down
your cage completely, uprights and all
(sold individually, see table)
n Pitching Screens. See page 82
V IN Y L NE T PR OT E C TOR S
w/catcher (5'x 7') 105-245-339 (6 lbs)
w/strike zone (5'x 7')
custom color 105-245-329 (6 lbs)
maple green 105-245-325 (6 lbs)
plain background (7.5' x 7.5')
custom color 105-245-300 (9 lbs)
maple green 105-245-305 (9 lbs)

Plain Tensioning Cuffs
for SINGLE (4) 105-245-200
for DOUBLE (6) 105-245-400

$159
$139
$139
$99
$99

M E S H NE T PR OT E C TOR S
12' Mesh (12' x 8') 105-100-035 (6 lbs) $129
8' Mesh (8' x 8') 105-100-005 (4 lbs)
$85

/beaconathletics1948
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TENSIONING CUFFS
Custom Printed Tensioning Cuffs
$259 for SINGLE (4) 105-245-209
$719
$359 for DOUBLE (6) 105-245-419
$999

GROUND SLEEVES & GROUND SLEEVE CAPS NEEDED
Ground sleeves 105-100-700 $19
Ground sleeve caps 105-100-750 $19
for 70' Single (10 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Single (10 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 70' Double (15 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Double (15 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 70' Triple (20 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Triple (20 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Single (8 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Single (8 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Double (12 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Double (12 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Triple (16 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Triple (16 ground sleeve caps needed)
All ground sleeves and ground sleeve caps are sold individually
TUFFframe Modular REPLACEMENT NETS
70' replacement net (14'W x 12'H) 105-100-096 (110 lbs)
55' replacement net (14'W x 12'H) 105-100-097 (90 lbs)

$1,089
$939

SOFT TOSS NET ATTACHMENTS
for Baseball (4) 105-100-110 (90 lbs)
for Softball (3) 105-100-090 (70 lbs)

$849
$699

@beaconathletics

See page 12 for stand alone soft toss options

|

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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70' BASEBALL SINGLE

Look ma, no ladders.
BEACON PIPE
Used with TUFFframe
Tensioned Cage

Their tubing

Winches mounted to the 3 poles on the
tensioning end make setup easy.

There’s only ONE way to define heavy-duty. The difference is obvious between our schedule 40
galvanized steel pipe (right) and other batting cage manufacturer’s tubing (left).

No net-killing ricochet with only 3 support pipes on each end.
FAST. Once the poles are set, it takes two

people less than 10 minutes to install or
remove the cage — without ladders. Our
premium batting cage net is suspended
between the poles while the Tenex top cables
are tensioned by our winch and cable units
to maximize hitting and pitching space.
Remove the winch handles when it is in the
intended position.

SAFE. Support poles are spaced

beyond the net end panels, rather
than along the cage sides. This
eliminates ricochets from hit balls.
And without side poles there is no
more crushing of the net between a hit ball
and the pole — the main cause of holes in
the side panel netting. Ships via freight and
ready to install.

TENSIONED OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES
BASEBALL 70'L x 12'H x 14'W net
SOFTBALL 55'L x 12'H x 14'W net
Single 105-100-880 (1,185 lbs)
$3,795 Single 105-100-870 (1,160 lbs)
$3,095
Double 105-100-910 (2,065 lbs)
$6,395 Double 105-100-990 (2,015 lbs)
$5,695
Triple 105-100-730 (2,945 lbs)
$8,995 Triple 105-100-740 (2,870 lbs)
$8,295
For overall footprint and downloadable drawings, visit ballfieldprojects.com

88
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UNIQUE FEATURES
n Standard sizes: 70' L baseball and
55' L softball by 14' W and 12' H
n Heavy-duty schedule 40 steel
pipe uprights (3' net offset)
n Overload protection system
prevents damage to the uprights by
limiting excessive cable loading
n Premium UV-treated nylon cage nets
with end panel over-flap entrance
n Pre-installed overhead fiber cables
on net for quick and easy setup
n Shared-pole multiple cage designs
any way you need — single, double,
triple, side-by-side, end-to-end
n Ground cables hold net to the ground
n 12' x 8' net protector included

BeaconAthletics.com

fuse
link

4' chain

we can easily remove the netting when the cage is not in use,
and I love that the poles are only at the ends to prevent ricochet.
We absolutely love our double batting cages!”

TUFFFRAME™ OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES

“Beacon’s TUFFframe tensioned cage is
an amazing batting cage. With the crank-pulley system

Beacon’s Fuse Link
Protection reduces the
possibility that your batting cage
poles and hardware will fail if the net
becomes overloaded due to wind,
ice buildup, or other unforeseen
events that could otherwise damage
cage hardware. Watch this video:

beaconathletics.com/fuselink

— Marie Thomason, head softball coach, …mbry-Riddle Aeronautical Univ. (AZ)

Beacon’s Fuse Link Hardware System

Winches make setup & take down easy from the ground.
TENSIONED ACCESSORIES

TUFFFRAME™ TENSIONED ACCESSORIES

Add these options to get the most out
of your modular cage, see page 13 for
more accessories:

GROUND SLEEVES & GROUND SLEEVE CAPS NEEDED
Ground sleeves 140-100-700 $45
Ground sleeve caps 140-100-750 $19
for 70' Single (6 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Single (6 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 70' Double (10 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Double (10 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 70' Triple (14 ground sleeves needed)
for 70' Triple (14 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Single (6 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Single (6 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Double (10 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Double (10 ground sleeve caps needed)
for 55' Triple (14 ground sleeves needed)
for 55' Triple (14 ground sleeve caps needed)
All ground sleeves and ground sleeve caps are sold individually

n Net Protector. Net or vinyl panels
hung on the batting end of the cage
to reduce wear on cage net
n Soft-Toss Attachments. Set of
sock-net hitting stations and attachment hardware for one or both sides
of cage — stand alone units also
available, see page 12

Two-Station Soft Toss Kit

Vinyl Net Protector w/catcher

n Artificial Turf. Standard roll sizes
with various material options,
see page 13
n Ground Sleeves & Caps. For situations when the cage needs to be
completely taken down, uprights
and all (sold individually, see table)
n Pitching Screens. See page 82
TUFFframe Tensioned REPLACEMENT NETS
70' replacement net (14'W x 12'H) 105-100-105 (110 lbs)
55' replacement net (14'W x 12'H) 105-100-095 (90 lbs)

$1,219
$1,069

T E N S I O N E D CA G E S O F T T O S S N ET AT TA C H M E N T S
2 Station Kit (with post) 105-100-670
see page 12 for stand alone soft toss options

/beaconathletics1948
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@beaconathletics
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$499

VI NYL N E T P ROTECTOR S
w/catcher (5'x 7') 105-245-339 (6 lbs)
w/strike zone (5'x 7')
custom color 105-245-329 (6 lbs)
maple green 105-245-325 (6 lbs)
plain background (7.5' x 7.5')
custom color 105-245-300 (9 lbs)
maple green 105-245-305 (9 lbs)

$159
$139
$139
$99
$99

ME SH N E T P ROTECTOR S
12' Mesh (12' x 8') 105-100-035 (6 lbs) $129
8' Mesh (8' x 8') 105-100-005 (4 lbs)
$85

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

BeaconAthletics.com
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TUFF1 Louisville Slugger Sports Complex, Peoria, IL
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TUFF1 OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES

14' tall x 14'

IN TH E

strength & durability.
BEACON PIPE

Obviously, there’s only ONE way
to define heavy-duty.

Used with TUFF1 Cage

Their tubing

Check out our schedule 40 painted steel pipe
vs. other batting cage manufacturer’s tubing.
The difference is obvious.
#1 by DESIGN
n Tensioned overhead cable supports
cage — no side poles or overhead
structure to cause ball ricochet and
no structure to snag or tear netting
n 3 support poles at each end with
overhead center cable completely
supports the cage top against sag
n Welded cable anchor hardware
simplifies the installation and
ensures correct frame assembly
n Add multiple cages with shared
supports at anytime – side-by-side
or end-to-end.

#1 by DURABILITY

#1 by PERFORMANCE

n Heavy-duty 6" schedule 40 support
posts with black painted steel finish
n Pre-assembled top cables are made
using galvanized steel cable
n Premium cage net constructed out of
#36 knotted nylon with 4' wide overlap
entrance on one end
n All seams are reinforced with sewn
hems; the top perimeter and center
reinforcement have grommets for a
durable net-to-cable connection

n The TUFF1 is big — nets are 14' tall
and 14' wide for maximum space for
the hitter and pitcher
n Reinforced hem at the cage bottom is
clipped to a perimeter ground cable
to hold the cage in place against wind
and ball contact — keeps the entire
interior area open for the pitcher and
hitter (a 4' over-flap doorway allows
player entrance)
n Easily add optional soft toss stations
to create an integrated multi-station
hitting complex allowing multiple
players to practice safely without
interfering with one another,
call for information

TUFF1 OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES
BASEBALL 70'L x 14'H
SOFTBALL 55'L x 14'H
Single, 14' W 105-100-760
$5,349 Single, 14' W 105-100-780
Double, 28' W 105-100-770
$9,345 Double, 28' W 105-100-790

$5,160
$8,950

TUFF1 REPLACEMENT NETS
70' replacement net 105-100-094 (120 lbs) $1,459 55' replacement net 105-100-093 (100 lbs) $1,189
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— Ed Mathey, former head coach Northern Illinois Univ., DeKalb , IL

#1 by Design. #1 in Durability. #1 in Performance.
MORE FEATURES

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

n Standard sizes: 70' L baseball and
55' L softball by 14' W and 14' H
n Heavy-duty black 6" schedule 40
steel pipe uprights (3' net offset)
n Premium UV-treated nylon cage net
with sewn reinforcement and end
panel over-flap entrances —
made in USA
n Pre-assembled overhead cables
and ground cables for quick and
easy setup
n Shared-pole multiple cage designs
any way you need them — single,
double, triple, side-by-side, end-to-end

Add these options to get the most out
of your batting cage, see page 13 for
more accessories:
n Net Protector. Net or vinyl panels
hung on the batting end of the cage
to reduce wear on cage net (page 13)

TUFF 1 Soft Toss Kits Attach up to four soft

All net-to-cable connections are made using
steel clips through brass grommets on nets.

/beaconathletics1948

|

TUFF1 OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES

“We’re VERY happy with Beacon Athletics and the way they handled our
new outdoor hitting area. From the custom design and installation, Beacon was there every step
and met all of our needs. If you are looking to upgrade your hitting areas, I would highly encourage you
to consider Beacon. You will be hard pressed to find a better company to work with.”

n Soft-Toss Hitting Stations. Can be
added to the cages ends or the cage
sides (left)

toss hitting stations per side outside your cage
for maximum training space in a confined area.
Set of 4 105-100-775 $995
Set of 3 105-100-795 $779

n Artificial Turf. Rubber infill artificial
turf or standard artificial turf with
5mm foam pad (page 13)

An integrated multi-station hitting complex
is easy to achieve with soft toss stations.

Maximum interior space with 14' W x 14' H
design there is plenty of room for hitters,
pitchers, and equipment.

@beaconathletics

|

n Pitching Screens (page 82)

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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IN-LINE STAND-ALONE Soft Toss System

IN TH E

Soft Toss:

Add them to a cage, or let it stand alone.

Don’t have the space or budget for full
batting cages? Our Stand-Alone Soft Toss

SOFT TOSS FEATURES

Kits allow multiple players to work out in a
confined space, safely and at the same time.
Perfect for facilities that host large tournaments and need to accommodate pre-game
warm-up and hitting practice for large
numbers of players.

n Heavy-duty knotless nylon nets with
large capture sock to collect and
retain batted balls
n Flexible layout options can
accommodate various spaces

Soft Tos s STA N D- A LO N E K I TS
4-station Quad 105-100-800 (365 lbs) $1,025
3-station Triangle 105-100-810 (275 lbs) $869
Soft Toss IN-LINE STAND-ALONE KITS
1-station Single 105-100-650 (170 lbs) $495
Add-on 105-100-660 (95 lbs)

$359

n Galvanized steel cabling and
attachment hardware
n Schedule 40 galvanized steel pipe
uprights
Rendering of 4-STATION QUAD KIT

Bring soft toss to the ballpark in a variety of ways. Install a stand-alone
system with standard configurations like the 4-station Quad Kit (rendering) and 3-station
Triangle Kit, or build a multi-station in-line unit (above) to fit your needs. Adding soft-toss
stations to your existing batting cage (below) is another excellent way to maximize
your space’s efficiency and keep them hitting.

See page 85
for hitting
tees and other
batting practice
accessories
page 7

page 9

See pages 7 and 9 for standard TUFFframe Batting Cage Soft Toss Kits.
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Accessories for Batting Cages
NET PROTECTORS

ARTIFICIAL TURF KITS

INDOOR TURF KITS

Vinyl Batting Cage Net Protectors help protect your batting cage
net against excessive wear. Grommets in each corner with 4 poly
ropes. Heavy-duty 22 oz vinyl fabric. Choose from printed vinyl with
catcher and strike zone, vinyl with strike zone, or plain vinyl. Plain
vinyl is available in forest green, royal blue, or red.

Baseball
15' x 72'

Mesh Batting Cage Net Protector (not pictured) is a heavy #36
knotted nylon net (8' x 8') with rope edge — great for outdoor use.
Includes adjustable attachment ropes and yellow strike zone rope.

Softball
15' x 57'

VI NY L N E T P R OT E C TOR S
w/catcher (5'x 7') 105-245-339 (6 lbs)
w/strike zone (5'x 7')
custom color 105-245-329 (6 lbs)
maple green 105-245-325 (6 lbs)
plain background (7.5' x 7.5')
custom color 105-245-300 (9 lbs)
maple green 105-245-305 (9 lbs)
M E SH N E T P R OT E C TOR S
12' Mesh (12' x 8') 105-100-035 (6 lbs)
8' Mesh (8' x 8') 105-100-005 (4 lbs)

$99
$99
$129
$85

$3,475

36 oz turf w/ 3mm foam backing 110-340-329

$2,999

36 oz turf w/ 5mm foam backing 110-340-349

$3,899

26 oz turf w/ 5mm foam backing 110-810-319

$1,949

36 oz turf w/ 3mm foam backing 110-340-339

$2,399

36 oz turf w/ 5mm foam backing 110-340-359

$3,099

OUTDOOR TURF KITS

$159
$139
$139

26 oz turf w/ 5mm foam backing 110-810-309

ACCESSORIES FOR BATTING CAGES

Artificial Turf Kits Cut to fit in the two most common batting cage
sizes. Contact us for all of your turf needs. Our product specialists
will help you find the right match for your needs.

Baseball
15' x 72'

Softball
15' x 57'

26 oz turf w/ Duraflow backing 110-810-329

$1,925

36 oz turf w/ unitary rubber backing 110-340-369

$2,825

42 oz turf w/ 1mm rubber backing 110-340-389

$3,499

26 oz turf w/ Duraflow backing 110-810-339

$1,495

36 oz turf w/ unitary rubber backing 110-340-379

$2,225

42 oz turf w/ 1mm rubber backing 110-340-399

$2,799

See page 58 for close-up images of artificial turf options.

SAVE OVER $100

Batting Cages Accessory Package
Accessory package includes: Green 6' x 12' Hitting Mat
without Home Plate (page 88), Pitcher’s L Screen (page 82),
and Green 7.5' x 7.5' Vinyl Net Protector (this page).
Available only with purchase of a Beacon batting cage.
Accessory Package 105-100-715 $599

/beaconathletics1948
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youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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BEACON BATTING CAGE NETS

Beacon Batting Cage Nets… Simply the best!
PREMIUM Batting Cage Nets
Made from the best UV-treated, nylon material available, these premium
nets are manufactured to meet Beacon’s strict specifications. They are
a key component in our TUFFframe & TUFF1 Batting Cages and are
outstanding replacement nets, too.
With a 4-foot overlapping doorway on one end, your entry and exit is
always convenient and safe.
Hemmed seams with grommets offer a serious advantage over other
outdoor batting cage nets. The hemmed seams protect the net from
contact with support cables and eliminate issues with the net being
pinched by batted balls. The grommets are spaced to evenly distribute
the weight of the net. Superior hemmed seams and grommets means a
longer lasting, trouble-free batting cage net — a real Beacon Advantage!

PREMIUM REPLACEMENT NETS
PhantomTensioned 70' L x 14' W x 14' H 105-100-091 (120 lbs)

$899

#24 Knotless Nets

55' L x 14' W x 14' H 105-100-092 (100 lbs)

$799

TUFF1 Tensioned
#36 Knotted Nets

70' L x 14' W x 14' H 105-100-094 (120 lbs) $1,459

TUFFframe
Tensioned
#30 Knotless Nets

70' L x 14' W x 12' H 105-100-105 (120 lbs)

TUFFframe Modular
#30 Knotless Nets

70' L x 14' W x 12' H 105-100-096 (120 lbs) $1,089

55' L x 14' W x 14' H 105-100-093 (100 lbs) $1,189
$1,219

55' L x 14' W x 12' H 105-100-095 (100 lbs) $1,069
55' L x 14' W x 12' H 105-100-097 (100 lbs)

$939

C U S T O M S I Z E S A V A I L A B L E F O R P R E M I U M N E T S . C O N TA C T U S F O R P R I C I N G A N D AVA I L A B I L I T Y.

Which Net Is Right For You?

STANDARD Replacement
Batting Cage Nets
All of our standard replacement batting cage nets
are held to strict quality standards. All standard
replacement nets for batting cages are constructed
with durable machine-sewn rope-reinforced seams,
roof rib line, and a single-end access panel.
#42 KNOTTED NYLON

70'L x 12'H x 14'W 105-835-010 (130 lbs)
55'L x 12'H x 14'W 105-835-020 (103 lbs)

$1,399
$1,149

#42 KNOTTED HDPE

55'L x 12'H x 12'W 105-835-040 (94 lbs)
70'L x 12'H x 14'W 105-835-050 (125 lbs)
55'L x 12'H x 14'W 105-835-060 (104 lbs)

$615
$695
$635

M AT ERIAL SELECT IO N

CONSTRUCTION

 Nylon offers the best overall
strength and UV protection over
the life of a cage net and can easily
be customized to fit any needs. It
costs a little more but lasts longer.

TWISTED KNOTTED vs. BRAIDED KNOTLESS

 High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
is a cost-effective alternative to
other options and is often available
in multiple standard sizes.

NOT…: Other HDP… cage sizes available.
Contact us for pricing and availability.
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 There is much debate as to which
method of netting construction is
better. Often it simply boils down
to the “best option” being whatever
a supplier has available to them.
Based on our experience, we have
found that both types can provide
a quality long-lasting cage as long
as the raw materials and fabrication
methods are held to a high standard.

BeaconAthletics.com
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BEACON TIE-BACK NET BACKSTOP Chaplain’s Field, Fremont, N…
Photo and installation provided by Nemaha Landscape Construction

A backstop for the fans.
Beacon Defender Series Engineered Net Backstop Systems.
It’s no fun watching a game or trying to take pictures behind chainlink. Behind a Beacon backstop it’s a whole new ballgame. Full Net In-line systems improve safety and sightlines. Tie-Back
systems leave NO sightline obstructions. Design matters and we’ve refined and perfected our
systems over the last 15 years. We’re ready to work with any architect, contractor or
installer through the project’s completion. See following pages for more.

In-Line Backstops can be less expensive
than chain link and are often easier to install.

Tie-Back Backstops position poles out of
view leaving NO sightline obstructions.

Beacon’s in-line and tie-back systems have
both been built up to 50' tall.

Pre-assembled support poles speed
installation and ensure structural integrity.

/beaconathletics1948
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@beaconathletics
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ENGINEERED ADVANTAGES
n Proprietary wind load analysis
models developed at Beacon are
used to establish peak loads and
ensure correct structural design
n Complete installation drawings
and instructions are provided
n A structural engineering report
with footing details can be provided
n Support poles are pre-assembled,
can be hot-dip galvanized or painted
n Either backstop style is compatible
with any type base wall – brick,
chain link, wood, etc.
n Net panels can be made using heavy
nylon or ultra thin / ultra strong
Dyneema® mesh

BEACON ENGINEERED NET BACKSTOP SYSTEMS

T
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Superior performance from engineered
hardware for net support and tensioning.

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|
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“After a great deal of debate we ultimately chose Beacon’s in-line system for
our backstop at our baseball and softball fields. And we are very glad we did. The sightlines
are outstanding — a 100% improvement over our old traditional chainlink backstops.
We recommend Beacon to anyone building a new complex or remodeling an existing one.”
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IN-LINE NET BACKSTOP Woodside Sports Complex, Mauston, WI
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IN-LINE NET BACKSTOP SYSTEMS

— Rick Roberts, Athletic Director, Van Meter H.S., Van Meter, IA

IN TH E

Beacon Defender Series In-line Net Backstop
We have a solution for you. Proven designs, unmatched performance. Our engineered
designs with our tensioning hardware and prefabricated parts deliver the best performance.
Adjacent fields, back-to-back backstops, nearby parking lots or roads ... we’ve solved it all.
Let’s get started on your backstop project. You can select one of our standard in-line
systems below, or we can apply our design parameters to meet your specific dimensional
requirements. We’ll walk you through the process, making helpful recommendations along the way.
When your requirements are established, we’ll offer a layout and price estimate for your backstop.
Mattoon Park & Rec, Mattoon, IL

Full Net Inline Systems take your facility up a notch improving safety and sightlines.

In-line poles
Backstop netting

Get rid of that old chainlink fence.
We’ll ensure your backstop is engineered
exactly to your specifications.
Layout guide available on our website.
INLINE ADVANTAGES
n Most installations can be supported
by only 4 poles reducing visual
obstructions for spectators
n Squared net mesh is easier to look
through than diamond netting or
chain link fencing
n Net panels can be supported by a
permanent cable grid or installed
with hardware that allows netting to
be raised, lowered, and re-tensioned
from the ground
n Can be less expensive than chain
link and are often easier to install
n We specify the very best materials
and components from a select
group of fabricators who met our
stringent requirements
n Designed to be flexible enough to
accommodate a wide selection of
net heights and lengths, if needed

Contact us today for a free consultation on your In-line Backstop project.
Permanent In-line Net Backstop 101-100-150
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Call for pricing
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Call for pricing

TIE-BACK NET BACKSTOP Iowa State University, Ames, IA
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Beacon Defender Series Tie-Back Backstop
The Beacon approach to tie-back design is simple: simplify installation,
simplify net raising & tensioning, and simplify net removal for off-season storage.
With Beacon, design matters. Good design controls costs and assures excellent performance.
Let’s get started on your backstop project. You can select from one of our standard tie-back
systems below, or we can apply our design parameters to meet your specific dimensional
requirements. After we discuss dimensions, site conditions, pole location, planned wall design,
and net material options, we’ll quickly provide a design layout and price quote for your project.
Warner Park, Madison WI

Tie-Back Net Systems leave NO sightline obstructions giving your fans a perfect view.

Tie-Back poles
Backstop netting

TIE-BACK NET BACKSTOP SYSTEMS

ON BU
AC

Design matters. Your backstop design will
be engineered precisely to control costs
while delivering optimum performance.
Layout guide available on our website.
TIE-BACK ADVANTAGES
n All support poles can be located
beyond or behind spectator seating,
meaning there are NO sightline
obstructions
n Pole foundations can be positioned
to minimize interference with existing or planned structures (dugout,
backstop wall, bleachers, etc.)
n Net panel can be raised, lowered,
and tensioned ... all from the ground
n Tie-back design can be integrated
with any type of base wall, including
a radial layout
Note: The Outboard Pole design places
wing poles out beyond the dugout
if space is limited or sightlines
are a concern.

Contact us today for a free consultation on your Tie-Back Backstop project.
Hoistable Tie-Back Net Backstop 101-100-170

/beaconathletics1948
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Outboard Pole Tie-Back Net Backstop 101-100-190
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SOCCER BARRIER NET Colorado Springs, CO

Essential containment.

Beacon Defender Series Barrier Net Systems
Anytime a ball leaves the field, it’s a problem.
Our Barrier Net containment systems keep
balls where they belong and spectators and
property safe. Best part is, it’s easy to put up
and take down — no ladders, no lifts. And our
premium nets and superior support hardware perform perfectly. Systems for Soccer,
LaCrosse and other sports is available. Our
Combination Nets give you the best of both
worlds with the lower 12' using our multisport 1.5" mesh and the upper 8' using our
4" mesh.. Ground sleeves & cable included
with all systems. Ships via freight.

UNIQUE FEATURES
n Heavy-duty schedule 40 aluminum
pipe uprights
n Superior quality hoisting blocks and
halyards easily lift and lower net
n Innovative tensioning system
reduces net sag when fully erected
n Can be hoisted & tensioned from
the ground, no ladders needed
n Premium UV-treated nylon nets;
available in 1.5" mesh, 4" mesh, or
a combination of both
n All mounting hardware included
n Vertical cables stabilize against wind

Top pulley with lifting halyard.

S TA N D A R D B A R R I E R N ET S Y S T E M S
15' H MULTI-SPORT/LACROSSE – 1-1/2" mesh net
20' H SOCCER – 4" mesh net
60' W with 3 posts 140-100-510
$2,399 60' W with 3 posts 140-100-610
$2,699
90' W with 4 posts 140-100-310

$3,199

90' W with 4 posts 140-100-210

$3,379

120' W with 5 posts 140-100-240

$3,899

120' W with 5 posts 140-100-220

$4,499

180' W with 7 posts 140-100-250

$5,699

180' W with 7 posts 140-100-230

$5,999

COMBINATION BARRIER NET SYSTEMS

Consider back-up nets for:
lacrosse, soccer, football,
golf, baseball, softball and
custom applications.
LOWER 12' = 1.5" mesh | UPPER 8' = 4" mesh
Soccer back-up net system

60' W with 3 posts 140-100-620

$2,499

90' W with 4 posts 140-100-630

$3,399

120' W with 5 posts 140-100-640

$4,299

180' W with 7 posts 140-100-650

$5,799

These are the perfect net systems for a
combined lacrosse / soccer field.
Lacrosse back-up net system
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Football back-up net system
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Barrier Nets keep ’em in the yard.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
n Layout guide available, contact us
n Ground sleeve & caps for when the
net needs to be completely taken
down, uprights and all
n Heavy-duty aluminum posts when
easy pole removal is required
n Net mesh options: various mesh sizes and weights to meet your purpose
n Permanent net attachment for when
your net goes up and needs to stay up
CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS

They help you protect adjoining fields and parking lots.

Portable Barrier Net Systems
Errant balls going astray can be a serious
safety hazard. But, when permanent or
sleeved poles are not possible, our Portable
Barrier Net Systems are the perfect way to
protect adjoining fields, parking lots, and
spectator areas. These unique barrier nets
allow you to easily move your netting systems
on and off, as well as between fields. Portable
systems feature welded and painted steel base
frames with unpainted aluminum uprights.
Wheel kits are optional, but sand bags are
included with each base unit (customer must
provide own sand). Ships via freight.

BARRIER NETTING CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SOCCER BARRIER NET Waunakee, WI

Shown with optional painted uprights

P O R TA B L E B A R R I E R N ET S Y S T E M S
12' H MULTI-SPORT/LACROSSE – 1-1/2" mesh net
20' H SOCCER – 4" mesh net
60' W with 5 poles/base 140-100-100 $2,199 60' W with 5 poles/base 140-100-120 $3,799
90' W with 7 poles/base 140-100-110

$2,999

90' W with 7 poles/base 140-100-130

$5,399

120' W with 9 poles/base 140-100-140 $3,999

120' W with 9 poles/base 140-100-160 $6,099

180' W with 13 poles/base 140-100-150 $5,999

180' W with 13 poles/base 140-100-170 $8,699

Optional Wheel Kit 140-100-005 $39 per base

Barrier Net Systems can be customized for various needs, including football
with an extended 20'H section behind
the goal posts. Permanent or hoistable
systems are available for baseball and
softball. Contact us today for a free
consultation and estimate.

/beaconathletics1948
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Economy Fence Cap Pre-slit poly tubing 4-½"DIA, fully UV-protected.
Shipped via commercial freight, call for quote. Available in bright yellow,
standard yellow, black, or green. Get a FR…… Fence Cap Zipper (below)
with 1,000' of fence cap. 18" Ties are UV-resistant. Ships via truck.
standard yellow

green

black

Just zip it. It’s that easy.
Fence Cap Zipper Let someone else

ECONOMY F E N C E C A P
Bright Yellow
Standard Yellow, Green, Black
100' 125-245-239 (30 lbs)
$99 100' 125-515-249 (35 lbs)
$99
250' 125-245-229 (70 lbs) $179 250' 125-515-259 (85 lbs) $189

install it, right? Not any more — the Fence Cap
Zipper is a nifty little tool that makes installation
easy. Just attach the powder-coated steel zipper,
press the cap down, and pull the cord to close the
fence cap at the bottom. Three people can do
the whole fence in minutes. Watch the demo!

100 Ties 125-245-029 (1 lbs) $35 100 Ties 125-515-029 (1 lbs) $32

125-100-640 (3 lbs) $49

Fence Guard is constructed of heavy-duty, UV-resistant polyethylene.

Secured with ties through predrilled holes. Ten 8'L sections and 50 8"L
ties per carton. Premium (3"W x 4-1/2"H x 8'L with .09" material thickness) available in yellow, dark green, red, blue. Standard (2-5/8"W x 4"H x
8'L with .07" material thickness) available in white and orange.
Carton quantities only. Ships via truck.

Premium 125-515-269 (42 lbs) $179
Standard 125-515-409 (33 lbs) $125

20
20
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It’s like icing on the fence.
bright yellow

Watch at: /zipper

Safety Top Cap is fence top protection designed for easy installation
and years of use. Install using predrilled holes and included hog rings.
Five 8' long sections. Comes in safety yellow with UV stabilizers (other
colors: red, green, royal blue, brown, black, white). Ships via truck.
Safety Yellow 125-245-249 (25 lbs) $115
Other colors* 125-245-259 (25 lbs) $145
* Colors other than Safety Yellow or black require 2000 ft minimum.
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Clean & simple. No bunches, crunches, or bumps.
Beacon Rail & Post Padding protects players
and dresses up your ballfield. Available in a
kit or as individual 8' sections. Rail Padding
Kit is available in standard green or black
(custom colors available). One-inch thick
padding with 2" ID, dugout netting not
included. Custom printing on kit padding
available. Also available as vinyl cover only
(does not include padding or cable ties).
R A I L PA D D I N G K I T
Kit includes: seven 4' sections of 1" padding with
2" ID; 29' roll of vinyl cover; 50 cable ties
Black 145-100-010 (12 lbs)
$195
Maple Green 145-100-040 (12 lbs)
$195
Custom* 145-100-050 (12 lbs)
$195

RAIL PADDING
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RAIL PADDING KIT shown with optional dugout net
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Optional printing can help maximize your branding or add sponsorship opportunities.

R A I L PA D D I N G V I N Y L C O V E R O N LY
Does not include padding or cable ties.
Black 145-100-060 (2 lbs)
$119
Maple Green 145-100-090 (2 lbs)
$119
Custom* 145-100-080 (2 lbs)
$119
* Non-stock colors and custom lengths must be
purchased in quantities of 4.

Dugout Net Kit
Add protection to your dugouts with our
do-it-yourself kit. The special Lock Stitch
design allows them to be cut to any size.
Includes lacing twine.
4'H x 50'L 120-100-100 $149
6'H x 50'L 120-100-110 $199

/beaconathletics1948
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BACKSTOP WALL SYSTEM & WOODLESS PADDING

Innovative solutions.
Our product development efforts are triggered when we see a problem confronting our customers.
We have found the typical backstop base wall — brick or concrete — to be expensive & difficult to install, plus the pads used on concrete
walls are heavy, hard to mount, and often warp out of shape. To solve these problems and complement our net backstop systems, we
have developed the Beacon Defender Series Backstop Wall System & Woodless Backstop Pads — the total backstop solution.

Our Backstop Wall System, which is part of our Defender Series, is a
cost-effective solution that includes a solid 3' high wall constructed with galvanized
steel posts, powder-coated slide-over brackets, and 2" x 10" treated lumber planks.
We’ve also designed in attachment points for your backstop netting and for a
backside banner. Just add our Woodless Backstop Pads and you have the perfect
backstop solution. This modular design allows for total flexibility with sizing.
It’s designed for all levels of play and you’ll definitely love the way it looks.

Custom Backstop Wall Systems 145-100-510 Call for pricing
Wood-less Backstop Pads sold separately (page 23)

Defender Series™
Backstop Wall System Features
Slide-over post bracket
Treated wood planks
Woodless pads
(optional)

Backside banner
Net anchor cable

Slide-over Post Bracket with Net Anchor Cable

22
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Beacon’s a great resource for our ballfield equipment.

— Joe Bolen, Director, Louisville Slugger Sports Complex

BEACON BACKSTOP WALL SYSTEM | BEACON WOOD-LESS BACKSTOP PADS

We’ve reimagined how backstop walls
and backstop padding should work.

EASY TO INSTALL , COST EFFECTIVE, LIGHTWEIGHT AND NO WARPING.
THE CHALLENGE: Common plywood-backed pads that are used
outdoors do not hold up (they warp, crack, etc.). Mounting them is
time consuming, difficult work. They’re heavy and hard to move & store,
so they are often left out year round, shortening the life of the pads.

Beacon Woodless
Backstop Pads

patent pending

Mounting
clips

These innovative backstop pads are just way easier to install and remove
for offseason storage than common plywood-backed padding. So what's
the secret? Remove the wood and most of the weight and the potential for
warping go with it. They look great, perform as designed, and last for years.
n No plywood backing — wood-less design essentially
eliminates warping

Support
rod

n 85% lighter than typical plywood-backed padding
n High-density 2" safety foam fully enclosed in printable
18 oz vinyl laminate

BACKSTOP WALL SYSTEM & WOODLESS PADDING

Their woodless pads look great and are easy to install.
Our staff really appreciates the quick-change panel
swapping and easy removal for storage.

n Adjustable stainless steel mounting brackets included
(works on wood, concrete or brick walls)
n Clean top edge with integrated full-length support batten
n Adjacent pads anchored with Velcro® wall plates and
Velcro® sewn on pads

Velcro®
plate

Custom Woodless Backstop Pads 145-100-100 Call for pricing

Wood-less Padding shown with Beacon Backstop Wall System

Designed for use with Backstop Wall Systems (page 22)

Don’t let this
happen to you...

BEACON WOODLESS BACKSTOP PADS on Beacon Defender Series Backstop Wall System

/beaconathletics1948
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WARP…D wood-backed pads on concrete wall
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Padding equals safety, outdoors or indoors.

Protective padding enhances safety around
light poles, backstops, and outfield walls.

Custom printing enhances your branding or
provides sponsorship opportunities.

Reduce the risk of unpredictable ricochets
from foul tips and passed balls.

Proper padding makes your fields more playable.
It's an essential component for providing a
safe athletic environment. Direct collisions
are not the only concerns. Ricochets and
rebounds from passed balls or foul tips also
create a safety hazard. Dugout railings, backstops, goalposts, gym walls, light poles and
outfield walls ... they're all things that players
can, and undoubtedly will, make contact with
at some point. Our design-to-fit padding is
sized for straightforward installation and easy
off-season removal. Standard backstop
padding available with or without custom
graphics in 2', 3' or 4' heights and standard
widths. Information & pricing table on next page.

DESIGN-TO-FIT FEATURES
n High-density open-cell foam core
n Heavy-duty UV-treated 18-oz vinyl
laminated cover stock
n Available in 13 standard colors
(see next page)
n Wood-backed pads can be screwed
directly to walls or hung with z-clips
n Pads can be custom printed with
lettering, logos, or digital art (vector
or hi-res digital files required)

Contact us for a consultation and pricing on design-to-fit indoor or outdoor padding.

24
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Rubber Backstop Matting is an
inexpensive way to protect players from
deflections. Constructed from extremely
durable 3/8" thick heavy-duty black rubber
with brass grommets every 18" along the
top and bottom. Also helps prevent stretching and bending of your backstop fence
from balls repetitively hitting the fence.
6'L x 4'H 145-365-200 (55 lbs) $79

BeaconAthletics.com
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INDOOR WALL PADDING University of Wisconsin
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Outside, inside, around the corner, on the wall, over the rail…
Beacon’s facility padding can cover it all.
Standard Backstop Padding is available
in easy-to-order 2', 3' or 4' heights
and in various widths, with or without
custom printing (below).
Also ask us about EnviroSafe™ Foam
Padding. It’s 100% toxin-free, recyclable, fire retardant, and mold proof.
EnviroSafe™ padding has leachable
chemicals and zero VOCs or Off Gas.
Call or email info@beaconathletics.com.

S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S
n Thick 2" foam with 18-oz vinyl
laminated cover stock
n Each panel made of 2' folding
sections
n Brass grommets on all sides
1' apart
n Pads can be custom printed with
lettering, logos, or digital art (vector
or hi-res digital files required)

2'H

3'H

4'H

BACKSTOP PADDING – plain
6' wide 145-245-209 (9 lbs)
8' wide 145-245-219 (13 lbs)
10' wide 145-245-229 (15 lbs)
12' wide 145-245-239 (20 lbs)
6' wide 145-245-019 (12 lbs)
8' wide 145-245-089 (16 lbs)
10' wide 145-245-129 (20 lbs)
12' wide 145-245-169 (24 lbs)
6' wide 145-245-049 (15 lbs)
8' wide 145-245-109 (20 lbs)
10' wide 145-245-149 (25 lbs)
12' wide 145-245-189 (30 lbs)

$119
$139
$169
$199
$175
$235
$255
$285
$215
$255
$315
$369

INDOOR & OUTDOOR WALL PADDING
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BACKSTOP PADDING – custom printed
6' wide 145-245-329 (9 lbs)
$275
8' wide 145-245-339 (13 lbs)
$295
2'H
10' wide 145-245-349 (15 lbs)
$325
12' wide 145-245-359 (20 lbs)
$365
6' wide 145-245-249 (12 lbs)
$325
8' wide 145-245-259 (16 lbs)
$395
3'H
10' wide 145-245-269 (20 lbs) $465
12' wide 145-245-279 (24 lbs)
$615
6' wide 145-245-289 (15 lbs)
$395
8' wide 145-245-299 (20 lbs)
$489
4'H
10' wide 145-245-309 (25 lbs)
$599
12' wide 145-245-319 (30 lbs)
$725

STANDARD BACKSTOP PADDING

FACILITY PADDING COLORS for both design-to-fit or standard backstop padding
royal blue carolina blue navy blue

/beaconathletics1948
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burgundy

red

@beaconathletics
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yellow

kelly green forest green

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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white

black
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PREFABRICATED TEAM DUGOUTS

Premium Team Dugouts
Rugged all-steel construction arrives ready to assemble.
UNIQUE FEATURES
n All-steel construction — A500
square structural steel tubing
n Frame fasteners concealed
n Fast assembly with limited personnel
n 40-year warranty on Semcoat
Super Siliconized polyester metal
roof color finish
n 8' deep and 8' eave height
STEEL FRAME COLORS

Prefabricated and pre-engineered.
That means all fasteners are concealed
within tubing to avoid corrosion and for better
safety. Roof Panels are 26-gauge galvanized
metal and finished with one of the nine colors.
Standard sizes can be easily modified to fit your
unique site considerations. Available as 20', 30',
or 40' dugout. Powder coated steel support columns

PREMIUM TEAM DUGOUTS
Northern U.S.*
20'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-860
30'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-870
40'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-880

$6,169 ea
$7,799 ea
$9,289 ea

Southern U.S.
20'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-820
$5,495 ea
30'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-830
$7,025 ea
40'L x 8'H x 8'D 120-875-840
$8,439 ea
*Designed specifically to handle snow loads.

Dugouts for use
in Northern states
are designed
to handle snow
loads.

26
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(see color options). Sold individually. Fencing
& bench not included. Ships via truck.
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almond

black

red

green

burgundy

blue

navy blue

brown

forest green

METAL ROOF COLORS

light stone

mocha tan

old town gray

pure white

cocoa brown

forest green

hawaiian blue

barn red

galvalume

Note: Actual colors may vary

BeaconAthletics.com

Very quick, very easy. Prefabricated steel-roof dugouts.
These maintenance-free materials
give teams a home.
These prefabricated roof kits provide sun and
shelter to your players and are designed to
meet International Building Code (IBC) specifications for wind and snow load. The size, spacing,
and height of the support posts are coordinated
with fencing industry standards and are adaptable to masonry and concrete wall systems.
The roof framing can be powder-coat painted in
several colors.
Consider wrapping these dugouts with chain
link fence fabric and team colored windscreen
panels (right) featuring a printed logo to promote team pride with team privacy. Fencing &
bench not included. Ships via truck.
Contact us for information about
windscreen panels.

Shown with optional windscreen
UNIQUE FEATURES

B E A C O N T E A M D U G O U T S (sold individually, minimum order two dugouts)
Painted Roof Frame
Unpainted Roof Frame
20'L x 10'D 120-405-029
$5,295 ea 20'L x 10'D 120-405-069
$4,245 ea
30'L x 10'D 120-405-039
$7,390 ea 30'L x 10'D 120-405-079
$6,069 ea
40'L x 10'D 120-405-049
$8,850 ea 40'L x 10'D 120-405-089
$6,879 ea

Custom sizes available.

/beaconathletics1948
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OUTDOOR BATTING CAGES

Beacon Team Dugouts
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n Heavy duty 3" OD schedule
40 galvanized steel pipe posts with
3" x 3" x 3/8" thick base plates
n 29 gauge corrugated white powder-coat painted steel roof panels
n Durable powder-coat finish roof
framing, available in team colors
n Corrosion-resistant hardware
fasteners included
n 10' deep dugouts constructed of
maintenance-free materials in three
standard lengths — 20, 30 or 40 ft

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|
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Dugout Accessories

ACCESSORIES FOR DUGOUTS

SEE
PAGE 31

for Dugout
Shade Options

Dugout Net Kit
Add protection to your dugouts with our do-it-yourself kit. The special
Lock Stitch design allows them to be cut to any size. Made in USA. Includes lacing twine.
4'H x 50'L 120-100-100 $149

6'H x 50'L 120-100-110 $199

Ball Baby In-Fence Ball Return
E veryone will know right where to
return those foul balls and home runs.
Safe ball return, no interruptions.
Baseball (7" x 13")
315-850-009 (3 lbs) $79
Softball (7" x 14")
315-850-109 (3 lbs) $79

Battyshack Mounts easily to fence, holds
5 baseballs or 6 softballs and 12 bats.
Dry erase batting order card. 19" L
315-165-010 (4 lbs) $49

Bottle Buddy In-Fence
Bottle Holder

Schutt Bat Rack 
Powder-coated steel bat holder
easily hooks to fence. Holds up to 10 bats.

It can only be accessed from inside the
fence. So that keeps it up and out of the
way of players and coaches. Grab a
20 oz. bottle from the in-fence holder
that keeps drinks cooler and dust free.
315-850-019 (3 lbs) $69

315-675-059 (1 lbs) $19

28
28

Rubber Mat Non-skid 1/2" black rubber
made in the USA from 100% recycled rubber
products. 4' x 6'

Rubber Cleat Cleaner Great for the mound,
or on-deck circle. Portable or permanent.
13" x 13"

Scrusher® Shoe and Cleat Cleaner 
Heavy-duty steel frame can be permanently
mounted in dugout.

270-365-200 (75 lbs) $99

315-905-010 (3 lbs) $19

315-220-049 (8 lbs) $75
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Johnson & Wales Univ., Providence, RI

30'H x 56'W 5-unit installation shown fully raised.
(Drawing Set available on our website)

U.S. Patent # 9180356

30'H x 56'W 5-unit installation shown with batter’s eye down

The innovative batter’s eye with no lifts and no ladders.

INSTASCREEN RETRACTABLE BATTER’S EYE
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One person can raise or lower it in just minutes, no more clutter!

Flexible battens are key to performance
& durability, even in extreme winds.

Just like trees a strategic offset fore and
aft allows for subtle free movement.

We engineered this retractable batter’s
eye to work like nature. When wind whistles
through the trees they changes shape
slightly and move around some to reduce
their wind load. That’s exactly what inspired
the INSTAScreen. A central support with a
“wing” supported by flexible battens allows
for the subtle, stable movement that it needs
to reduce wind load.

Gone are the big expense and constant
worries of huge permanent structures
that struggle with excessive wind gusts.
Typical installations are 3 to 5 units wide.
Contact our Project Services group for
a consultation and estimate.
Ships via truck

The result is a cost-effective retractable
system that players love and raises or
lowers easily from the ground.

Stamped …ngineering available on request.

Lowering & raising is an easy one-person
job with this sturdy hand winch.
UNIQUE FEATURES
n Engineered for 90 mph wind gust
n Fully retractable system avoids
unnecessary structural stress
n Winch system allows for easily
raising and lowering at ground level
n Off-season storage is easy with
fully-removable wings

Watch the raising and lowering at: beaconathletics.com/instanteye

Contact us today for a free consultation on your INSTAScreen Retractable Batter’s …ye project.
/beaconathletics1948
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FOUL POLES / OUTFIELD DISTANCE MARKERS

Ballfield Foul Poles

IN TH E

Professional Foul Poles

Standard Foul Poles

Beacon Economy Foul Pole Kit

Foul poles made from heavy-duty steel pipe.
Available in four heights: 40-ft, 32-ft, 24-ft
and 16-ft. For in-ground or surface mount
applications. Wing Panels are 13" wide and
start 8' above ground and extend to the top
of the pole. Choose from white, optic orange,
and optic yellow powder-coated colors.

• 3.5" OD 13-gauge steel tube uprights
(0.095" wall)
• 18" wide expanded metal visibility wing
• Direct-bury posts
• Optic yellow powder-coat finish
• Optional ground sleeves sold separately
• Sold in pairs, assembly required,
Ships via truck
12' height (6' wing) 130-765-139
(220 lbs/pair) $899

• Turn a regular pole into a foul pole in minutes
with the easy-assembly kit (below)
• Fits any 3" OD pole
• No painting needed
• Choose from optic yellow or optic orange
• Optional printing available for team name
or distance
• Ships via ground
Foul pole kit includes:
• 4 support brackets
w/ hardware
• 2 pole caps
• 2 yellow Premium Mesh
visibility panels
(12' long x 18" wide)

Sold as pairs, some assembly required.
IN-GROUND FOUL POLES
40'H (6-5/8" pole) 130-325-019
$7,405
32'H (5-9/16" pole) 130-325-009
$4,770
24'H (4-1/5" pole) 130-325-029
$2,660
16'H (3-1/2" pole) 130-325-039
$2,150
S U R FA C E M O U N T F O U L P O L E S
40'H (6-5/8" pole) 130-325-049
$8,025
32'H (5-9/16" pole) 130-325-059
$5,015
24'H (4-1/5" pole) 130-325-069
$3,715
16'H (3-1/2" pole) 130-325-079
$2,675

15' height (8' wing) 130-765-129
(272 lbs/pair) $1,050
20' height (12' wing) 130-765-069
(362 lbs/pair) $1,319
36" Ground sleeves (for 12' or 15' foul pole)
130-765-109 (100 lbs/pair) $329
48" Ground sleeves (for 20' foul pole)
130-765-079 (100 lbs/pair) $359

Optic Yellow 130-100-050 (26 lbs) $335
Optic Orange 130-100-040 (26 lbs) $335

NCAA RULE 2, 2.12: Beginning in 2018, foul poles on institutional softball fields shall be a minimum of ten feet high and shall be either white or optic orange.

Outfield Distance Markers
Outfield Distance Markers these vinyl numerals with vinyl
banner material include brass grommets in each corner and midpoint.
Available in maple green, royal blue, red, navy, gray, maroon, sky blue,
purple, yellow, white, tan, black, kelly green, and orange.
Specify banner color and numeral colors.
Standard 24" numerals (38"H x 56"W) 160-245-019 (2 lbs) $115
Small 14" numerals (27"H x 36"W) 160-245-029 (2 lbs) $95
Vertical 12" numerals (56"H x 20"W) 160-245-039 (2 lbs) $89
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Shade can be so cool.

Single-Cantilever bleacher cover.

Players & spectators love it.

Double-Cantilever bleacher cover.

Who doesn’t like to be cool?
Or at least stay cool. With a Beacon Shade
Structure you not only keep ’em cool, you
can protect spectators and players from
the harmful effects of the sun ... and,
determine which configuration works best
— rectangular, square,
single-cantilever,
t-cantilever, 4-way
SEE PAGE 26
cantilever, or our
for Dugouts
mega span shade
SEE PAGE 34
structure for
for Bleachers
big areas.

SHADE COVER for BLEACHERS & BENCHES

4-POST RECTANGULAR DUGOUT SHADE COVER

T-Cantilever bleacher cover.

4-POST RECTANGULAR DUGOUT SHADE
10'W x 20'L x 8'H 115-680-019
$3,275
12'W x 25'L x 8'H 115-680-029
$3,465
15'W x 30'L x 8'H 115-680-039
$4,885
OFFSET T-CANTILEVER DUGOUT SHADE
10'W x 20'L x 8'H 115-680-049
$4,479
14'W x 20'L x 8'H 115-680-059
$5,075
10'W x 30'L x 8'H 115-680-069
$5,365
14'W x 30'L x 8'H 115-680-079
$5,939
SINGLE-CANTILEVER BLEACHER SHADE
19'W x 20'L x 12'H 115-680-119
$7,129
19'W x 30'L x 12'H 115-680-129
$7,625

4-Post Rectangular dugout cover.
4-POST RECTANGULAR BLEACHER SHADE
10'W x 20'L x 12'H 115-680-089
$4,845
12'W x 25'L x 12'H 115-680-099
$5,425
15'W x 30'L x 12'H 115-680-109
$5,819

More styles & more sizes are available — contact us for all the details.
/beaconathletics1948
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Team Benches

Portable

Permanent

Surface

TEAM BENCHES

15' PORTABLE MOUNT PREMIUM ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH w/o backrests

Premium Team Benches
Available in lengths of 7.5', 15', and 21'. Legs constructed of
2-3/8" OD galvanized steel. 10" wide seats in aluminum or painted,
with or without backrests. Permanent, portable or surface mount.
Available in forest green, scarlet red, royal, navy.
Call for pricing on 7.5' and 21' lengths. Ships via truck
PREMIUM ALUMINUM TEAM BENCHES
15' with BACKRESTS
15' without backrests
Permanent 115-765-759 (102 lbs)
$545 Permanent 115-765-729 (59 lbs)
Portable 115-765-769 (106 lbs)
$545 Portable 115-765-739 (62 lbs)
Surface 115-765-779 (100 lbs)
$545 Surface 115-765-749 (53 lbs)

$345
$345
$345

PREMIUM PAINTED
15' with BACKRESTS
Permanent 115-765-119 (102 lbs)
Portable 115-765-149 (106 lbs)
Surface 115-765-159 (100 lbs)

$369
$369
$369

ALUMINUM TEAM BENCHES
15' without backrests
$629 Permanent 115-765-129 (59 lbs)
$629 Portable 115-765-169 (62 lbs)
$629 Surface 115-765-139 (53 lbs)

All-Aluminum Team Benches
Available in lengths of 6', 15', and 21'. All-aluminum construction with 10" seats, with or without backrests.
Portable mount standard, ground anchors available for permanent of surface mount. 6' ships ground oversized.
15' and 21' ship via truck, contact us for freight quote.

ALL-ALUMINUM TEAM BENCHES
Portable Mount with BACKRESTS
Portable Mount without backrests
6'L 115-445-049 (42 lbs)
$445 6'L 115-445-069 (42 lbs)
15'L 115-445-059 (90 lbs)
$715 15'L 115-445-079 (42 lbs)
21'L 115-445-089 (125 lbs)
$985 21'L 115-445-099 (42 lbs)
Optional Ground Anchors Set of 4 for permanent or surface mounting 115-445-019 (6 lbs)
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$280
$465
$609
$145

Team Benches with Shelves

PLAYER BENCHES & SCORER’S TABLES

Player Benches with Storage Shelf
No more messy dugout, available in lengths of 7.5', 15', and 21'. Built-in shelf keeps things orderly.
Available in three lengths featuring a 2" x 10" aluminum seat plank. Delivers unassembled with portable
mount. 5-yr warranty. Choose from standard aluminum or forest green, scarlet red, navy, or royal.
Ships via truck
PORTABLE PLAYER BENCHES with Storage Shelf
Standard Aluminum
Powder Coated Aluminum
7'6"L 6 seats, 115-765-649 (80 lbs)
$525 7'6"L 6 seats, 115-765-659 (80 lbs)
15'L 10 seats, 115-765-669 (150 lbs)
$895 15'L 10 seats, 115-765-679 (150 lbs)
21'L 14 seats, 115-765-689 (206 lbs) $1,165 21'L 14 seats, 115-765-699 (206 lbs)

$565
$1,095
$1,575

Scorer’s Tables

Premium Scorer’s Table

Scorer’s Table with Bench

Design is ADA compliant. With 7.5' x 10" aluminum seat and 7.5' x 20"
aluminum table with a welded steel support frame, the frame (legs)
is powder-coated black. Seat height is 16", table height is 27".
Planks are available in anodized aluminum or powder coated colors.
Ship via truck.

7.5' x 10" anodized or powder coated
aluminum seat with 7.5' x 18" table top.
Assembly required. Ship via truck.

Available colors: unpainted aluminum, black, forest green, royal blue,
red, navy blue, white.
v v v v v v v

Available colors: unpainted aluminum,
forest green, royal blue, red, navy blue.
v v v v v

Anodized aluminum 115-765-709 (66 lbs) $495
Powder-coated aluminum 115-765-719 (66 lbs) $525

Anodized aluminum 115-415-129 (190 lbs) $659
Powder-coated aluminum 115-415-139 (190 lbs) $769

/beaconathletics1948
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The JW Difference means quality up & down.
JW Industries bleachers are IBC code
compliant in all 50 states. They are
also compliant with the American
Disabilities Act (ADA) for accessibility & integrated seating with
high-quality, high-tensile aluminum
alloy seat planks and back rests.
Risers are available in white, green,
yellow, orange, purple, blue, black, red,
and burgundy. Ships via truck

UNIQUE FEATURES
n IBC- and ADA-compliant
n Lightweight aluminum
construction
n Galvanized steel bases
n Corrosion-resistant,
maintenance-free
n 12-yr warranty

3 ROWS W/AISLE & RISERS

J W I N D U S T R I E S I B C- C O M P L I A N T B L E A C H E R S

w/aisle & risers

ALUMINUM BLEACHERS

w/aisle

DESCRIPTION

SEATS

3 rows 19'W (289 lbs) 115-405-009
3 rows 25'W (364 lbs) 115-405-019
3 rows 31'W (438 lbs) 115-405-029
3 rows 19'W (388 lbs) 115-405-039
3 rows 25'W (500 lbs) 115-405-049
3 rows 31'W (614 lbs) 115-405-059
5 rows 19'W (1,076 lbs) 115-405-069
5 rows 25'W (1,340 lbs) 115-405-079
5 rows 31'W (1,605 lbs) 115-405-089
10 rows 19'W (2,282 lbs) 115-405-099
10 rows 25'W (2,841 lbs) 115-405-109
10 rows 31'W (3,393 lbs) 115-405-119

PRICE

$2,199
$2,625
$2,815
$2,525
$2,879
$3,365
$5,819
$6,675
$7,439
$10,725
$12,775
$14,175

5 ROWS W/AISLE & RISERS

Powder coated risers 115-405-219 $7/ft (minimum 100 ft/order)

Economy aluminum bleachers
A great option from 2 rows to 10.
Bleachers are available with 10"
single or 20" double foot planks as
indicated. Colored bleachers include
colored seat planks only (contact us for
pricing and color selection).
Due to fluctuation in the aluminum
market prices are subject to change.
When ordering be sure your selection
is compliant with local building codes.
For economical shipping, some assembly required. Ships via truck

UNIQUE FEATURES
n Welded aluminum angle
frames with anodized
aluminum seat planks
n Chain-link guardrails
available for 4, 5, 8, or
10 row models only
n 5-yr warranty

5 ROWS W/GUARDRAILS

3 ROWS W/DOUBLE FOOT PLANKS

10" SINGLE FOOT PLANK

34
34

32
44
56
32
44
56
52
72
92
102
142
182

20" DOUBLE FOOT PLANK
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10 ROWS W/AISLE & RISERS

ECONOMY ALUMINUM BLEACHERS
DESCRIPTION (S or D indicates Single or Double foot planks) SEATS

PRICE

2 rows-S 15'W x 3'D (170 lbs) 115-765-209
2 rows-D 15'W x 3'D (198 lbs) 115-765-379
2 rows-S 21'W x 3'D (240 lbs) 115-765-219
2 rows-D 21'W x 3'D (278 lbs) 115-765-389
3 rows-S 15'W x 5'D (207 lbs) 115-765-229
3 rows-D 15'W x 5'D (263 lbs) 115-765-399
3 rows-S 21'W x 5'D (283 lbs) 115-765-239
3 rows-D 21'W x 5'D (359 lbs) 115-765-409
3 rows-S 27'W x 5'D (283 lbs) 115-765-249
3 rows-D 27'W x 5'D (359 lbs) 115-765-419
4 rows-S 15'W x 7' 7"D (676 lbs) 115-765-259
4 rows-D 15'W x 7' 7"D (760 lbs) 115-765-429
4 rows-S 21'W x 7' 7"D (876 lbs) 115-765-269
4 rows-D 21'W x 7' 7"D (990 lbs) 115-765-439
4 rows-S 27'W x 7' 7"D (1,125 lbs) 115-765-279
4 rows-D 27'W x 7' 7"D (1,287 lbs) 115-765-449
5 rows-S 15'W x 9' 7"D (810 lbs) 115-765-289
5 rows-D 15'W x 9' 7"D (922 lbs) 115-765-459
5 rows-S 21'W x 9' 7"D (1,058 lbs) 115-765-299
5 rows-D 21'W x 9' 7"D (1,210 lbs) 115-765-469
5 rows-S 27'W x 9' 7"D (1,340 lbs) 115-765-309
5 rows-D 27'W x 9' 7"D (1,556 lbs) 115-765-479
8 rows-S 15'W x 16'D (1,371 lbs) 115-765-319
8 rows-S 21'W x 16'D (1,786 lbs) 115-765-329
8 rows-S 27'W x 16'D (2,270 lbs) 115-765-339
10 rows-D 15'W x 20'D (1,769 lbs) 115-765-349
10 rows-D 21'W x 20'D (2,292 lbs) 115-765-359
10 rows-D 27'W x 20'D (2,910 lbs) 115-765-369

$829
$945
$1,079
$1,209
$1,125
$1,235
$1,345
$1,525
$1,755
$1,939
$2,355
$2,609
$2,825
$3,155
$3,329
$3,855
$2,875
$3,225
$3,709
$4,095
$4,525
$5,025

fax 608-836-0724

|
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112
144
100
140
180
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BLEACHER WRAP w/custom side panel

Finish your stadium with a bleacher wrap.
Beacon’s innovative Bleacher Wrap is the
perfect, practical way to upgrade your stadium.
Add your team logo or artwork to brand your
stadium and present a clean appearance from
all angles. Our Bleacher Wrap cleverly hides
necessary storage space. Custom panels can
give you easy access to storage area below
bleachers (see inset). Includes “no drill” cable
anchor brackets and support cable hardware.
Call for pricing. Ships via truck

BEFORE shows exposed storage areas.

AFTER cleverly hides storage areas.

A bleacher wrap is a great branding and sponsorship opportunity with practical applications.

BLEACHER WRAP & BLEACHER ACCESSORIES

T
IL

ON BU
AC

A C C E S S O R I E S f o r B L E A C H E R S — Call for pricing

Double Footboards

Bleacher Engraving

Tip ’n’ Roll Kit

Hitch & Wheel Transport Kit

/beaconathletics1948
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youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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WINDSCREEN

Royal Blue QUICK-FIT WINDSCREEN

Quick-Fit Windscreen
Get the tough, long-lasting durability
you expect, but with maximum privacy to
enhance your facility. Quick-Fit Windscreen
is an economical and durable way to really
dress up your fields. Constructed with
high-density polyethylene for superior outdoor longevity. It's knitted, so if the material
is cut or torn it does not unravel. The top and

QUICK-FIT FEATURES

bottom edges are sewn with a double-stitch
3-ply hem and has grommets every 12". The
ends can be cut on site and folded over for
reinforcement. Stocked in standard green
color for 4'H and 6'H chain link fencing.
See below for complete color options.
Quick-Fit PRIVACY FACTOR =

Q U I C K- F I T W I N D S C R E E N
150' wide rolls
For 4'H fence (150' x 3'8"H) 155-155-009
$199
For 6'H fence (150' x 5'8"H) 155-155-019
$239
For 8'H fence (150' x 7'8"H) 155-155-029
$299
For custom sizes* 155-155-039 Call for pricing

90%

n Unmatched privacy from
high-density polyethylene material
n Knitted material will not unravel,
even if torn
n Double-stitch 3-ply hem on top
and bottom edges
n Ready-to-go 150' cut to fit

Q U I C K - F I T W I N D S C R E E N C O L O R O P T I O N S for any height fence – 4', 6', 8'
green

black

royal blue

brown

tan

colors for 6'H fence ONLY
gray

white

red

navy

* Comes with hemmed & gommetted edges all around

SEE PAGE 20
for Fence Cap and
PAGE 30 for
Outfield Distance
Markers

Standard Green QUICK-FIT WINDSCREEN

36
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windscreen is designed properly,
sized correctly, and matched
appropriately to your applications
and wind conditions.

STANDARD MESH

PP85

PP100

vinyl-coated polyester

COLORS

Durability
yes
5-yr
14.0 oz/sq yd

n Our most durable vinyl-coated
windscreen material
GM90

n Superior resistance to tears and
abrasion as compared to other
vinyl-coated materials
n Maximum UV protection resists
color fading and cracking

Open Mesh
no
4-yr
5.0 oz/sq yd

Privacy
no
4-yr
5.6 oz/sq yd

Durability
no
4-yr
7.7 oz/sq yd

m m

m m

m

mmmmmm mmmmmm
mmmmmm mmmmmm

SA

PREMIUM MESH FEATURES

woven poly

Best Seller
yes
3-yr
8.2 oz/sq yd

IN TH E

n Heat-sealed hems and seams for
long-lasting durability
n Brass grommets installed every
18" on all sides
n Twelve standard team colors
n Industry-leading 5-year warranty

Other materials also available, contact us for information and pricing.

Heat-sealed edges maximize durability.
Our heat-sealed hems eliminate the need to use
traditional stitching methods that simply perforate and
compromise the integrity of a vinyl-coated windscreen.
No more torn hems or unraveled stitching.

CUSTOM-PRINTED WINDSCREEN:

It’s easy as 1-2-3.

A SIMPLE 3-STEP PROCESS

Custom printing can have an enormous impact. Even simple lettering makes an ordinary
windscreen look spectacular. Plus, there's a sense of pride from by displaying your team name
— and even your team’s accomplishments — for everyone to enjoy.

2

1

Specifications. Send us

3

Installation. It's quick & easy. And, the results will speak for themselves...

your ideas with your vector
logo artwork and sizing
needs. We’ll send you a
detailed drawing for your approval.
For text, there are many standard
fonts and colors to choose from.

/beaconathletics1948
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WINDSCREEN

TOP FEATURE
PRINTING
WARRANTY
WEIGHT
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PREMIUM MESH
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Design-to-Fit Windscreen
You see it all the time. A poorly-fitted
windscreen not only looks shabby, it is a
nightmare to work around when maintaining
the field. We can help to ensure your

ON BU
AC

@beaconathletics
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Digital Simulation. A hi-res digital
proof shows you exactly how it will look.

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|
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EVERLASTING SIGNS & POSTS

Facility Signs & Posts

EVERLASTING LUMBER
Everlasting Lumber™ gives great looking
outdoor furniture, signs, and message
centers. The best part is you won’t have
to worry about wear and fading.
n Strongest grade of recycled
plastic available
n Impervious to weather,
out-performing metal, wood
or even concrete/aggregate
n Longest lasting colors: never needs
painting and looks great for years
n Resists mold, mildew, insects,
stains, and graffiti
n 98% pure recycled plastic
(HDPE), 2% or less fillers
n Made from 95%
MORE
post-consumer waste
O
NLINE!
n Can be recycled again

Everlasting Signs

The facility signs that never need painting.
Everlasting laminate signs are made with
Everlasting Lumber™ up to 4' x 8' in any shape.
They never need painting and are
virtually maintenance free. Upgrade and
unify your parks with these weather-, graffitiand fade-resistant signs.
Everlasting Signs 360-342-909

/signs-furnish

Contact us for design consultation and estimates.

ings

EVERLASTING SIGNS & POSTS COLORS
01-Green

02-Black

03-Desert Tan

04-White

06-Brown

08-Blue

09-Cedar

Everlasting Engraved Sign Posts
Durable sign post markers in 4" or 6" Everlasting
Lumber™. Never needs painting, virtually maintenance free. Available
in nine colors (see above, please call for availability of colors). Can be
engraved and finished with Everlasting Resin to add text, numbers,
icons, etc. Sold in 8 ft lengths to accommodate 2- to 3-ft buried
in-ground mount for maximum stability.
4" x 4" 360-342-919 (45 lbs)

6" x 6" 360-342-929 (100 lbs)

Contact us for design consultation and estimates.

38
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11-Gray

15-Dkwood

Ballpark Signs
Add professionalism and communicate clearly.

UNIQUE SIGN FEATURES

Players, coaches, and parents will all know what they need to know around your ballpark

n Long lasting signs for indoor or outdoor

— from the entrance and parking lot right up to the fields. Everyone appreciates a well-marked
ballpark and signs like these will make sure everyone has a positive experience.

n Made with recycled plastic material with
anti-fade UV inhibitors

See all of our sign options by visiting beaconathletics.com /ballparksigns.
Custom signs also available, contact us for pricing.

n Won’t rust like metal signs

“Parking Risk” Sign should be displayed

360-880-089 (15 lbs) $79

360-880-069 (9 lbs) $59

reminding everyone of what’s easy to lose sight
of. And it’s a conversation starter — which can
be even more powerful. 29" x 15.5" x ½".

“Keep Off” Sign This sign is perfect to

near any parking lot or street where parked
cars are potentially at risk from foul balls or
home runs. 11.5" x 11" x ½".

“No Soft Toss” Sign Hang this sign on any
fence where soft toss is not allowed.
8" x 8" x ½".
360-880-059 (9 lbs) $49

“Ball Return” Sign should hang near your
ball return, or an opening in your fence. Excellent in conjunction with the Ball Baby in-fence
ball return (see page 28). 8" x 8" x ½".

“Beware of Balls” Sign is perfect on backstops, fencing near bleachers, common areas
adjacent to fields, or anywhere at risk of foul
balls or home runs. 15.5" x 11.5" x ½".

360-880-049 (9 lbs) $49

360-880-009 (12 lbs) $59

“Baseball Today” Sign can be affixed to
a sandwich board or hung near your entrance.
2-sided sign: “Baseball Today” on one side, “No
Baseball Today” on the other. 15.5" x 15.5" x ½".

“Dugout” Signs This sign set hangs on your

“Bullpen” Signs This sign set should be

360-880-039 (15 lbs) $59

360-880-029 (15 lbs) $49

360-880-019 (15 lbs) $59

display temporarily or permanently in areas
you need players and spectators to stay off.
15.5" x 8" x ½".
360-880-079 (12 lbs) $49

/beaconathletics1948
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dugout fencing or wall to clearly indicate where
home and visiting teams belong. Sold as a pair.
18.5" x 3.5" x ½".

@beaconathletics

|

BALLPARK SIGNS

“Please Remember” Sign is perfect for

n Won’t rot or need painting like wood signs

hung near your bullpen to clearly mark the
intended use for that bullpen. Sold as a pair.
11.5" x 10.5" x ½".

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

BeaconAthletics.com
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PORTABLE FENCE SYSTEMS

Portable Fence Systems

weighted base

ABOVE-GROUND GRAND SLAM FENCE

IN-GROUND GRAND SLAM FENCE

ABOVE-GROUND and IN-GROUND Grand Slam Fence Systems
Features a yellow hem woven along top edge of 4' high fence to give you optimum visibility. Just slide the poles through the fabric loops
and clip the top hem to the pole. Poles are non-flexible pointed black PVC with yellow hinged top cap. Available with weighted base for
above-ground installation or with optional ground sockets for in-ground setup, and as standard fencing or Home Run Kits.

ABOVE-GROUND Grand Slam Fencing

IN-GROUND Grand Slam Fencing

These versatile portable above-ground fencing systems can be used
on synthetic turf, asphalt, concrete, or natural turf. Sold in 50', 100'
and 150' systems, and 200' (314' of fencing, 33 poles) or 300' (471' of
fencing, 49 poles) Home Run kits. Available in green, blue, or red.
Ships via truck.

Install with poles alone or with Optional Ground Sockets to speed up
setup and removal. After take down, just roll up the fence with the poles
in place and you'll be ready to go for a speedy setup next time.
4'H fence available in green, blue, or red.

ABOVE-GROUND HOME RUN KITS
4'H HR Kits (poles included)
$2,259
200' HR Kit (314' of fencing, 33 poles) 125-245-779 (670 lbs)
300' HR Kit (471' of fencing, 49 poles) 125-245-789 (1,005 lbs) $3,195
A B O V E - G R O U N D GRAND SLAM FENCE SECTIONS
4'H Sections (poles included)
$539
50' (6 poles) 125-245-739 (110 lbs)
$889
100' (11 poles) 125-245-749 (230 lbs)
$1,169
150' (16 poles) 125-245-759 (330 lbs)

How much fencing comes with a Home Run Kit?
f fencing
471' o

of fencing
314'

300' Kit

200' Kit

IN-GROUND HOME RUN KITS
4'H HR Kits (poles included)
Optional Ground Sockets
200' HR Fence 125-245-349
$729 33 (for 200') 125-245-369 $229
300' HR Fence 125-245-359 $1,050 49 (for 300') 125-245-379 $289
I N - G R O U N D GRAND SLAM FENCE SECTIONS
4'H sections (poles included)
Optional Ground Sockets
50' (6 poles) 125-245-529 $145 6 (for 50') 125-245-109
$69
100' (11 poles) 125-245-469 $249 11 (for 100') 125-245-119
$99
150' (16 poles) 125-245-499 $325 16 (for 150') 125-245-129
$145
Additional poles 125-245-729 $29 ea

EASY SETUP & TAKE DOWN with In-Ground Fencing

ne
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0'
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Insert poles through loops.

Attach fabric to top cap
with easy open/close latch.

Ground Socket Auger
Makes portable fence installation
a snap. Mark and easily drill your
holes with this 18" auger.

Mark and drill holes
with 18" auger.

125-245-419 (6 lbs) $39

40
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Place poles in holes, For take down, roll up
and fence is ready.
with poles in place.

BeaconAthletics.com

Portable Fence Systems
Grand Slam Fence with Pole Pockets
Pole pockets make this system a breeze to setup and take down. Soft poly mesh with vinyl
pockets sewn in at 10' intervals with a yellow home run marker on the top edge of 4' high
fencing. Individual fence sections or in Home Run Kits for 200' or 300' foul lines (see below).
Add Optional Ground Sockets for even quicker removal & setup. Available in green, red, or blue.
G R A N D S L A M F E N C E S E C T I O N S with Pole Pockets
4'H sections w/poles & pockets
Optional Ground Sockets
50' 125-245-339
$239 6 (for 50') 125-245-109
$69
100' 125-245-329
$439 11 (for 100') 125-245-119
$99
150' 125-245-309
$539 16 (for 150') 125-245-129
$145

f fe
471' o ncing

Additional poles 125-245-439 $19 ea

300' Kit

ne
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G R A N D S L A M H O M E R U N K I T S with Pole Pockets
4'H HR Kits w/poles & pockets
Optional Ground Sockets
200' HR Fence 125-245-549 $1,065 33 (for 200') 125-245-369 $229
300' HR Fence 125-245-569 $1,725 49 (for 300') 125-245-379 $289

of fencing
314'
200' Kit
ne
l li
fou
0'
20

GRAND SLAM FENCE with POLE POCKETS

0'

These 4'H home run fence kits include: fencing, poles, 18" auger,
and 330' measuring tape. Available in green, red, or blue.
200' Kit includes 314' of fencing and 33 poles.
300' Kit includes 471' of fencing and 49 poles.

Porta-Flex Fence Systems are available as either portable or semi-permanent
with polycarbonate posts that bend to ground with impact (inset photo). Posts are
1-¼" DIA x 64" L with 2 sliding fence clips and top cap on each post. Knitted polypropylene fencing fabric in 48" high rolls with ½" square mesh openings. Ground anchors
are 10" in length. Available in orange, blue, red or green.

PORTABLE FENCE SYSTEMS

30

Grand Slam Home Run Kits

P O R TA - F L E X F E N C E S Y S T E M S
Portable includes poles & ground anchors
Semi-Permanent includes poles
50' (6 p/ga) 125-650-319 (27 lbs)
$235 50' (6 p/ga) 125-650-329 (25 lbs) $199
100' (11 p/ga) 125-650-379 (47 lbs) $439

100' (11 p/ga) 125-650-369 (44 lbs) $365

150' (16 p/ga) 125-650-359 (61 lbs) $599

150' (16 p/ga) 125-650-309 (56 lbs) $495

Additional ground anchors 125-650-299 $12 ea; Replacement poles 125-650-339 $29 ea

ground anchor

SportPanel® Portable Fence is great for outfield fencing, athletic field division
& configuration. Folding elbow joint system with unique On/Off feature prevents
premature panel tip over. Yellow SafeRail (shown)top adds better visibility and professional look. Sections stack neatly and compactly, saving time, transport and storage costs.
Made of durable white PVC pipe and riveted together for added strength. White or black
interior mesh made of heavy-duty plastic. Panels connect with weather-resistant foam
for easy installation & teardown. Includes one foam connector, two anchoring wickets.
Meets ASTM 8 Safety Specifications. …ach panel 10'6"L x 44"H. Ships via truck.
S P O R T PA N E L ® P O R T A B L E F E N C E S Y S T E M S
Yellow SafeRail Top
Standard white top
White mesh 125-685-149 (22 lbs)
$159 White mesh 125-685-139 (22 lbs)
Black mesh 125-685-179 (22 lbs)
$199 Black mesh 125-685-169 (22 lbs)

$145
$155

SportPanel also available at BeaconAthletics.com with matching foul pole or as a
non-collapsible crowd control fence. NOT…: Returns accepted on defective product only.

/beaconathletics1948
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“The Tarp Cart saves us time every morning when we

remove the tarps from the mound & plate. We store them on the
cart right next to the dugout, which is super convenient.
Rubber field weights are much easier to handle
(and cleaner too) compared with sandbags.”
— Frank Ryan, Coach, Millard West High School
Omaha, Nebraska
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TARP CART STORAGE & TRANSPORT

Tarp Cart with TARP PIN HOLDERS

IN TH E

Tarp Cart with FIELD WEIGHTS

You can have it all.
Easily move your tarps
and easily keep them down.
It's hard to think of a more annoying job
than lugging tarps around. The Tarp Cart
makes it easy to move tarps and tarp
weights or tarp pins around your field.
Store and transport up to four area tarps
and your Field Weights or tarp pins with
one of our two Tarp Cart models. You’ll save
money with the Tarp Cart over the cost of
weighted area tarps.
Watch a demo at: /tarpcart
UNIQUE FEATURES
n Holds up to 4 area tarps
n Heavy-duty powder-coated steel
construction
n Large pneumatic tires
n Fits through standard door frames
n Ships with both wheel barrow-style
handles and with tow bar

Tarp Cart with Field Weights

Tarp Cart with Tarp Pin Holders

Transporting tarps with the Tarp Cart and
using Field Weights will give you a significant
advantage over other methods for securing
area tarps, like sand bags or sewn-in hem
weights. Up to 36 Field Weights fit on the Tarp
Cart with up to 4 rolled tarps so you have
quick access to weights that won’t break
down or make a mess. You can move tarps
easily by hand or by hitching the Tarp Cart to
your tractor. Tarps sold separately.

If you prefer using tarp stakes rather than
Field Weights or sand bags, then this Tarp Cart
model gives you two tarp pin holders to keep
everything neat and organized. Holders swivel
to stay level so you don’t accidentally dump
them out. This keeps your rolled up tarps and
pins together for easy transport. Tarps and
tarp pins sold separately.
TA R P CA R T with Tar p Pin Holders
270-100-040 (65 lbs)
$499

TA R P CA R T with 36 Fie ld We ig h ts
270-100-010 (300 lbs)
$879

SEE PAGE 48

SAVE 20% on AREA TARPS when you purchase a Tarp Cart! See Area Tarps on page 44.
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for more

Tarp Pins and
Accessories
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BEACON FIELD WEIGHTS shown as tarp weights (also use to adjust field drags)

Finally, there’s a better way.
Beacon Field Weights are worth their weight in ease.

F I E L D W E I G H T S M U LT I - P U R P O S E W E I G H T S

MA
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Field Weights are perfect for tarps,
but they’ll help you all over the field. When it
comes to securing tarps, they’re the perfect
alternative to sand bags, tarp pins
or sewn in weighted tarps. They’re
also the ideal way to adjust your
field drags to the conditions of your
infield so you’ll always get it right.
These 7 lb rubber weights have an
easy-grip handle to carry multiple weights at
once, increasing your efficiency and saving
time with deployment or removal of tarps.
Four Field Weights (28 lbs) 270-100-020 $69

Buy a set of 5 field weights and save 10%!
See page 60 for Adjustable Weight Nail Drag,
and see page 63 for X-Drag with Field Weights.

/beaconathletics1948
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Nearly indestructible and tough enough to use all over the field.

Field weights will make your life easier as you move and deploy your tarps. But they’re so
tough and easy to handle they are perfect for dialing in just the right weight for your drags.

@beaconathletics
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FIELD SHIELD AREA TARPS

FIELDSHIELD 8oz Standard Hem (above) and shown with Beacon Field Weights (below)

Lighten up, stay tough.
They handle easy, but wear hard.

F I E L D S H I E L D S TA N D A R D H E M A R E A TA R P S
6oz L I G H T W E I G H T S TA N D A R D H E M A R E A TA R P S
Grommets Stakes Field Weights
LL Mound (6")
10
4-5
6
270-245-439 (4 lbs)
12
4-6
7
270-245-209 (6 lbs)
Cal Ripken Mound (8")
HS-College-Pro Mound (10")
18
6-9
12
270-245-219 (14 lbs)
Youth Home Plate
20
7-10
14
270-245-229 (17 lbs)
26
9-13
16
270-245-239 (29 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Home Plate
Extended Home Plate Area
30
11-16
18
270-245-249 (38 lbs)
8oz S TA N D A R D W E I G H T S TA N D A R D H E M A R E A TA R P S
LL Mound (6")
10
4-5
6
270-246-019 (4 lbs)
12
4-6
7
270-246-029 (6 lbs)
Cal Ripken Mound (8")
HS-College-Pro Mound (10")
18
6-9
12
270-246-039 (14 lbs)
Youth Home Plate
20
7-10
14
270-246-049 (17 lbs)
26
9-13
16
270-246-059 (29 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Home Plate
Extended Home Plate Area
30
11-16
18
270-246-079 (38 lbs)
18oz H E AV Y W E I G H T S TA N D A R D H E M A R E A TA R P S
LL Mound (6")
10
4-5
6
270-245-379 (10 lbs)
12
4-6
7
270-245-129 (16 lbs)
Cal Ripken Mound (8")
HS-College-Pro Mound (10")
18
6-9
12
270-245-139 (36 lbs)
20
7-10
14
270-245-149 (45 lbs)
Youth Home Plate
26
9-13
16
270-245-159 (76 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Home Plate
30
11-16
18
270-245-169 (100 lbs)
Extended Home Plate Area

Select from three tarp weights:

The FieldShield 6 oz Lightweight is still high
quality but economical (6oz /sq yd poly).
These made in the USA tarps deliver the same
construction quality and true sizing you expect
from all Beacon tarps. Silver on top, white on
bottom. Usually ships within 24 hours.
The FieldShield 8 oz Standard weight is a
Beacon exclusive (8oz /sq yd poly). By
combining lighter weight with superior
strength, it’s easily your BEST value. It also
features an ArmorKote surface coating for
abrasion and crack control, superior seam
strength, and better chemical resistance. It’s
the perfect combination — durability without
excessive weight. Beacon green on top, white
on bottom. Usually ships within 24 hours.
The FieldShield 18 oz Heavyweight is made
with the most durable material in the industry
(18oz /sq yd vinyl). The solid reinforced vinyl
tarps are stocked in standard maple green
(see colors below). Make your life easier by
using a Beacon Tarp Cart for moving tarps to and
from fields (see page 42).

10'
12'
18'
20'
26'
30'
10'
12'
18'
20'
26'
30'
10'
12'
18'
20'
26'
30'

$59
$65
$109
$135
$219
$289
$75
$89
$145
$175
$289
$379
$109
$129
$249
$309
$489
$629

Standard Hem includes spurred, rolled rim grommets every 3 to 4 ft. Stakes or field weights not included.
C O L O R S f o r 1 8 o z H E A V Y W E I G H T O N LY

royal blue
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sky blue

navy blue

purple

|

maroon

red
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orange
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yellow

kelly green

fax 608-836-0724
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maple green

tan
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gray

white

black
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Goodbye, sandbags.
F I E L D S H I E L D W E I G H T E D H E M A R E A TA R P S
8 oz S TA N D A R D W E I G H T W E I G H T E D H E M A R E A TA R P S
270-246-099 (20 lbs)
LL Mound (6")
Cal Ripken Mound (8")
270-246-119 (28 lbs)
270-246-129 (46 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Mound (10")
Youth Home Plate
270-246-139 (56 lbs)
270-246-149 (68 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Home Plate
Extended Home Plate Area
270-246-159 (78 lbs)
18oz H E AV Y W E I G H T W E I G H T E D H E M A R E A TA R P S
LL Mound (6")
270-245-499 (25 lbs)
270-245-009 (38 lbs)
Cal Ripken Mound (8")
270-245-399 (68 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Mound (10")
Youth Home Plate
270-245-409 (84 lbs)
270-245-419 (116 lbs)
HS-College-Pro Home Plate
Extended Home Plate Area
270-245-429 (140 lbs)

10'
12'
18'
20'
26'
30'

No need for bags, pins, or weights.
Select from two tarp weights:

10'
12'
18'
20'
26'
30'

The FieldShield 8 oz Standard weight is a
Beacon exclusive (8oz /sq yd poly). At 8
ounces, this tarp is your BEST weighted value.
Featuring an ArmorKote surface coating for
abrasion and crack control, superior seam
strength, and better chemical resistance.
Beacon green on top, white on bottom.

$185
$245
$409
$449
$639
$795

FIELD SHIELD AREA TARPS

FIELDSHIELD 8oz Weighted Hem shown

$245
$315
$519
$619
$869
$1,029

Weighted Hem means stakes, sandbags, or field weights are not needed. Consider the Beacon Tarp Cart, page 42.

The FieldShield 18 oz Heavyweight is the
heaviest weighted hem tarp available (18oz /
sq yd vinyl). The solid reinforced vinyl tarps
are stocked in standard maple green (see
optional colors below). No sandbags or stakes
are necessary, but you can make your life easier
by using a Beacon Tarp Cart for moving tarps to
and from fields (see page 42).

BEACON TARP CART page 42

TARP ROLLERS page 48

A D D I T I O N A L C O L O R S f o r 1 8 o z H E A V Y W E I G H T O N LY
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INFIELD SKIN TARP with optional base path tarps

This 2-piece tarp is extremely helpful in
mastering the art of infield moisture management. This style tarp allows you to leave it on for
extended periods without harming your infield
turf. The durable 6 oz woven polyethylene fabric
is strong enough for daily use, yet light enough
for quick easy handling. Handles along the back
and front edges with grommets around each

piece for anchoring as needed. Skin tarps are
designed for regulation infield skin dimensions for both adult and Little League fields.
Please contact us for help fitting your skin
tarp. Standard sizes can be addressed with
sodding or trimming grass edges upon tarp
arrival. Also consider base path tarps (sold in
pairs) for ‘around the horn’ coverage.

Baseball

A second skin for your infield skin.

LL

INFIELD SKIN & FULL INFIELD TARPS

ON BU
AC

T
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Infield Tarps

Skin Tarp

SKIN TARPS
270-245-599 (520 lbs) $3,499

Base Paths (2) 271-245-209 (50 lbs)
Skin Tarp

$309

270-245-579 (140 lbs) $1,215

Base Paths (2) 271-245-229 (35 lbs)

$209

6 oz woven polyethylene (silver/white)
*Base path tarps are sold in pairs, 6'x90' or 6'x60' (LL)

FULL INFIELD TARPS

Reference our

TARP
SELECTION
GUIDE
/tarp-info

120' x 120' 270-245-819 (810 lbs)

$2,865

110' x 110' 270-245-839 (680 lbs)

$2,495

100' x 100' 270-245-849 (590 lbs)

$2,025

90' x 90' 270-245-859 (475 lbs)

$1,615

6 oz woven polyethylene (silver/white)

46
46

|

Please allow 3-6 weeks lead time. We can help you get the right fit.

170' x 170'
110' x 110'
100' x 100'

STANDARD FULL INFIELD TARPS
170' x 170' 270-245-369 (1,900 lbs) $9,195
160' x 160' 270-245-869 (1,700 lbs) $8,065
120' x 120' 270-245-259 (1,000 lbs) $4,495
110' x 110' 270-245-879 (850 lbs)

$3,945

100' x 100' 270-245-889 (705 lbs)

$3,465

90' x 90' 270-245-179 (600 lbs)

$2,719

8 oz woven polyethylene (green/white)

800-747-5985

|

fax 608-836-0724

|

APPROXIMATE FIELD SIZES
Adult Baseball Field (90' bases, 95' radius arc)
Softball Field
(60' bases, 60' radius arc)
(60' bases, 50' radius arc)
Little League Field

Softball Baseball

160' x 160' 270-245-809 (1,350 lbs) $4,765

Softball Baseball

LIGHTWEIGHT FULL INFIELD TARPS
170' x 170' 270-245-789 (1,550 lbs) $5,425

LL

LL

Softball Baseball

made in the USA to our specifications. We have more control with manufacturing, which means more control with quality. Handles are hand stitched
on all four sides into the hem and finished with spurred, rolled rim grommets for
the strongest possible fastening. You’ll find lower priced tarps, but you won’t
find a better tarp value. Tarp stakes included. Ships via truck

LL

Full Infield Tarps that are just made better. These tarps are

PREMIUM FULL INFIELD TARPS
170' x 170' 270-245-039 (2,300 lbs) $14,595
160' x 160' 270-245-029 (1,975 lbs) $12,769
120' x 120' 270-245-019 (1,200 lbs) $7,195
110' x 110' 270-245-899 (1,015 lbs) $6,365
100' x 100' 270-245-569 (850 lbs)

$5,299

90' x 90' 270-245-049 (715 lbs)

$4,269

10 oz vinyl (white)

BeaconAthletics.com

Turf Protectors
Protect your field like the pros. Batting practice can take a toll on your infield grass around home plate. Our custom turf protectors
provide unsurpassed quality to meet the demands of professionals. And sizing can be customized to your field.
Premium Mesh Infield Turf Protectors

CUSTOM TURF PROTECTORS Principal Park, Des Moines, IA

PREMIUM MESH FEATURES
WIDTH

b
TH

DEP

TH a

WID

PREMIUM MESH INFIELD TURF PROTECTOR
(Heat-sealed vs. standard edging)

n Heat-sealed edging with longer
lasting hems
n 14 oz woven vinyl-coated polyester
n Superior tear & abrasion resistance
n Maximum UV protection resists fading
n Suitable for metal spikes
n Brass grommets every 3'- 4'

P R E M I U M M E S H 1 4 oz I N F I E L D T U R F P R O T E C T O R S
v v v v v v v v
SIZE
280-245-019 (48 lbs)
15'D x 20'Wa x 50' Wb
15'D x 26'Wa x 56' Wb
280-245-029 (59 lbs)
280-245-039 (82 lbs)
20'D x 24'Wa x 64' Wb
25'D x 20'Wa x 70' Wb
280-245-319 (105 lbs)

Bunt Zone® Turf
Protector-Trainer
Color-coded target system
to teach bunting and hitting
placement. Grommets
installed on edges, includes
low profile stakes.

$469
$499
$635
$799

Large Bunt Zone dimensions:
64'

INFIELD & HOME PLATE TURF PROTECTORS

are designed to stand up to heavy use — even
from metal spikes. Constructed with 14 oz
extrusion vinyl-coated woven polyester cord and
including brass grommets on all sides. Standard
color: kelly green. Other available colors: black,
gray, royal blue, red, dark green, maroon, navy
blue. Specify color when ordering.

20'
24'

Large 20'D x 24'W front x 64'W back 280-107-069 (59 lbs) $749
Medium 15'D x 24'W front x 54'W back 280-107-079 (41 lbs) $659
Softball / LL 15'D x 18'W front x 48'W back 280-107-089 (35 lbs) $599

Turfsavr Home Plate & Infield Protector
Spike-proof and sized to correctly fit a standard 26' diameter turf cut-out. Constructed of
premium 14 oz Premium Mesh material. Edges
are reinforced and grommeted. Standard color:
kelly green. Other available colors: black, royal
blue, red, gray, dark green, maroon, navy blue.
Contact us for additional sizes and to order.
HOME PLATE PROTECTOR

v v v v v v v v

Turfsavr Home Plate Protector
Two-piece protector preserves the area next to
and behind home plate.
Home Plate Protector (115 lbs) 110-245-019 $1,025
Turfsavr Infield Protector
Three-piece protector preserves all the turf
around home plate during batting practice.
Infield Protector (215 lbs) 110-245-229 $1,495

INFIELD PROTECTOR

/beaconathletics1948

|

@beaconathletics

|

Custom Turf Protectors are used in
big league stadiums like Oriole Park at
Camden Yards. Customize an infield turf
protector to fit your field the way you
want it to fit. You can also customize to
protect additional areas during batting
practice, such as behind and around
home plate. We can help you design
the infield protector to fit your needs.
Contact us for more information. Ships
via truck

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

BeaconAthletics.com
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Accessories for Tarps

Finally, a better way is at your fingertips.

SA
IN TH E

When it comes to securing tarps, they’re the
perfect alternative to sand bags, tarp pins
or sewn in weighted tarps. They’re also the
ideal way to adjust your field drags to the
conditions of your infield. These 7lb rubber
weights have an easy-grip handle so you can
TA R P S I Z E

# of weights needed

Tarp Repair Tape for silver/
white 6 oz tarps. 3" x 60' roll.
270-245-609 $49

... or with nail drags

U

E

D

are worth their weight in ease.

A C C E S S O R I E S fo r T A R P S
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Beacon Field Weights

... with hand drags

T
IL

BE

Use field weights with tarps ...

10' tarp
6 weights

carry multiple weights at once, increasing your
efficiency and saving time with deployment or
removal of tarps.
Four Field Weights (28 lbs) 270-100-020 $69
See page 60 for Adjustable Weight Nail Drag,
and see page 63 for X-Drag with Field Weights.
12' tarp
7 weights

18' tarp
12 weights

20' tarp
14 weights

26' tarp
16 weights

30' tarp
18 weights

Tarp Sandbag for quick and
easy tarp anchoring. UV-treated
polypropylene 14" x 16" sandbags.

Pro Tarp Pins Heavy-duty 5/16"
fluorescent orange so you’ll never
lose them in the grass again.

Steel Tarp Stakes in two

270-100-670 (25-pack) $19

Bucket of 50 pins
270-500-840 $119

8"L cane 270-245-810 $1.59 ea
10"L loop 270-500-820 $0.99 ea

styles: 8" cane or 10" loop
(heavy-duty 5/16" thick).

TARP TUBES & COVERS

Tarp Tube Storage Rollers can store up to 5 tarps on a single
roller. Standard 28" diameter double-walled plastic rolls, moves, and
stores large tarps. Ships via truck
TARP TUBES
20'L 270-245-099 (245 lbs) One piece
$725
34'L 270-245-119 (415 lbs) Ships in two sections, joined on field $1,169
40'L 270-245-389 (485 lbs) Ships in two sections, joined on field $1,325

48
48

|

800-747-5985

|

Tarp Tube Covers fit standard 28" diameter tubes. Available in
lightweight (6oz / sq yd woven polyethylene) and heavyweight premium
grade (18oz / sq yd vinyl). Lightweight material available in a silver/
white color, heavyweight vinyl available in many colors. Call for pricing
on custom lengths, and contact us about custom printing.
20'L
30'L
34'L
40'L

TA R P T U B E
Lightweight 6oz
270-245-329 (10 lbs) $109
270-245-339 (13 lbs) $145
270-245-349 (15 lbs) $159
270-245-359 (18 lbs) $199

fax 608-836-0724

|

COVERS
PREMIUM GRADE 18oz
20'L 270-245-059 (30 lbs)
30'L 270-245-069 (40 lbs)
34'L 270-245-079 (50 lbs)
40'L 270-245-089 (58 lbs)

BeaconAthletics.com

$209
$319
$349
$409
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Batter’s Box Templates

IN TH E

BATTER’S BOX TEMPLATES

It’s the only template you need.
BASEBALL
SOFTBALL
YOUTH BASEBALL

GET IT RIGHT & SAVE TIME with the three-in-one Triple Play.
Beacon Triple Play Batter’s Box Template

Provides the outline for all three sizes of batter’s boxes — 3' x 6' youth baseball,
4' x 6' baseball, and 3' x 7' softball. Simply align with home plate and scribe the
outline of the box, then use your field chalker to line the finished batter’s boxes.
Perfect boxes every time. Easy to use ABS tubing is lightweight & durable.
Some assembly required.
201-100-100 (10 lbs) $135

Foldable Batter’s Box Template Lightweight aluminum frame makes outlining your
batter’s box quick and easy. Template folds in
half for easy transport and storage.
4x6 Baseball 201-765-059 (11 lbs)

$279

3x7 Softball 201-765-069 (12 lbs)

$259

3x6 Little Lg 201-765-079 (10 lbs)

$259

U

D

E

Deluxe Adjustable Batter’s Box Template Spring-loaded buttons

SA

BE

MA

50 lbs/bag (48/pallet)
240-393-080 Call for price

T
IL

Sparkle No. 6 Field Chalk is the premier
chalk available. For more than 50 years Beacon
has been supplying this non-caustic line
marking compound with its bright white color.
Unit prices may vary with quantity
ON BU
and shipping method.
AC

IN TH E

SEE PAGE 52 for the premier field chalker in the industry...

make it easy to convert from one size to the next. Adjusts to softball 3' x 7'
(also to 4' x 7'), baseball 4' x 6', and little league 3' x 6'. Welded steel frame.
201-690-010 (16 lbs) $309

/beaconathletics1948
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LAYOUT & MEASURING FIELD MARKING TOOLS

Layout & Measurement Tools
Strong, but still stretchy
enough to really snap.
Pro Cord String Winder is strong but also just
stretchy enough to snap a really straight line. The
easy to use winder keeps the cord from snarling
and stores neatly. The 500 ft of high-strength,
braided cotton string line is thicker for higher
visibility meaning you can pull your line
extremely tight and when you “snap” the cord,
you get the straightest line as possible.
230-100-060 (3 lbs ) $59
500' spool 230-100-020 $45


ProCord
braided
cotton

PRO CORD STRING WINDER

Standard String Winder

String Comparison

500' of #36 heavy-duty
nylon string.
230-100-040 (3 lbs ) $45
500' spool 230-100-010 $15

Line-Mate Field Layout Systems are designed for correct measurement of each specific sport.
Systems include: windup reel with 1/16" vinyl-coated cable and polyester cord, permanent dimensional markings,
hammer, and 2 stakes. Call for quotes on additional models and custom sizes. Allow 1–2 weeks for delivery.
BASIC UNIT:
500' cord only
(no marks).
230-460-249
(12 lbs) $95
Baseball H.S./Adult:
380' total; 130'
cable, 250' cord; marks at 45', 60' 6", 90', 127'
3-3/8". 230-460-189 (12 lbs ) $129
Baseball Little League: 337' total; 87' cable,
250' cord; marks at 30', 46’, 60', 84' 10-1/4".
230-460-179 (12 lbs ) $125

Softball Slo-pitch ASA/USSA: 343' total; 93'
cable, 250' cord; marks at 32'-6", 50', 65', 91' 11".
230-460-209 (12 lbs ) $119
Softball Fastpitch H.S./Adult: 337' total; 87'
cable, 250' cord; marks at 30', 43', 60',
84' 10-1/4", and an 8' pitching radius.
230-460-169 (12 lbs) $125
Softball Fastpitch College:
337' total; 87' cable,
250' cord; marks at 30', 43',
60', 84' 10-1/4", and 8' pitching radius.
230-460-259 (12 lbs ) $119

Deluxe Fast Retrieve
Measuring Tape Ultra-fast rewind is three

Fiberglass Blade Measuring Tape

times as fast with metal planetary gearing
— no more stripped gears. No stretch with
double-nylon coated steel blade. High-visibility
orange polycarbonate case. Limited lifetime
warranty.
100' 230-430-080 (8 lbs) $59
200' 230-430-100 (8 lbs) $105
300' 230-430-120 (8 lbs) $139

50
50



Standard
nylon
string

|

features a reinforced steel crank handle.
Double-throat rollers guide the blade return
and prevent the tape from twisting.
Limited lifetime warranty.
100' 230-430-070 (2 lbs) $29
200' 230-430-090 (3 lbs) $59
300' 230-430-110 (4 lbs) $79
330' 230-515-010 (4 lbs) $89

800-747-5985

|

fax 608-836-0724

Football: 360' of cable only. Marks every 5
yards for 100 yards, and 10 yards on each end.
230-460-159 (12 lbs) $189
Soccer: Custom made to your field dimensions.
Includes 3 cables and 3 stakes: cable A – your
field length w/center marked; cable B – your
field width w/center marked; cable C – standard
interior measurements.
230-460-199 (12 lbs) $229

Roadrunner
Measuring Wheel
measures almost 2 miles
without resetting. Heavy-duty
polycast wheel attached to a
curved telescoping handle with hang-up eyelet
and black vinyl grip. Push button reset with 5 digit
counter. 1-meter wheel circumference.
230-430-130 (13 lbs) $109

|

BeaconAthletics.com

Field Layout & Marking Systems
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takes the hassles out of using a
batter’s box template or tape measure
every time you mark the field.
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Beacon’s Field Mark System

BE

No template needed.
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These permanent field marks are placed at the
perfect depth with a custom installation tool.
They remain noticeable when marking but
won’t interfere with play. Mark the corners of
the batter’s box, defining edge of baselines/
foul lines, soccer goal corners, end zone, or
football field edges. Complete set includes:
25 white (for infield) and 25 yellow (for grass)
and the custom installation tool.
Complete Set 230-100-200 (3 lbs)

LAYOUT & MEASURING FIELD MARKING TOOLS

Just connect the dots.

Installation Tool

$49

Installation tool 230-100-220 (2 lbs) $29
Replacement marks (25 marks, white or yellow)
230-100-230 (1 lb) $20

Missile Marker marks permanent

locations to give accurate layout of athletic
fields without using tape measure or batters box template. Flexible markers do not
interfere with play. Complete set includes:
installation tool, carbide drill bit (drill not
included), 25 markers, and instructions.
Complete Set 230-730-290 (2 lbs) $85
25 markers 230-730-280 (1 lb) $25

MarkSmart Basic All-Purpose Sets

Basic marking sets for football and soccer.
Football (shown above) 50 sockets with
plugs, 1 pilot hole tool, 8 lining pegs,
638' nylon twine.
230-765-269 (18 lbs) $445
Soccer 25 sockets with plugs, 1 pilot hole
tool, 8 lining pegs, 638' nylon twine.
230-765-259 (14 lbs) $249

MarkSmart Basic Four Corner Set
orients corners for perimeter lining and flag
installation. Set includes: 4 ground sockets
with plugs, 4 spring-loaded 60"H flags, 1 pilot
hole tool, 4 lining pegs, 600' nylon twine,
and a storage bag.
Four Corner Set 230-765-019 (13 lbs) $165

/beaconathletics1948
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STREAMLINER 353 w/optional Double Play

Heavy-duty steel frame

Three line guides

Variable flow control

Rigid poly hopper

It’s no wonder the Streamliner has become the industry standard.
Smoother tracking and straighter, more
consistent lines. That's what you can expect
from the industry's best field chalker.
No-flat tires never need air and roll with
superior balance. Built-in line guide makes
tracking your string line easy. Better lines
using less chalk. How do we know this
is true? Field tests. We compared the
performance of the Streamliner with two

other leading models. The result
was proof that the Streamliner’s
advanced chalk delivery system
produced the most consistent,
solid line. With the chalkers filled to
50 lbs of chalk, each was used to empty.
The Streamliner easily outdistanced the
competition lasting 50% longer than one,
and nearly 200% longer than the other.

STREAMLINER FIELD CHALKERS
Streamliner 70 4-wheels, 70lb chalk capacity 240-100-190 (50 lbs)
Streamliner 353 * 3-wheels, 35lb chalk capacity 240-100-150 (31 lbs)
* for a 2-wheel option just remove the front wheel from the 353 model.

$399
$369

70 with Double-Play Aerosol Attachment (SAVE $39) 240-100-200 (55 lbs)
353 with Double-Play Aerosol Attachment (SAVE $29) 240-100-170 (36 lbs)

$479
$435

|

800-747-5985

|

fax 608-836-0724

Flexible brush agitator
UNIQUE FEATURES

n One-button retractable handle
makes it easy to store in
equipment boxes
n Heavy-duty steel frame and rugged
molded poly hopper withstand daily
wear & tear
n Quick changes between 2" & 4"
lines and variable flow control to
better monitor chalk usage
n Rigid poly hopper reduces bridging
for more consistent lines

Watch all the Streamliner’s features at: /streamliner

52
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STREAMLINER FIELD CHALKERS

Perfect line every time.

SAVE
O
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K
Use
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n Flexible brush agitator helps
improve chalk flow and delivers
steady chalk distribution
n Optional refurbishing kits ensure
long-lasting performance
n No-flat tires are always ready to go

BeaconAthletics.com

“Without a doubt, the Streamliner's efficiency reduced our
chalk costs and improved the quality of our diamond prep.”
— Paul Roberts, Boys & Girls Club Sports, Kenosha, WI
STREAMLINER ACCESSORIES

Softball Pitcher’s Circle Kit for Streamliner

240-100-040 (2 lbs) $29

Double-Play Aerosol
Attachment coverts your

Sparkle No. 6 is the premier field

dryline marker on the fly
into an aerosol line sprayer.
Can be used with most
aerosol field paint. For either
70 or 353.

chalk. For more than 50 years Beacon
has supplied this non-caustic line marking compound with its bright white color.
Unit prices may vary with quantity and
shipping method. 48 bags/pallet. Ships
via truck.

240-100-050 (5 lbs) $99

240-393-080 (50 lbs/bag) Call for price

Visit BeaconAthletics.com/refurbish to learn about the Streamliner Refurbishing Kit

FIELD TESTS: Streamliner vs. The Competition

FIELD TESTS PROVE TYPICAL USERS SAVE 30% ON ANNUAL CHALK COSTS
QUALITY: Three dryline markers were configured to their optimum
setting for producing the best chalk line possible without dropping an
excessive amount of chalk. In preparation, each dryline marker was filled
with chalk, set to produce a 4-inch line, and used in the “open” position
for approximately 50 feet to demonstrate each was loaded correctly.
For the test, each dryline marker was used in the open position for 30 ft.
The results are seen below. It was clear, the Streamliner 70 produced
the most consistent, solid line of the three dryline markers tested.

STREAMLINER FIELD CHALKERS

Create the perfect softball pitcher’s circle. There is no measuring
and no need to scribe the circle. Simply attach the Pitcher's Circle
Kit cable to your Streamliner chalker and pin the other end to
the front center of the pitcher’s rubber. The cable will put your
Streamliner in the proper position for a perfect 8-foot radius softball pitching circle (16' diameter). Streamliner 353 or 70 required.

CAPACITY: Using 50 lbs of chalk, how far will a dryline marker
go before running out of chalk? Again, all three dryline markers were
configured to their optimum setting for producing the best 4-inch line
possible without dropping an excessive amount of chalk. Each dryline
marker was filled with 50 lbs of chalk and used until the full 50 lbs of
chalk was exhausted. The results are shown below. Among the three
dryline markers, the Streamliner 70 easily outdistanced the competition
by lasting nearly 50% longer than one, and almost double the other.

4 - I N C H L I N E C A PA C I TY T E S T R E S U LT S

621

Unit # 3

915

STREAMLINER 70
Unit # 3

STREAMLINER 70

Unit # 2

Unit # 2
0

250

463
500
Dista nce in feet

750

1,000

Field Tests for line quality and chalker capacity were conducted at the West Madison Little League fields in Madison, Wisconsin.
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Gas-Powered Field Sprayers
FieldLazer S100 sets the standard in sports field marking. Features airless technology for spraying
higher concentrations of paint, delivering brighter, longer-lasting lines. Original container siphoning makes it
easy to clean and maintain. Tall, lightweight wheel cart rolls easily over rough terrain. Designed for easy
steering to create circles easily. Ships via truck.

Also see battery-powered
FieldLazer S90, next page.

215-330-029 (80 lbs) $2,299

GAS-POWERED FIELD SPRAYERS

See the FieldLazer in action at: /fieldlazer
Fold-down handle for
easy transport in minivans, SUVs, and even
pickups with toppers.

High-efficiency Honda®
4-stroke engine is a lightweight, compact design
delivers superb fuel economy and quiet operation.
Pre-set Automatic
Pressure Control is
factory set for straight
forward operation.

Easy Out Filter
strains paint to
make tip clogging a
thing of the past.

High-Performance Piston Pump
Job-proven long-life design.

Fully Adjustable Spray
Shields. No-tools-adjustment makes line width
changes fast and easy.
Stripe 2 to 12" lines in
a single pass.

Original container
siphoning eliminates the
hassle of cleaning tanks
and pots.

Removable Hand
Sprayer with 25'
Hose for no-toolsremoval.

Powrliner 850 Airless Sprayer

37.7cc 4-stroke engine

Folding handle
for easy transport
and storage

Powrliner 850 Airless Sprayer is a simple, easyto-use sprayer with a compact design that weighs
only 70 lbs. Works on grass, turf, or pavement and
can serve as a general purpose paint sprayer as well
for painting fences, buildings, etc. Requires one operator to transport and fits easily in most automobile
trunks. This airless piston line striper has a 37.7cc
4-stroke engine removable LX-40 spray gun, 417 tip
(4" pattern and .017" orifice) for stenciling & painting
with a 1/4" x 50" hose. Designed to carry a 5-gallon
pail of paint. Pail not included. Auto Oiler comes
standard. Ships via truck.
215-805-019 (70 lbs ) $1,639

DirectLink™
Pressure Control

Straight lock
or free wheel
front caster
No Flat Tires with specially
formulated poly for a smooth ride
LX-40 Spray Gun removable
with in-handle filter
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Battery-Powered Field Sprayers
Kombi Battery Operated Field Striper is a battery-powered
striper that’s easy to use with superb value. The “knib” attachment adjusts to a
variety of line widths to create well-defined lines every time. Heavy-duty rechargeable 8-hour battery. No external mixing — paint and water disperses immediately
in the tank. Just flick a switch and clean water is drawn from the rear tank through
the nozzle to eliminate pump and nozzle blockages. Use ONLY Kombi paint with the
Kombi Field Striper (below). 215-303-019 (70 lbs) $1,659
be applied over poor surface conditions. No mixing, paint disperses easily in water.
Reduces maintenance by minimal settlement.
FASTLINE PAINT (white or colored) dilution
rates from 2:1 through to 8:1.
White 215-303-039 (44 lbs) $79
Colored (choose from red, orange, blue, yellow,
black) 215-303-049 (46 lbs) $125
SUPERIOR PAINT (white only) dilution rate
up to 16:1. White 215-303-229 (44 lbs) $105

FieldLazer S90 is a
high-pressure battery
powered field striper.
Battery-powered
simplicity is combined with professionalquality, paint-saving, high-pressure
technology. Includes battery charger,
easy-out filter, adjustable handlebar,
3-wheel maneuverability, adjustable spray
shields for windy conditions, and the easy
clearing FieldLazer RAC 5 tip.
215-330-019 (60 lbs) $1,159

Economy Aerosol Sprayers

Which is right
for you?
BULK PAINT PROS:
n Lower cost for paint and unlimited

choice of colors

n Paints are formulated specifically for

turf applications

n Pressurized tanks use zero propellants

eliminating the risk for turf damage

B AT T E RY-P O W E R E D F I E L D S P RAY E R S

Kombi Paint is supplied in 3 gallon drums. Rain resistant bright white lines can

n Quick, efficient way to paint large

areas such as end zones and logos

BULK PAINT CONS:
n Not meant for weekend volunteers
n Thorough cleaning of the sprayer unit

after each use of color is vital

n Not as easily transported from field to

field or facility to facility

n Need to have water available for both

mixing paint and cleaning

AEROSOL PROS:
n Best choice for league volunteers
n Easy portability of both the sprayer

unit and the paint

n Compact spray unit fits any vehicle
n No mixing or cleaning needed
n Easy changeover from color-to-color

AEROSOL CONS:
n Over the long haul, aerosol is more

Smart Paint Striper features sturdy metal

Wheel Wand Painter gives you easy upright

construction with a steady 4-wheel design for
straighter lines. Stay on the field and easily
swap cans when you run out — no delays. Cart
holds one case of paint.

marking with good control. Holds one can of
aerosol paint.
215-150-229 (12 lbs) $49

|

@beaconathletics

logos and end zones

n Some aerosol field paints use

propellants that are harmful to turf

n Limited choice of colors available

215-150-209 (28 lbs) $125

/beaconathletics1948

expensive than bulk paint

n Time consuming for painting large
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is EXCLUSIVE to Beacon Athletics. It’s available
in concentrate or our new ready-to-use formula.
Nontoxic paint. Sold in 5 gallon pails.

U

Dazzeline Athletic Field Paint
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Exclusively dazzling.
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Field Marking Paint
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Dazzeline CONCENTRATE
Our top-quality water-based latex concentrate can be diluted up to
1:3 ratio with water, making your field marking budget go farther.
5-gallon pail, white 210-350-070 (60 lbs/pail) $15/gal

FIELD MARKING PAINT

Dazzeline RTU (ready-to-use)
No mixing or diluting required, it comes ready to use.
5-gallon pail, white 210-350-075 (60 lbs/pail) $13/gal
For purchasing more than 55 gallons (11 pails) please contact us

NOTE ABOUT SHIPPING PAINT: Based on your quantity, we will ship via ground or freight using the best rates available.

World Class Aerosol Field Paint gives you
bulk paint quality from an aerosol can. This
field marking paint is the highest pigmented,
lowest V.O.C. aerosol paint on the market. And,
it’s fast drying, even in wet weather. Available
in white and other vivid colors.
Twelve 20 oz cans per case (18 lbs/cs):
White Paint 210-800-139 $69/case
Colored Paint (indicate when ordering):
red, royal blue, navy blue, purple, green,
yellow-gold, orange, maroon, old gold, teal,
black, gray, or custom match.
210-800-119 Call for pricing

World Class Premium Field Paint is
very simply, the best field marking paint in
the world. It’s turf friendly, easy to mix, and
easy to use. Made of 100% acrylic, no calcium
carbonate with more pigment than any paint in
the industry. World Class Premium features the
brightest white concentrate on the market,
designed specifically for sports turf. White
concentrate can be diluted up to 1:5 ratio. 24
buckets per pallet.
One 5-gallon bucket (63 lbs):
White Paint 210-800-149 $159
Yellow Paint 210-800-159 $165
Other Colors 210-800-129 Call for pricing

Goal Line Aerosol Paint means no mixing

and minimum cleanup. Unique “T” valve design
works better than universal valves and allows
for 90° angle of application to get you the most
uniform coverage possible.
Twelve 18 oz cans per case (19 lbs/cs):
White Paint 210-150-020
1–20 cases: $55/cs
21–53 cases: $53/cs
54+ cases: $49/cs (includes free shipping!)
Colored Paint (indicate when ordering): yellow,
orange, blue, green, or red and other custom
colors available. 210-150-010
1–20 cases: $62/cs
21–53 cases: $53/cs
54+ cases: $48/cs (includes free shipping!)

VISIT beaconathletics.com/templine for Templine Turf Paint for marking synthetic fields.
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Custom Stencils

FIELD MARKING STENCILS

World Class Custom Stencils are designed to provide high-quality, economical field graphics.
They are perfect for painting letters, team logos and sponsor logos on football, baseball & soccer fields, golf
courses or any other turf. With the tracing pattern method, graphics are quickly outlined on the field, saving
time and money. Even the most inexperienced painter can create a professional look. These durable stencils
use a sturdy 6.5 mil polyethylene material and include grommets and stakes.
Custom Stencils 265-800-949 Call for pricing

Football Stencil Kits

The easy way to mark
your field — fast.
Football Field Stencil Set
The unique slip-together system let’s you
paint two numbers at once. That makes them
super easy to use and because they’re made
with heavy 40 oz vinyl they’ll last for years.
…ach set includes: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, four
hash marks, a directional arrow and a set of
4 alignment poles, as well as a storage and
carrying bag.
Standard 6' Numbers Stencil Set
265-300-009 $619
Economy 4' Numbers Stencil Set
265-300-019 $499

/beaconathletics1948
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TURF LOGOS & ARTIFICIAL TURF KITS
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Look good all season long.

Beacon Turf Logos

“We used to pay more than $3,000 in paint & labor alone.
Installing a Beacon Turf Logo took no more effort than what it takes to re-sod
any surface area. Now our logo looks great all season.”
— Nicole McFadyen, head groundskeeper, Baltimore Orioles
formerly with the Trenton Thunder

Dress up your field. The Beacon Turf Logo brings your colorful turf emblem to
your field in a way that will last for years to come. No more painting your logo on
the field and all the time and effort that goes with it. Simply cut away the turfgrass,
lay in the turf logo and secure with sod staples.
For an estimate just email your team logo (specify color matching) and
your desired size to info@beaconathletics.com. Beacon Turf Logos are not
recommended for use on football fields. Contact us for pricing. Ships via truck
INDOOR & OUTDOOR ARTIFICIAL TURF KITS

We’ll match the right turf to your needs. We’ve cut these kits to the two most common sizes for batting cages. Contact us for custom
sizes or other turf types. We recommend also using hitting or pitching mats (page 88) over your turf to wear more slowly and extend its life.
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26oz turf
36oz turf
36oz turf
26oz turf
36oz turf
36oz turf

36 oz turf, 5mm foam

36 oz turf, 3mm foam

BASEBALL 15' x 72' Polypropylene Turf
with 5mm foam backing 110-810-309 (754 lbs)
with 5mm foam backing 110-340-349 (930lbs)
with 3mm foam backing 110-340-329 (760 lbs)
SOFTBALL 15' x 57' Polypropylene Turf
with 5mm foam backing 110-810-319 (597 lbs)
with 5mm foam backing 110-340-359 (737 lbs)
with 3mm foam backing 110-340-339 (603 lbs)

|

800-747-5985

$3,475
$3,899
$2,999
$1,949
$3,099
$2,399

|

26 oz turf, Duraflow backing

OUTDOOR

INDOOR

26 oz turf, 5mm foam

26oz turf
36oz turf
42oz turf
26oz turf
36oz turf
42oz turf

fax 608-836-0724

36 oz turf, unitary rubber

42 oz turf, 1mm rubber

BASEBALL 15' x 72' Polypropylene Turf
with Duraflow backing 110-810-329 (292 lbs)
with unitary backing 110-340-369 (480 lbs)
with 1mm rubber backing 110-340-389 (713 lbs)
SOFTBALL 15' x 57' Polypropylene Turf
with Duraflow backing 110-810-339 (231 lbs)
with unitary backing 110-340-379 (380 lbs)
with 1mm rubber backing 110-340-399 (565 lbs)

|

BeaconAthletics.com

$1,925
$2,825
$3,499
$1,495
$2,225
$2,799

Beacon Mound & Home Plate Halos
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trimmed to a length of 1/2" and backed with a 5mm cushioning foam.
Installation is easy using either sod staples for securing to soil base or an
adhesive for securing to a concrete or asphalt base. Within just a few weeks
your natural grass will grow to the edges of the Beacon Turf Inlay leaving a
low-maintenance natural look that is a safe, consistent playing surface.
Protect your pitcher's mound, coach's box and home plate areas.
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Save those high traffic areas. All Beacon
Turf inlays look great and make things easier. And, they will
E
IN TH E
reduce your field maintenance costs around these high traffic
areas while keeping your fields looking great.
Beacon Bermuda is designed to blend with closely mowed southern
grasses like Bermuda. Manufactured with Polypropylene Monofilament

HOME PLATE HALO

PITCHER’S MOUND HALO

The Home Plate Halo is available in Beacon Bermuda and in two models —
Baseline Halo with extensions up the baseline and the Semi-Circle Halo around
home plate only (pricing below, contact us for custom lettering quote).
The Pitcher's Mound Halo is available in Beacon Bermuda as a Full Halo
encircling the entire mound, or as a Half Halo, a semi-circle in front of the
mound. Contact us for pricing.
10' Home Plate Halo
w/10' wings 280-340-009 (1,405 lbs) $6,275
no wings 280-340-019 (1,200 lbs) $5,695

H O M E P L AT E H A LO K I T S (2 6 ' D I A )
6' Home Plate Halo
$5,495
w/10' wings 280-340-029 (805 lbs)
$4,995
no wings 280-340-039 (685 lbs)

5' Home Plate Halo

w/10' wings 280-340-049 (715 lbs)
no wings 280-340-059 (600 lbs)

$4,695
$4,385

TURF INLAYS & TURF HALOS

BEACON TURF HALOS Will protect the highest traffic turf areas on your
field. With these turf inlays you'll get a perfect fit whether you're protecting
your pitching mound or home plate area. With several standard size options
to choose from, we will work with you to ensure your halo fits your field.
Contact us for custom sizes (also available in Little League sizes).

Beacon Mound & Coach’s Box Turf Inlays
9' radius

15'

ADULT
18'

BEACON TURF Pitcher's Mound Trapezoid Kits

10'

Fix the high-wear problems in front of the mound.
Easy to install turf inlays provide years of wear
resistance and look much better than worn down,
rutted turf grass. Kits are precut and include sod
staples to secure inlay. Ships via truck
ADULT Pitcher’s Mound Kit

15'

ADULT Coach’s Box Kit

YOUTH

15'

276-580-009 (200 lbs) $1,495

276-580-019 (140 lbs) $2,285
YOUTH Coach’s Box Kit

276-580-029 (80 lbs) $1,345

YOUTH Pitcher’s Mound Kit

276-580-039 (175 lbs) $1,299

/beaconathletics1948

5' radius

BEACON TURF Coach's Box Kits These
green, non-infill artificial turf inlays feature
permanent white lines to save you paint,
chalk, and labor. There's always a perfect line.
Kit includes a pair of precut inlays (one for
each coach's box) with sod staples to secure
in place.

10'
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TUFFDRAG ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT NAIL DRAG

above and with Flexible Steel Mat, right

The Do-It-All Drag. Always get it right

Adjustable Weight Nail Drag includes Beacon Field Weights that
allow you to adjust the weight of this 6 ft nail drag as needed. The correct
weight depends upon many factors. This system puts you in control
and works by itself or with the added Field Weights. For ultimate control,
attach a Flexible Steel Mat Drag or Cocoa Mat Drag for nailing and finishing in a single pass (see “One-Pass Systems”). Constructed of durable
plastic lumber with two rows of replaceable nails. …ach system includes
4 Field Weights and chain.

A DJ U S TA B L E W E I G H T N A I L D R A G S Y S T E M
AW System w/4 Field Weights 205-100-340 (60 lbs)
Additional Field Weights (4/pack) 270-100-020 (29 lbs)
Replacement Spikes (100/pack) 205-100-220 (7 lbs)

$335
$69
$25

A DJ U S TA B L E W E I G H T O N E - P A S S S Y S T E M S
AW System w/Flexible Steel Mat
AW System w/Cocoa Mat Drag
205-100-320 (101 lbs)
$435 205-100-330 (124 lbs)
$489
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TUFF drag

DRAG SPIKER NAIL DRAG

wih our adjustable weight nail drag system.
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NAIL DRAGS & SPIKE DRAGS
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Beacon Drag Spiker

All in one motion ... that’s how you'll perform
your daily light nail dragging and floating. Includes skid plate, transport
wheel kit and chain.

60
60

6'W DRAG SPIKER
Drag Spiker only 205-100-120 (87 lbs)

$615

Drag Spiker w/6'x3' Steel Mat 205-100-150 (117 lbs)

$749

Drag Spiker w/6'x4' Cocoa Mat 205-100-140 (117 lbs)

$789

Replacement Spikes (100/pack) 205-100-220 (7 lbs)

$25

Replacement Tow Chain (10'L) 205-100-010 (7 lbs)

$35

|

800-747-5985
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Beacon Premium 5x3 Nail Drag
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DRAG SPIKER with Cocoa Mat

MA

DRAG SPIKER
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DRAG SPIKER with Steel Mat
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Built for aggressive,
punishing work. Constructed with welded steel for rigidity and durability.
Includes wheel, tongue transport kit, and chain.
5'W x 3'L PREMIUM NAIL DRAG
5x3 Nail Drag only 205-100-170 (118 lbs)

$659

Replacement Spikes (125/pack) 205-100-230 (8 lbs)

$35

Replacement Tow Chain (10'L) 205-100-010 (7 lbs)

$35

fax 608-836-0724

|
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Fieldmaster Multi-drag
Combine several field prep tasks in one pass.
Spring scarifier tines help loosen infield soil,
dual leveling bar helps cut high spots and
fill low spots. Then, a roller re-firms infield
materials before a broom finishes the job. Rear
tray allows weight to be added for better, more
uniform, soil penetration. Ships via truck
FIELDMASTER
4'W (requires 15HP Tractor)
w/3-pt hitch 205-305-379 (260 lbs) $2,589

Tow behind 205-305-409 (345 lbs)

$3,159

Dirt Medic Infield Groomer

Specifically designed for use with garden
tractors, light utility vehicles and ATV’s to fill
and level Little League to high school infields.
Durability of larger units but weighs only 200
lbs with 4' wide grooming path with 10" pneumatic wheels for easy transport. A single hand
crank adjusts both angle and depth of harrow
teeth and reversible cutting bar from the driver’s seat without the need of tools or electrical
connections. 3-year materials and workmanship warranty. Ships via truck

FIELD DRAGS & SPIKERS

Tow behind 205-305-389 (285 lbs) $2,849
6'W (requires 18HP Tractor)
w/3-pt hitch 205-305-399 (320 lbs) $2,949

Dirt Medic (245 lbs ) 215-560-109 $1,675

Go Groomer Go Rejuvenate your
artificial turf rubber granules. Four
synthetic straight-line brushes with optional
grooming tines disperse wear patterns and
reduce rubber compaction. Repositions "turf
fibers" for optimal wear and aesthetics. Tow
hitch works on all common vehicles. Features
multiple tine & brush settings and pneumatic
tires, but no motors and no hydraulics.
Shown with optional Inline Safety Magnet.
Ships via truck
4.5' brush (250 lbs) 276-305-009 $1,995
7' brush (270 lbs) 276-305-019 $2,195
9' brush (290 lbs) 276-305-029 $2,495
Optional 30" inline safety magnet (12 lbs)
276-305-339 $445

/beaconathletics1948
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Beacon Cocoa Mat Drag
The finishing drag that virtually floats
across your infield. Natural fiber
Cocoa Mats have been grooming infield
skins for decades, providing a highly
professional finish without displacing
much soil or topdressing. Pull with an
infield tractor, or grooming machine.
Available with or without leveling
bar. The leveling bar will cut down,
redistribute, and level out any piles of
loose soil or topdressing ahead of the
Cocoa Mat Drag. Recommended for
fields with topdressing. Cocoa Mat
Drag is 6'W x 4'L.
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Cocoa Mat with leveling bar (83 lbs)
205-100-060 $415
Cocoa Mat only no leveling bar (64 lbs)
205-100-050 $299
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Float Drags
Perfect for between-innings. More info about float drags: beaconathletics.com/quickdrags
MA

FLOAT DRAGS

COCOA MAT DRAG with leveling bar

IN TH E

TUFF drag

C O C O A M AT H A N D D R A G
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Cocoa Mat Hand Drag Like its big
brother (above) this slimmer 2' hand drag
floats across your infield. The 6' version is
great for between inning infield skin manicuring. The 4' model is perfect
for smoothing baselines, cutouts, infield edges, mounds,
and home plate. Both sizes
are equipped with a rope
handle and steel lead bar.

Beacon Pro Rigid Steel Mat Drag

Rigid Steel Mat Drag This 18" drag
is becoming more and more popular with
groundskeepers. Built for rapid grooming of
your infield skin between innings, also great
for day-to-day maintenance.
The rigidity of the steel mat
helps cut down high spots and
fill in low spots. Pull by hand,
infield tractor or grooming machine. Minor assembly required.

6'W Cocoa Mat (36 lbs) 205-100-030 $189

6'W Steel Mat (45 lbs) 205-435-329 $169

4'W Cocoa Mat (25 lbs) 205-100-020 $155

6'W Pro Steel Mat (49 lbs) 205-100-510 $219
4'W Pro Steel Mat (38 lbs) 205-100-500 $179

Buy 5 six-foot mats and save $100!
Buy 5 four-foot mats and save $75!

Buy 5 six-foot mats and save $100!
Buy 5 four-foot mats and save $75!

Buy 5 six-foot mats and save $100!
Buy 5 four-foot mats and save $75!

|

Designed by professional groundskeepers for
professional groundskeepers. The leading edge
levels surfaces while securely holding the 18"
rigid steel mat at a slight angle.
This leaves a smooth finish with
minimal displacement. Perfect
for top-dressed fields. Great for
pregame and between-inning
drags. Minor assembly required.

800-747-5985
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4'W Steel Mat (34 lbs) 205-435-010 $129
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Perfect for grooming your field. Each steel mat drag has a bar
riveted to the lead edge for stiffness & strength. Constructed of 3/8" thick
galvanized steel ribbon creating a 1" mesh mat. Available 3' and 6' lengths
at various widths, with and without leveling bar. Contact us for custom
sizes. Pull rope included for use as a hand drag. Chain not included.
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Beacon Steel Mat Drag
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Beacon X-Drag Hand Nail Drag

FINISHING DRAGS

Drag Leveling Bar Cut down, level out
and redistribute any piles of loose soil or
topdressing ahead of the drag.
6'W Leveling Bar (15 lbs) 205-390-260 $95
8'W Leveling Bar (20 lbs) 205-390-270 $125

STEEL MAT DRAG with leveling bar
(above) and with pull rope (right)

$185
$199
$299
$479

T
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B E A C O N S T E E L M AT D R A G S
WITH Leveling Bar
WITHOUT Leveling Bar
5'W x 3'L 205-100-080 (46 lbs) $285 5'W x 3'L 205-100-290 (31 lbs)
6'W x 3'L 205-100-090 (56 lbs) $255 6'W x 3'L 205-100-300 (41 lbs)
6'W x 6'L 205-100-110 (97 lbs) $415 6'W x 6'L 205-100-250 (64 lbs)
8'W x 6'L 205-100-100 (100 lbs) $635 8'W x 6'L 205-100-310 (80 lbs)

Ideal for scarifying baselines, cutouts and
home plate areas. Easily pull in 3'W or 2'W
direction by simply changing where the tow
rope connects. That means the X-Drag can
easily fit down your baselines.
Adjust on the fly to your infield’s conditions
with the X-Drag Field Weight Kit. By adding up
to four 7lb field weights you’ll match your scarifying needs perfectly. …ach kit includes
4 Beacon Field Weights (see page 43), weight
post, hardware and assembly instructions.
X-Drag Scarifying Drag
X-Drag w/Weight Kit 205-100-165 (60 lbs) $295
X-Drag Only 205-100-160 (30 lbs)
$259
Field Weight Kit 270-100-030 (30 lbs)
$95
Replacement Spikes for X-Drag
60-pack 205-100-240 (4 lbs)

$25

BEACON X-DRAG shown with optional Field Weight Kit

Adapt on the fly.
Add the Field Weight Kit and gain the control
you need. X-Drag with Field Weights means
you will always be able to match your infield’s
conditions. See ordering options above.

/beaconathletics1948
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X-Drag with Field Weights
in Action: /xdragweights

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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“The SweetSpot has become

a valuable asset to the Indians’ field
maintenance operations. The interchangeable
heads give us great flexibility, regardless of the
size of the job. The cushioned handle is really
comfortable and provides great grip.
The SweetSpot is a really versatile
and valuable tool.”
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SWEET SPOT TAMP SYSTEM
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See it in action! /sweetspot

This is not
your father’s tamp.
Patent #9,828,738

We’ve reinvented the classic
groundskeeper’s tamp.

You really need to try it to believe it.
No more sore or swollen hands and aching
back. An ergonomic design with a superior
handle reduces return energy and minimizes
vibration to make things easier on your body.
Interchangeable tamp heads give you up to four
tamps in one. Just change out the tamp head
whenever you need and this adaptable tool will
deliver an efficient, full-power blow every time.
With an articulating head (see illustrations) and
a revolutionary dampening effect, the SweetSpot
is designed to self-correct to the angle of your
hitting surface and dampen the recoil affect
through the handle eliminating the vibration.
Order your tamp handle, then choose a tamp
head size(s). Save 10% when you buy the
handle and all 4 heads together!
SWEET SPOT TAMP SYSTEM
Tamp handle (8 lbs) 220-100-060
4" x 6" head (4 lbs) 220-100-070
6" x 6" head (5 lbs) 220-100-080
8" x 8" head (8 lbs) 220-100-090
10" x 10" head (10 lbs) 220-100-100

64
64
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— Brandon Koehnke, Head Groundskeeper
Cleveland Indians
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UNIQUE FEATURES

THE SWEET SPOT ADVANTAGE

n Four interchangeable tamp heads
available (4x6, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10,
with 3/8" thick plates)
n Efficient articulating tamp head
self-adjusts to slope (see illustration)

n Less work to effectively compact
clay from variable heads that give
you targeted, concentrated power
n Full power delivered with each stroke
as the articulating head strikes the
surface squarely every time
n Reduced or eliminated vibrations
reduces operator fatigue and injury
n Swappable heads lets you zero in
on the perfect combo of coverage
and force

n Innovative damping effect reduces
or eliminates vibration throughout
the foam grip handle
n Lightweight design is about 20%
lighter than traditional steel tamps

SELF-ADJUSTING ARTICUL ATION
Striking the surface squarely is the key to delivering the full power of each blow.

1

2

$69
$45
$50
$59
$65

800-747-5985
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tamp head
self-adjusts
upon contact
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Tamps, Rollers & Edgers
Hand Tamps are important tools that

Tamp Sock this durable
high-quality denim cover
helps keep clay from
sticking to tamp, making you
more effective and efficient.
There’s a sock for each of the
four most common sizes.

help with maintaining high traffic areas
around the mound and home plate. Some
prefer the large 10 x 10 tamp plate, but
also consider the smaller 8 x 8 tamp that
concentrates all of your packing power
into a smaller footprint. Comes with
46" wood handle. Also consider a
Tamp Sock (right) to help keep clay
from sticking to the tamp head.

for 10x10 220-780-020 $29
for 8x8 220-780-010 $29
for 6x6 220-780-040 $25
for 4x6 220-780-030 $25

4 6 " W O O D H A N D L E TA M P
10" plate 220-190-260 (12 lbs) $79
8" plate 220-190-280 (10 lbs) $59

rollers with 1" full length axle, grease fittings on removable bearings, exterior
polyester powder-coated green, convertible handle for pushing or towing.
18" x 24" 220-315-079 (74 lbs empty, 280 lbs w/water,
push-tow convertible handle 88 lbs) $609
18" x 36" 220-315-089 (108 lbs empty, 434 lbs w/water,
push-tow convertible handle 166 lbs) $925
24" x 48" 220-315-109 (244 lbs empty, 1,005 lbs w/water,
push-tow convertible handle 450 lbs) $1,525
18 x 36 roller

24 x 48 roller

Poly Turf Rollers are an essential tool for executing the critical manage-

TAMPS ROLLERS & EDGERS

Steel Turf Rollers These are the best rollers on the market: 11-gauge steel

ment practice of rolling athletic fields, especially baseball fields. Rolling helps
maintain a smooth playing surface for perfect ball hop. Rust-free poly drums.
18" x 24" push-tow roller 220-247-039 (40 lbs empty, 250 lbs w/water) $155
18" x 36" poly tow roller 220-247-009 (47 lbs empty, 400 lbs w/water) $195
18 x 24 roller

18 x 36 tow roller

Atom Professional Edger

Infield Edger

Scuffle Hoe

A highly maneuverable, fast and easy-to-use edger. Built for commercial
use with hardened spring steel blades for the toughest jobs. Its unique
wheelbarrow design is extremely maneuverable. Making it ideal for cutting mound circles, cutouts and other round cuts. To ensure your safety,
the 4-stoke Atom utilizes a safety throttle interlock, a fully enclosed
blade guard and a debris deflector. 220-677-039 (22 lbs) $729

Heavy-duty steel frame with oak
handle. Extra sharp steel blade.
6" or 12" blade. Replacement
blades available, call for pricing.

Excellent for edging, cultivating,
aerating, and weeding field turf.
5' L handle.

6" 220-625-090 (26 lbs) $369
12" 220-625-089 (27 lbs) $379

/beaconathletics1948
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MOUND SLOPE GAUGE & LEVEL BOARD

Mound Slope Gauge

IN TH E

Mound Slope Gauge 230-100-300 (10 lbs) $199
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Infield Leveling Board

Buh-bye, bad hops.

IN TH E

Watch the Level Board in action: /levelboard

Back in the day, major league groundskeepers used the
back of a rake to fix bumps and irregularities around the bases, player
positions, home plate and more. Only trouble was, it didn’t work that well.
Shortstops grumbled. Now at Beacon, we’ve designed the Level Board so
it smooths your infield like nothing else. The relief angle on the backside
of the cutting edge allows the board to easily float for filling. When you
need to cut, just pull the angle forward to allow the stainless steel edge

66
66

Beacon Mound Slope Gauge

gives you a perfectly sloped mound,
every single game. Our Slope Gauge is easy to set up and easy to use
— comes with full instructions. And, we’re always standing by to give to
you expert assistance. Includes heavy-duty aluminum alignment gauge,
metal ruler, 2 support rods (1 adjusts) and rugged PVC storage container.

|

800-747-5985

|

to dig in and cut the high spot down. At 54” wide, the extra-wide design
improve leveling and lets you quickly cover a much greater area, making
the job more efficient. Baseball & softball are safer and more fun on a
Beacon leveled infield and this tool — at only $149 — is a real bargain.
Stainless steel cutting edge, reinforced aluminum handle.
Beacon Level Board 220-100-140 (7 lbs) $149

fax 608-836-0724
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Infield Grooming Tools
Cocoa Mop
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INFIELD GROOMING TOOLS
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The perfect finishing tool for top
dressed infields. Excellent on mounds
and for those tight maneuvering areas.
Constructed with our high-quality
cocoa mat and a heavy-duty aluminum
reinforced handle. 24" x 18".
220-100-020 (12 lbs) $95

IN TH E

Steel Mat Mop

Lip Broom

Designed for grooming small areas like the mound and baselines.
Heavy-duty aluminum handle with 24" x 18" steel mat drag.
220-100-030 (16 lbs) $105

Strong 5" bristles will get the infield mix out of the grass without tearing
up the turf. 24" head and 60" ergonomic aluminum handle with
gusseted bracing system.
220-525-190 (9 lbs) $59

Duo Broom

Drag Broom

Great general purpose broom,
ideal for concrete floors. Combination of soft outside bristles
with stiff inside bristles. 60"
ergonomic aluminum handle.
Available in 24"and 36" widths.

The best of both worlds.
Get a broomed infield finish
from the 7'W leveling blade
on one side, and 4-½" polypropylene bristle broom
on the other.

24" 220-525-450 (5 lbs) $65
36" 220-525-440 (5 lbs) $72

220-525-010 (15 lbs) $175

/beaconathletics1948
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Infield Rakes

Lute
Scarifying
Rake has a leveling

INFIELD RAKES

Double Play Rake

is an innovative and versatile tool with two teeth designs. Use the short teeth for breaking up
hard-packed clay and the long teeth for general raking and wet clay. Its 66"L powder-coated aluminum handle with 5" vinyl grip provides extra comfort. Available with 24" or 36" head with
wrap-around braces.
24" head 220-525-240 (5 lbs) $59
36" head 220-525-360 (5 lbs) $69

30" W 220-355-100 (6 lbs) $89
48" W 220-355-200 (7 lbs) $99

Infield Grooming Rakes feature a rugged 36" W
aluminum rake head with a smoothing/ leveling blade
on the reverse side. Both the long-tooth and short-tooth
rakes have 66" L round aluminum handles.

short-tooth

long-tooth

blade on one side
and small tooth/small gap
finishing blade on the other. The lute
end is basically a straight edge that can
be used for grading and leveling. The fine
toothed scarifier side works particularly
well on fields that have a topdressing
layer on their infield skin surface.

Long-tooth 220-525-160 (6 lbs) $65
Short-tooth 220-525-210 (4 lbs) $65

Screening Rake sifts stones, glass, sticks

68
68

and debris. The jagged filler between the teeth
helps reduce the size of the gaps between the
teeth to help sift out the unwanted. 66" handle.

Sand Comb™

Level Head Iron Rake w/Curved Tines

Features a ¼" galvanized steel mesh screen
for sifting pebbles and debris. Also has an adjustable 16" wide head with a 60" steel handle.

24"W 220-525-270 (6 lbs) $75
30"W 220-525-280 (6 lbs) $79
36"W 220-525-200 (7 lbs) $85

220-104-010 (6 lbs) $105

Reduce lip build up and quickly shave down
high spots due to the sharp, curved tines.
16" forged steel head with thirteen 3" tines,
66" hardwood handle.
220-525-390 (5 lbs) $49
QUICK TIP: Sharpen the tines to help shave
down clay and comb out lip buildup.
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Field Shovels & Other Tools

FIELD SHOVELS & OTHER TOOLS

Sifter Scoop Shovel
If you're scooping debris off the infield left by a drag or left over from
mound or home plate repair, this shovel is perfect. Sift rocks and
clay chunks out of top dressing. Sift through the good material
and toss the waste. The one-piece polymolded shovel features
a solid fiberglass reinforcing core in the handle shaft.
14" x 17" head. 27" grip handle.

Irrigation Shovel is excellent for
wet, muddy digging, such as irrigation leaks. Holes greatly reduce
mud sticking to the shovel.

220-525-030 (5 lbs) $65

220-525-050 (5 lbs) $65
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Sifter Shovel scoops and
sifts waste while leaving
behind valuable topdressings
on the infield skin.

MA

Deluxe Overseed
Enhancing Tool
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220-525-370 (4 lbs) $95

IN TH E

Features steel star wheels to penetrate any
compacted soil. Perfect for overseeding wear
areas on your field. Simply throw seed into
wear area and maneuver tool several times
over seeded area. Creates excellent seed-tosoil contact, critical for successful germination.
66" heavy-duty aluminum handle, 9" head.
220-100-010 (5 lbs) $99
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General Store
You never know what the next “emergency” will bring. The one thing a grounds or facility manager does know is addressing it

CONSUMABLES & REPAIR PRODUCTS

will likely require picking up a few key parts. Parts we like to call “consumables”. To help prepare for the unknown, we’ve opened the
Beacon General Store. It’s where you can go to find the parts you need to stock your maintenance shed or store room.
Many of these items normally mean an untimely trip to the hardware store or expensive overnight delivery. Stock up now
so you have the items needed for completing an emergency repair. Buy in bulk to save dollars and time.

Repair Cord & Rope for Net Backstops & Batting Cages
Brown Tarred Twisted Nylon

Thin Tarred Cord

Used for repairing holes in batting cage nets
and netted backstops. Also used to lace nets
to net frames. Tar holds string in place.
235' spool 140-100-010 $19

Used for repairing holes in the mesh portion of
protective netting.
1,296' spool 140-100-011 $29

Cotton String Winder ProCord

Nylon Twisted Twine

Replacement professional grade string line
material that is highly visible in grass with
good stretch.
500' spool 230-100-020 $45

An economical nylon string winder replacement cord. Thinner gauge than ProCord (above)
with very little stretch.
500' spool 230-100-010 $15

Hardware
Net Repair Kit 5' x 5' net
panel with 1-7/8" mesh,
needle with Tarred Cord,
repair instructions.
Comes in handy
Beacon pail.
140-100-013
$39

Net Repair Needle Use this needle for
making net mesh repairs.
Single Needle 140-100-012 $2 ea

Zip Ties
Heavy-duty (shown left) or Standard (shown right)

Heavy-Duty Fence Cap Zip Ties

Bucket of Snap Hooks
Use for hanging nets, banners
or other connection needs.
1/4" zinc-plated, 2.25"L.
50 pcs 140-100-020 $35

Bucket of Bit Snaps
Use for hanging nets, banners
or other connection needs.
1/4" zinc-plated, 2.5"L.
50 pcs 140-100-030 $25

Bucket of Quick Links
Connect tow chains or to
connect hardware to backstops.
1/4" wide jaw, zinc-plated, 2.75"L.
50 pcs 205-100-015 $75
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Heavy-Duty Windscreen Zip Ties
Strongest, longest lasting ties at this length.
For securing banners and windscreen.
14" ties hold up to 120 lbs.
50 black 14" 125-115-040 $7.50
500 black 14" 125-115-041 $65

Standard UV-Resistant Windscreen
Zip Ties Standard duty ties for securing
banners and windscreen. Available as 14" or
7" ties, holds up to 50 lbs.
100 black 14"
125-115-030 $12

5,000 black 14"
125-115-031 $400

100 black 7"
125-115-060 $4

10,000 black 7"
125-115-061 $339

800-747-5985

|
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Strongest, longest lasting fence cap ties.
Nests beautifully in valleys of corrugated
fence cap. Ties hold up to 120 lbs.
50 black 120# 24" 125-115-010 $10
500 black 120# 24" 125-115-011 $89
50 white 120# 24" 125-115-013 $20
500 white 120# 24" 125-115-014 $99

Heavy-Duty UV-Resistant
Windscreen Zip Ties
Strongest, longest lasting ties for securing
banners and windscreen. 8" ties hold
up to 120 lbs.
100 black 8" 125-115-070 $8
3,000 black 8" 125-115-071 $210

BeaconAthletics.com

Beacon Buckets

Nothing is handier around the ballfield than a Beacon Bucket. They’re a tough 5-gallon bucket and lid with a sturdy handle
capable of carrying just about anything. Fill your Beacon Bucket with supplies for common field tasks — on the side are tips and instructions.
There are 5 buckets with instructions for clay repairs, tarp pins, chalk, drying agent and bases. They’re a great way to make sure everyone has
what they need and, most importantly, knows how to do it. These tips & instructions are a must. You’ll wonder how you got by without ’em.
Set of all 5 Beacon Buckets 220-100-130 $45

Pro Tarp Pins Bucket
Never lose tarp pins in the grass, only to have
your lawn mower find them. Heavy-duty
5/16" florescent orange tarp pins. Bucket
with handle & lid includes tips and
instructions for handling tarps.
Bucket & 50 orange tarp pins
270-500-840 $119

CONSUMABLES & REPAIR PRODUCTS

Beacon Buckets

Black Foam Whisker Plug Bases Bucket
You won’t lose track of your base plugs with
these 30 foam whisker plugs in a bucket.
Bucket with handle & lid includes tips and
instructions for proper base care.
Bucket & 30 foam whisker plugs
301-100-010 $195

Supplies & Repair Tools

Tarp Sandbag Quick & easy tarp anchoring.
UV-treated polypropylene 14" x 16" sandbags.
270-100-670 (25-pack) $19

/beaconathletics1948
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Vinyl Tarp Repair Kit Repairs small tears or
wear marks in vinyl tarps. Includes vinyl patch
material and cement. 270-245-619 $35

@beaconathletics
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Chrome Plated Steel Chain Use this 1/4"
chain to pull larger drags or even to tow a
disabled mower back to the shop.
205-100-019 $2 / ft

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics
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Soil Amendments
ProSlide™ 4x30 Classic Grade Red Topdressing
Durable expanded shale infield topdressing material designed to
manage the moisture in your infield skin while providing a smooth
and consistent playing surface for sliding and fielding ground balls.
Just a 1/4" to 3/8" layer on the surface of the infield skin provides a
“mulch effect” helping to conserve moisture on the field and allowing
for quick re-entry after a rain event. ProSlide’s rich red color is the
most colorfast in the industry enhancing your field’s aesthetic appeal
while providing ballplayers good contrast for tracking ground ball
movement. 40 bags per pallet. 50 lbs per bag/bulk.
260-551-129 Call for pricing

TRAINING &
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Sample ID:

Infield Mix
Analy

Senior Infield

Date Tested:

July 13 - 18,
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S

July 27, 2011

Your Targe
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West Madiso
n Little League
Paul Zwaska
0
0

Phone:

FIELD EQUIPM
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2011

n

-

Fax:

TEXTURE
ANALYSIS
% Sand:
% Silt:
% Clay:

45.4%
35.8%
18.8%

PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL
58% ‐ 62% Sand

Loam

SOIL AMENDMENTS

= Your Soil

SCR (Silt/C

lay Ratio):

SAND FRAC
TION ANAL
Gravel
Very Coarse
Sand
Coarse Sand
Medium Sand
Fine Sand
Very Fine Sand
PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL
38% ‐ 45% Shall
Not Pass

1.9

#60 Sieve

LOW

IDEAL

ELEVAT ED

0.0 0.5 1.0

YSIS

Particle Size

Grain
Diam. (mm)
2+
1-2
0.5 - 1
0.25 - 0.5
0.10 - 0.25
0.05 - 0.10

Sieve
Number
10
18
35
60
140
270

INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL
45% ‐ 50% Shall
Not Pass #60
Sieve

SAND SHAP
E ANALYSIS

= Optimum

Percent Sand
Fraction
3.1%
6.0%
6.6%
14.0%
15.1%
3.7%

HIGH

2.0

4.0+

27%

RECREATIONAL
LEVEL
> 50% Shall Not
Pass #60

Sand Shape

EXCESSIVE

3.0

Percent Sand
NOT Passing
#60 Sieve

Sieve

= Your Soil

Sample

Sphericity
= Low to High
Angularity
= Angular
to Well Rounde
d
8233 Forsythia
St. #120
Middleton, WI
53562
PH [800] 747-5985
FX [608] 836-0724

816 Field Conditioner

Sure Dry Drying Agent

A professional grade calcined clay which
is a cleaner product with a more consistent
uniform particle size that will not stick to
cleats and is easily incorporated into the
infield. For use on the skinned area of baseball
and softball fields to improve drainage.
40 bags per pallet. 50 lbs per bag/bulk.

A very fine sand size gradation assures
maximum surface area exposure. This calcined
clay guarantees the most rapid absorption of
any moisture on your infield skin. 40 bags
per pallet. 50 lbs per bag/bulk.
260-692-019 Call for pricing

260-692-029 Call for pricing

Infield Mix Soil Test is the first step in
effectively maintaining or amending your field.
Know what you are working with, otherwise
you’re just guessing. It’s crucial to know the
characteristics of your soil — pH, nutrient
content, organic matter content, etc.
The same is true for the skinned areas of
fields. Results may take up to two weeks.
220-100-250 $195 per sample

Magic Mix Infield Topdressing is a finely crushed aggregate that
has been proven over the years to be a solid performer on ballfields,
especially in northern climates. Its rich red color gives any field a
professional look. It’s fine enough to slide or dive on without worry for
player safety. Dense material that won’t wash away or create dust. Just
one-quarter to one-half inch coating improves resiliency, slows the
evaporation from your infield skin and speeds reentry onto the field
after a rain event — minimizing the use of other drying agents. 40 bags
per pallet. 50 lbs per bag. Also available in bulk loads.
Bags 260-345-049 Call for pricing
Bulk 260-345-029 Call for pricing
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Sample

Magic Track Warning Track is produced using the same raw material
as the Magic Mix Infield Topdressing and displays the same qualities and
rich red color to ensure a uniform look to your field when they’re used in
tandem. Proper gradation of the warning track mix allows the material to
pack down just enough to give outfielders better traction.
One ton covers approx... 1" depth: 249 sq ft;
2" depth: 125 sq ft; 3" depth 83 sq ft.
Bulk ONLY 260-345-039 Call for pricing

SAVE WITH BULK DELIVERY Contact us for bulk pricing
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Engineered Infield Soils

DuraEdge™ CLASSIC is designed for

DuraEdge™ COLLEGIATE with increased
clay content makes this mix perfect for those
who want a “tighter” playing surface without
a ton of maintenance. Requires access to water to manage moisture content of the infield.

DuraEdge™ PROFESSIONAL The highest
clay content of the DuraEdge mixes. Creates
a firm, corky professional level playing
surface. Requires access to water to manage
moisture content of the infield.

Blend of 72% sand, 12% silt, 16% clay.
260-551-459 Call for pricing

Blend of 67% sand, 15% silt, 18% clay.
260-551-439 Call for pricing

Blend of 60% sand, 18% silt, 22% clay.
260-551-419 Call for pricing

recreational fields with low maintenance.
Does not require access to water to maintain
field. Lower silt to clay ratio enables a firm
but forgiving playing surface.

ENGINEERED INFIELD SOILS & SOIL TOOLS

FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION: Most infield soils available today are mined from
the ground and screened off to a certain size, then sold as infield soil regardless of its makeup.
In other words, “it is what it is”. With DuraEdge™, screening is just the beginning. After harvesting
the raw materials they are painstakingly tested and a computer-guided blending process adjusts
for precise results. Then, the DuraMixer blending plant mixes sand and clay at specified ratios. The
result is a properly balanced engineered infield soils at various levels with the quality preferred by
groundskeepers, coaches, and players.

FOR EXISTING SOILS: By properly balancing the makeup of your infield soil even
chronically problematic infields can be easily remedied without removing the existing infield soil.
Remedy issues such as excessively dusty conditions, slippery/unstable-when-wet conditions, or
infields that are simply too soft or too hard. Begin with a soil test to determine the existing physical
characteristics of the soil what should be added to the infield skin to properly balance the soil —
all at a fraction of the cost of removing and replacing it.
FieldSaver™ 50 is an option

FieldSaver™ 60 is an option

FieldSaver™ 75 is typically

for infields that are very dusty
when dry, and greasy when wet.

for infields that are very dusty
when dry and greasy when wet.

Blend of 50% medium sand,
50% silt-clay.
260-551-179 Call for pricing

Blend of 40% medium sand,
60% silt-clay.
260-551-189 Call for pricing

used with infields that are either
too sandy and loose, or are
“chunking out” when moist.

FieldSaver™ 90 is typically
used with infields that are either
too sandy and loose, or are
“chunking out” when moist.

Blend of 25% medium sand,
75% silt-clay.
260-551-199 Call for pricing

Blend of 10% medium sand,
90% silt-clay.
260-551-209 Call for pricing
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Home Plate & Mound Fortification
The Jox Box®

The best fortification alternative

for high-use, low-maintenance fields.
The Jox Box® is designed to last for several years
without showing significant wear, when maintained properly. It allows players to dig in for solid
comfortable footing without creating dug-in holes.
Jox Box AFTER top dressing
Constructed of a 2" thick porous crumb rubber
base topped off with a 3/4" long artificial turf
cover. Jox Box® is approved by ASA and USSSA for league and tournament play.
See the easy “Dig out, Drop in, Cover up” 3-step installation below.
Use of the Jox Box at higher levels of play or with metal spikes
may reduce their life expectancy. All Jox Box® ship via truck.

T H E E A S Y 3 - S T E P J O X B O X® I N S T A L L A T I O N
Dig out a 3½" deep pit around home
plate, level it out, and drop in Jox Box.

FORTIFICATION MATS

1

2

Drop in the second piece and tamp
areas around Jox Box (Deluxe shown).

Cover up Jox Box with ½" of
top dressing & play ball!

3

NOT…: All Jox Box® products below are shown before top dressing

Original Jox Box® Install in
batters boxes on each side of
home plate. Set of two 4'W x 8'L.
Sold as pair (385 lbs/pair)
250-400-119 $1,295

Deluxe Jox Box® Set of two
8'W x 10'L mats for both batters
box with home plate cutout.
Sold as pair (525 lbs/pair)
250-400-089 $1,559

Youth Deluxe Jox Box® Set of
two 7'W x 9'L mats for both batters
box with home plate cutout.
Sold as pair (458 lbs/pair)
250-400-099 $1,429

Jox Box® Mound Wedge
Single wedge-shaped panel for
front of the pitching rubber. 4'9"W
tapers to"3'W x 5' 6"L.
Single wedge (135 lbs)
250-400-069 $679

FIELD ARMOR INSTALLATION

➊ Dig pit around home plate

➋ Lay in Field Armor panels

Field Armor Saves labor & keeps a consistent playing surface.
Field Armor panels will reduce the amount of time it takes to repair your
batter's box or pitching areas for those long weekend tournaments and
make sure your field maintenance labor is reduced. For the batter’s box:
Economy 4' x 6' and Standard 4' x 8'. For the softball pitching area:
2' x 8' Softball panel. Catcher’s area panels available.
74
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➌ Cover panels with top dressing

Economy 4x6 Box Panel single 250-108-009 (28 lbs) $395
Economy 4x6 Box Panel two panels 250-108-019 (56 lbs) $729
Standard 4x8 Box Panel single 250-108-029 (42 lbs) $495
Standard 4x8 Box Panel two panels 250-108-039 (84 lbs) $890
Softball 2x8 Pitching Panel single 250-108-049 (28 lbs) $395

fax 608-836-0724
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Clay Bricks & Rubber Mats

Excellent for construction or renovation projects for mounds,
batter’s boxes and catcher’s boxes. 4" x 8" x 2½" unfired solid,
compacted clay brick made of gray gumbo clay. Refer to chart
below for recommended amounts. Shipped by commercial truck.
Forklift needed for unloading. Call for freight quote.
300 Unfired Beacon ProBricks per pallet (1,950 lbs)
250-551-009 Call for pricing

R E C O M M E N D E D A M O U N T S OF CLAY
BEACON
PRO BRICKS

sq ft

2-¼" depth

4" depth

BAGGED
SHREDDED CLAY
3" depth

4" depth

Need help with your
mound or batter’s box?

Youth Mound – 6" high *

24

102

186

18 bags

24 bags

Ballfields.com/field-dimensions

Youth Mound – 8" high *

34

145

264

26 bags

34 bags

Adult Mound – 10" high *

50

212

388

38 bags

50 bags

Youth Batter’s Box (one box)

18

77

140

14 bags

18 bags

is the place for all the measurements you
need to build or renovate your mound and
batter’s box. It’s your comprehensive resource
for accurately building your ballfield.

Adult Batter’s Box (one box)

24

102

186

18 bags

24 bags

Softball Pitching Area *

26

109

199

20 bags

26 bags

Softball Batter’s Box (one box)

21

89

163

16 bags

21 bags

Catcher’s Box - Baseball (5 x 4)

20

85

155

15 bags

20 bags

Catcher’s Box - Softball (5 x 5)

25

106

194

19 bags

25 bags

CLAY BRICKS & RUBBER MATS

Beacon ProBrick

* includes top table and front slope
Pro Brick pallet weight = 1,950 lbs; Bagged Clay pallet weight = 2,070 lbs

Beacon Porous Rubber
Batter’s Box Mats
SAVE $100 when you buy 5 mats!
Safe to use with plastic, rubber or
metal spikes. These porous rubber
mats are made from shredded recycled tire rubber bound together using a polyurethane binder.
Each mat is 40" x 50" x 7/8" thick with beveled
edges on three sides. A set of five mats will cover
both batter’s boxes and the catcher’s box.
Single mat 250-400-149 (45 lbs) $139

Save 10% when you buy 5 or more!

/beaconathletics1948
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Mound & Home Plate Clays

DuraPitch® Professional Mound Clay

Grey gumbo clay with very high clay content
for excellent binding power. Requires higher
maintenance frequency but delivers ultimate
footing for pitchers and hitters. Will actually
save you money as less clay is usually needed
per repair compared to using lower clay content mound clays. 40 bags per pallet. 50 lbs
per bag. 20 bag minimum. 2,070 lbs per pallet.
260-551-229 Call for pricing

DuraPitch® Premium Mound Clay
Shredded reddish-brown clay containing a
slightly higher clay content which increases
binding power. Also suitable for all levels of play
and maintenance. 40 bags per pallet. 50 lbs
per bag. 20 bag minimum. 2,070 lbs per pallet.
260-551-219 Call for pricing

See Recommended Amounts table on page 75.

Mound Slope Gauge
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CLAY FORTIFICATION & SLOPE GAUGE

We offer different clay options to suit your construction, maintenance and playability requirements for your high-wear mound
and home plate areas. Both clay bricks and bagged shredded clay are available. All shredded options are pre-moistened
to make them ready to use right out of the bag or off the pallet. Each clay material has a different level of clay content —
the higher the clay content the more wear is reduced provided it is given proper regular maintenance.

IN TH E

gauge made of one piece of heavy-duty aluminum with a
bubble level is attached for proper leveling. Includes metal ruler
for measuring mound slope and two support rods with one rod adjustable
for leveling the gauge. Stores easily in PVC storage container. Includes
complete instructions for mound slope construction and maintenance.
Mound Slope Gauge 230-100-300 (10 lbs) $199
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Reelcraft® Hose Reel & Trailer
Self-contained hose trailer with either electric or hand-crank hose reel for 1" hose. Easily attaches
to most off-road vehicles or carts. Reel holds 100' of 1" hose. Electric crank requires 12V battery.
Includes 10' supply hose for connecting to supply source. Main hose and battery not included.
Electric crank 225-645-239 (290 lbs) $1,559
Hand crank 225-645-419 (300 lbs) $1,079

Reelcraft® Retractable In-Ground
Hand Watering System
Installed completely underground and
enclosed in a high density polyethylene vault.
When hand watering is required, remove the
cover and pull out the hose. Give a tug when
you are finished and the hose automatically
returns underground for storage. Available in
1" or ¾" hose models. 39-¼" x 26-½" x 40.
Ships via truck.

Reelcraft® Portable Hose Reel and Cart

Reelcraft® Hand-Crank Hose Reels

This rugged hose cart holds 100' of hose.
Durable abrasion-resistant powder coat finish,
smooth rolling pneumatic tires. Hose not
included. 10' supply hose included.

Mounts to nearly any surface. Designed for
heavy duty applications. Hose not included.
Supply hose required (sold separately).

12"W reel (holds 100' of ¾" hose with
10' supply hose) 225-645-219 (72 lbs) $475
18"W reel (holds 100' of 1" hose with
10' supply hose) 225-645-039 (89 lbs) $569

Holds 50' of 1" hose 225-645-059
(159 lbs) $1,850

12"W reel (holds 100' of ¾" hose)
225-645-029 (46 lbs) $269
18"W reel (holds 175' of ¾" hose)
225-645-149 (51 lbs) $289
18"W reel (holds 100' of 1" hose)
225-645-159 (54 lbs) $359
10' supply hose (¾") 225-645-449 (6 lbs) $39

Holds 75' of ¾" hose 225-645-269
(159 lbs) $1,745

/beaconathletics1948

REELCRAFT IRRIGATION & HOSE REELS

ELECTRIC CRANK for 1" hose

10' supply hose (1") 225-645-439 (6 lbs) $69
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Field Nozzles

PRO SHOT HOSE NOZZLE

FIELD NOZZLES

A fireman would be proud.
Beacon Pro Shot Hose Nozzle is designed after a
fireman’s nozzle making it perfect for groundskeepers.
It’s precision machined with a 1" aluminum hose nozzle
that provides incredibly smooth operation. Features a
“flush” setting to clear small particles that can become
lodged in the nozzle adversely affecting performance.
Easily adjust with one hand from a fine fog to a blast
for either soaking the field or blasting out lips.
1" NPSH treads. Pro Shot 225-385-420 $299

STREAM

FOG

SHOWER

SpotShot Nozzle is a 1" nozzle that requires
minimum of 15-30+ GPM. Provides adjustable
stream to fog spray. Nozzle for 1" hose.
225-368-300 (1lb) $45
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Multi-Mist Irrigation Nozzle

Multi-purpose Constant Flow Nozzle

Perfect for pre-game infield watering. The 1"
misting nozzle comes with a set of 3 interchangeable misting tips so you can fine-tune
the droplet size and water flow. Flow rate of
10-35 GPM. Heavy-duty aluminum construction.
Reconditioning kit available. Nozzle for 1" hose.
225-425-300 (1 lb) $99

This multi-purpose nozzle is for hand watering
applications, including: heavy watering, infield
watering, syringing, cooling, equipment, and
stadium washdown. Provides both wide fog
and straight stream at an optimum flow rate
of 35 GPM. Made of high-quality aluminum and
stainless steel. Nozzle for 1" hose.
225-425-360 (1 lb) $82
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Economy Plastic Field Hose Nozzle
Corrosion-resistant thermo-plastic nozzle.
22 GPM flow at 100 psi. 1" Fitting.
225-740-210 (1lb) $25

BeaconAthletics.com

Field Hoses
Buy a Hose and

PROFLEX HOSE Target Field, Minneapolis

SAVE 10%
on any Nozzle

GH Field Hose

50' hose (1") 225-425-250 (15 lbs) $125
100' hose (1") 225-425-260 (30 lbs) $199

Ultralite High Pressure Irrigation Hose
You won’t believe how light this hose is —
the 100-ft hose is only 18 lbs! And, it’s feature
rich: abrasion resistant polyester cover, helical
interior reinforcement to retain its shape, and
1-inch full flow couplings. Working pressure
is 300 psi.
50' hose (1") 225-425-500 (10 lbs) $179
100' hose (1") 225-425-100 (18 lbs) $279

Big Red Field Hose
Heavy-duty, 1” diameter PVC hose with solid
brass couplings. Working pressure is 150 psi.
75' hose (1") 225-425-130 (27 lbs) $155
100' hose (1") 225-425-120 (35 lbs) $189

Kochek 1" Hose Washers If you are

using our 1" GH hose, our Ultralite hose,
Multi-Mist nozzle or Constant Flow nozzle,
these are the hose washers you need.
12-pack 225-425-801 $25

Regular 1" Hose Washers This is the
replacement washer for the 1" ProFlex hose,
Economy Nozzle, SpotShot Nozzle, and
ProShot Nozzle.
12-pack 225-725-230 $12

ProFlex Hose
Our most durable and longest lasting hose.
This premium 1” ID PVC hose looks and feels
like rubber but the PVC material adds great durability. Long shank machined brass fittings for
professional performance. Working pressure
up to 150 psi.

FIELD HOSES

Has been redesigned to handle increased
working pressure up to 150 psi. This
high-quality hose features a smooth PVC
inner tube. The cover is smooth opaque green
PVC compound reinforced with high-tensile
yarn. Features include: high working and
burst pressures; abrasion resistant cover;
lightweight, ozone and ultraviolet resistant.

50' hose (1") 225-725-310 (22 lbs) $185
100' hose (1") 225-725-260 (42 lbs) $295

Deluxe Quick
Coupler Key
Ball valve eliminates
pressurized back spray
when removing a
key from a quick
coupler valve.
Assembly includes key,
brass swivel and ball valve.
Available in 1" only.
225-100-180 ( 5 lbs) $155

Hose Repair Kits
Hose Repair Kit includes field repairable
stainless steel couplings (2) and powder-coated mender. Simply make a clean
cut, remove damaged section of hose and
insert mender. Position and tighten the
stainless steel couples using the provided
Allen wrench. Fits 1" hose.
225-425-400 (1 lbs) $69

/beaconathletics1948
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Hose Repair Kit for couplings includes field repairable couplings (2) and
brass hose ends. Simply make a clean cut
and use brass barb fittings. Position and
tighten the stainless steel couples using
the provided Allen wrench. Fits 1" hose.
225-425-390 (1 lbs) $59
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Remove puddles quickly & easily. Beacon Puddle Sponge is built to last through several seasons
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Tools for Moisture Removal

IN TH E

of use. Fast and effective, the hydrophilic foam and filter make this a unique solution that sets it apart from other moisture removal
options. Just press it firmly on the puddle, soak it up, squeeze out the water in the grass and hang to dry. Sold as set of 3 (20" x 15" x 3").
Set of 3 Reusable Puddle Sponges 245-100-030 (5 lbs) $89

Super Sopper
Highly absorbent foam pad soaks up to ¾" of water with each pass.
Available in two tank sizes (Dolphin or Mackerel). Top roller presses
water into the holding tank which empties with a side drain elbow.
Includes wheels for transporting and easy storage.
Dolphin (2'W x 2'D roller, 14-gal tank) 245-440-049 (62 lbs) $899
Mackerel (2'W x 1'3"D roller, 6-gal tank) 245-440-059 (40 lbs) $769
Heavy-Duty Roller Squeegee
Heavy-duty aluminum handle
with 36"W seamless rollers.
Not recommended for use on
infield skin areas.

Puddle Pump
Pumps muddy water at a rate of 20 gal per minute. Base disc keeps mud
out of the pump. Hose sold separately. Quick hose coupling for easy
attachment of hose also available.
Puddle Pump 245-440-119 (8 lbs) $115
Pump Hose (choose from four lengths) 245-440-099
25' $75; 50' $150; 75' $225; 100' $300
Optional quick hose coupling 245-440-109 (1 lb) $39

General Purpose Squeegee

Absorbent (blue)
245-525-120 (7 lbs) $135
Non-absorbent (black)
245-525-140 (7 lbs) $119
Replacement roller absorbent
245-525-130 (4 lbs) $59
Replacement roller non-absorbent
245-525-150 (4 lbs) $49
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Excellent for pushing and pulling
liquids off hard surfaces. Extra-wide
36" reversible long-lasting neoprene
rubber blade and 66" powder-coated
aluminum handle with ultra-strong
wrap-around bracing. Built for easy
blade replacement.
245-525-170 (10 lbs) $79
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Portable Batting Practice Backstops & Screens

Big Bubba Batting Cage is the top choice of collegiate and varsity

for professional, collegiate and varsity programs. It’s the easiest cage to
transport and maneuver. 12'H x 18'W x 22'D

programs around the country. 12'H x 18'W x 22'D

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

2" heavy wall aluminum frame
Collapses down to 5' high for storage
3.5 mm weather-treated netting, with second baffle net
4" thick thud pad
18 oz vinyl skirt available in: red, navy, royal, dark green, black
Three 18" pneumatic tires
Lifting / steering mechanism
Padded overhead arch frame
Two observation platforms

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

2" heavy wall aluminum frame
Collapses down to 5' high for storage
3.5 mm weather-treated netting, with second baffle net
18 oz vinyl skirt available in: red, navy, royal, dark green, black
Three 16" pneumatic tires
Back wheel tilts to elevate cage for transport
One observation platform

Big Bubba 101-765-029 (408 lbs) Call for pricing
Replacement net with baffle 101-765-109 $895

Big Bubba Elite 101-765-129 (350 lbs) Call for pricing

PORTABLE BACKSTOPS & SCREENS

Big Bubba Elite Batting Cage is the ultimate portable batting cage

 Complete your branding with a Supreme Skirt
Call for pricing on this Big Bubba upgrade — the Supreme Skirt. Choose
from 20 colors and different printing options. Made with durable Vipol®
aMatrix mesh fabric from tightly woven micro-fibers. Virtually tear-proof
with 22% wind pass through. Fully sun-UV and mildew inhibitor protected.

Bownet 7' x 7' Big Mouth X® It’s perfect for travel teams.
The hassle-free capture screen that sets up in a minute. The redesigned
7x7 Big Mouth X is a stud with its heavy gauge stand built to withstand
the hardest hits and pitches. Totally portable and easy to setup. It’s just
one piece and conveniently packs up in a 47" x 6" x 5" carry case.

Bownet 7' x 7' Softball Pitch-Thru Screen Stay safe at batting

130-830-149 (15 lbs) $149

1130-830-139 (26 lbs) $179

/beaconathletics1948
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practice. This pitch thru screen makes BP worry free and is preferred by
coaches and pitchers. And it’s easy to see why. Pitch batting practice
through the 14" x 28" clearing while staying fully protected. Sets up in
minutes and stores in a zippered 48" carry bag for easy transport.
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Protection all over the field.
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PROTECTIVE INFIELD SCREENS

Designed and built by Beacon Athletics with superior construction
and quality materials to provide protection where you need it.
Suitable for any level of play, all Beacon Screens feature sturdy
Gatorshield® frames and tough UV-treated pillowcase nets.



Shown without padding

U N I Q U E F E AT U R E S

GATORSHIELD®

n UV-treated knotted
nylon double-sided
“pillowcase” nets
n Gatorshield® 1.66" DIA
16-gauge steel frames
n Optional no-flat wheels
are available for all Beacon
screens.

Gatorshield® steel frames
feature a corrosion-resistant
patented triple-layer Flo-Coat.
They’re designed for critical,
long-lasting applications
— ideal for outdoor and
high-moisture environments
where rust and corrosion
protection is needed.

Pitcher’s L Screen is a 7' x 7' screen
that works with right- or left-handed
pitchers. Designed to improve protection without limiting throwing motion.
Features Gatorshield® steel frame.
Add the Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit (see
bottom). Available with optional full padding kit in red, green, or blue.
Pitcher’s L 135-100-430 (53 lbs ) $289
Pitcher’s L with full padding kit 135-100-480 (53 lbs) $465
Replacement net 135-900-430 (7 lbs) $85

Shown with Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit

Softball Screen is a 7' x 7' includes a special cutout for softball
pitchers and works great with right- or left-handed pitchers, or a
softball pitching machine. Add the Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit
(see below) for easier transport.
Softball Screen 135-100-400 (54 lbs) $299
Replacement net 135-900-400 (7 lbs) $85

Shagger Screen 7' x 10' provides protection for coaches
and players during batting practice and other on-field drills. Built
with the same GatorShield® steel frame as all Beacon Protective
Screens. The 7' x 10' Shagger comes with a high-quality #504
net and wheel kit.
Shagger Screen 135-100-450 (74 lbs) $379
Replacement net 135-900-450 (14 lbs) $95
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Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit
Fits any Beacon Protective Screen. 135-100-440 (8 lbs) $85
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PITCHER’S L with full padding and optional wheel kit

Beacon Protective Infield Screens
Beacon Protective Screens

At-a-Glance

Pitcher’s L Screen (page 82)
Pitcher's L 135-100-430 $289
w/padding kit 135-100-480 $465

Pitching Machine Screen / Coaches Flip Screen provides protection for coaches and
pitching machines. Simply snip net and add the included yellow nylon rope to work with any
pitching machine. Instructions included. Or keep solid net panel for the classic flip screen to
protect coaches during soft toss hitting for fielding practice. Add Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit
for easier transport (see bottom of previous page).
7' x 44" 135-100-470 (41 lbs) $219

Replacement net 135-900-460 (5 lbs) $49

Shagger Screen 7' x 10' (page 82)
Wheel kit included 135-100-450 $379

PROTECTIVE INFIELD SCREENS

Softball Screen (page 82)
7' x 7' 135-100-400 $299

Pitching Machine Screen /
Coaches Flip Screen (this page)
135-100-470 $219

Capture Screen (this page)
w/soft toss net 135-100-410 $299
Shown with Optional Pneumatic Wheel Kit

Shown with Optional Pneumatic Wheel Kit

Capture Screen offers a large opening for
soft toss or tee hitting practice. Add Optional
No-Flat Wheel Kit for easier transport
(see bottom of previous page).

Standard Infield Screen provides
protection for players or coaches. Add Optional
No-Flat Wheel Kit for easier transport
(see bottom of previous page).

7' x 7' 135-100-410 (54 lbs) $299
Replacement net 135-900-410 (11 lbs) $99

7' x 7' 135-100-420 (54 lbs) $299
Replacement net 135-900-420 (7 lbs) $85

/beaconathletics1948
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Standard Infield Screen (this page)
7' x 7' 135-100-420 $299
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PITCHER’S L and 8 x 8 — Target Field, Minneapolis

Durability is their middle name.

Pitcher’s L

8 x 8 Pro Fungo Screen shown with full frame padding

TUFFScreen™ Pitcher’s L

and TUFFScreen™ 8 x 8 Fungo
are the best around, designed for professional and college use. They
feature the most durable net in the business, easy-transport No-flat
wheels, and a rugged Gatorshield® steel frame — complete with a full
frame vinyl-covered pad kit in royal blue, green, red or black (custom colors
available at an additional cost). Overall size for either screen is 8'H x 8'W.
TUFFFRAME™ PITCHER’S L
Pitcher’s L w/full padding 135-100-282 (95 lbs)
L Replacement Net 135-100-285 (9 lbs)
L Replacement Full Frame Padding 135-100-242 (10 lbs)

|

800-747-5985

U N I Q U E T U F F S C R E E N ™ F E AT U R E S
n Heavy-duty UV-treated pillowcase net
n Hip protector & ricochet padding (Pitcher’s L)
n No-flat wheels for easy transport,
maneuverability, and dependability
n Gatorshield® 2" DIA galvanized steel frames

$759
$99
$185

TUFFSCREEN™ 8 x 8 PRO FUNGO SCREEN
8 x 8 Fungo (no padding) 135-100-291 (103 lbs)
8 x 8 Fungo w/full frame padding 135-100-292 (110 lbs)
8 x 8 Replacement Net 135-100-295 (9 lbs)
8 x 8 Replacement Full Frame Padding 135-100-243 (10 lbs)
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G AT O R S H I E L D ® S T E E L F R A M E S
TUFFScreen™ frames are Gatorshield® steel frames consisting of
a patented triple-layer Flo-Coat and corrosion-resistant steel frame.
They are designed for critical, long-lasting applications and are
ideal for outdoor and high-moisture environments where
rust and corrosion protection is needed.
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Batting Practice Accessories

Great products for hitting practice.

Schutt Ball Barrel
Spring-loaded shelf raises as you
remove balls. The waterproof and secure
lid closes tight to keep the rain out and
balls in. Portable and totally easy to use.
Holds 240 baseballs or 96 softballs.
110-675-029 (55 lbs) $279

Champro Ball Caddy
A double play. The Ball Caddy combines a
stand for batting practice with a removable
drawstring storage bag. Shock-corded
steel poles set up in seconds and provide
a sturdy base. Holds 60 baseballs and 30
softballs.
110-905-009 (5 lbs) $79

G Tee Adjustable Tee is a stainless steel
and aluminum telescoping upright that is
adjustable and connects to a 12" x 12" base.
Built-in weight post on base holds an optional
ten pound weight plate for added stability.
Assembles or disassembles in seconds.
Baseball tee (adjustable from 26" to 53")
110-715-009 (7 lbs) $129
Softball tee (adjustable from 22" to 41")
110-715-029 (7 lbs) $119
Optional weight plate 110-715-019 (10 lbs) $25

/beaconathletics1948
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Schutt Ultimate Travel
Tee is a lightweight, portable

Single Position Batting
Tee is an adjustable height

hitting tool for baseball or
softball. A telescoping tee allows you to adjust the height
of the tee between 29" and
47". The folding base fits into
a convenient, water-resistant
carrying bag (included).
110-675-009 (16 lbs) $32

rubber batting tee. Breaks
down and straps together
for easy transport.
14"W x 28"L x 3"D.
110-105-129 (4 lbs) $29

BATTING PRACTICE BACKSTOPS

No more bending!

PV Tee is a durable, long
lasting batting tee that is designed to withstand repetitive
use and will not tip over. Lab
tested over 4,000 miss-hits
with no sign of wear or tear.
110-618-009 (10 lbs) $135

Replacement top
110-675-019 (2 lbs) $8

@beaconathletics
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Pitching Machines
“The Hack Attack’s three-wheel design eliminates delays caused by pivoting the throwing head when

changing pitches. You can instantly dial in great curves over 70 MPH, sharp sliders over 80 MPH, and fastballs over 90 MPH."

		

— John Savage, head baseball coach, UCLA Bruins

BATTING PRACTICE ACCESSORIES

H A C K AT TA C K F E AT U R E S

Baseball
Pitching Machine

Softball
Pitching Machine

Hack Attack Baseball and Softball Pitching Machines
The three-wheel design allows the hitter to see the ball clearly throughout the feeding motion and
allows coaches a simple adjustment to change from fastballs to right- or left-handed curveballs,
sliders or split-finger baseballs. Pivoting head instantly converts the pitching machine for fungo
work, fly and ground ball practice — even catcher’s pop-ups. Hack Attack delivers more strikes
per practice session.
Baseball Pitching Machine STANDARD speeds
in excess of 100 mph at 60' and fungo flyballs
to 380'. 325-860-049 (185 lbs) $3,295

Softball Pitching Machine STANDARD speeds
in excess of 80 mph at 43' and fungo flyballs
to 250'. 325-860-009 (135 lbs) $3,295

Baseball Pitching Machine JUNIOR in excess
of 70 mph at 45' and fungo flyballs to 250'.
325-860-059 (98 lbs) $2,195

Softball Pitching Machine JUNIOR speeds in
excess of 60 mph at 43' and fungo flyballs
to 175'. 325-860-019 (75 lbs) $2,195

n Feed chute handle pivots throwing
head instantly in any direction for all
fungo work
n Front wheel guards protect throwing
wheels from balls driven into machine
during set-up, transport and storage
n Three solid throwing wheels provide
realistic spins as well as exceptional
accuracy and velocity while limiting ball
and wheel wear (no pinch pad
n Wheel guards ensure safe operation
n Throwing wheel dials for quick pitch
adjustments
n Locking telescoping legs for quick setup
n Pitch elevation control moves the pitch
up and down so location can change
pitch to pitch
n Tripod base ensures stability on all
surfaces
n Fungo/pivot control tightens for pitch
repeatability, loosens for fungo work
n Large transporting wheels makes it
extremely portable
n Pitch selection chart mounted on
the machine shows dial locations for
the fastball, riser, drop, and right- or
left-handed screwballs.
n Throwing head mass eliminates recoil
ensuring repeatability

Pitching Machine Practice Balls

Dimple Molded Baseballs
Ideal for single- or doublewheel pitching machines
with solid or pneumatic
wheels. 12 per box.
White 325-905-009
(4 lbs) $39

Hard Cover Dimple Molded
Baseballs

12" Dimple Molded
Softball

12" Foam Pitching
Machine Softball

12" Kevlar Stitched
Softball

The more durable cover
is best for hard wheels at
high velocity. Available in
yellow only. 12 per box.

Ideal for pitching machines
and batting practice. Gold
color, solid polyurethane.
12 per box.

325-905-029 (5 lbs) $39

325-905-039 (5 lbs) $55

Optic yellow softball is
ideal for indoor or outdoor
use. Ideal for use with all
pitching machines.
12 per box.

Kevlar stitches endure
more than 1000 cycles
through pitching machines. Full grain leather
cover, solid polyurethane
core. 12 per box.

Yellow 325-905-019
(4 lbs) $39
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325-905-059 (3 lbs) $29

325-905-049 (6 lbs) $149
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Pitching Machines
BL AST AT TACK BASIC FEATURES

The feature-rich, affordable
softball or baseball training tool.

Blast Attack Pitching Machine
Sports Attack’s new single wheel machine designed for club
and other youth programs. It allows complete vision of the
ball, just like a live pitcher, while delivering fastballs up to
70 MPH. Unique, patented design also incorporates easy
elevation adjustment, full fungo capabilities, many safety
features and extreme portability.
Why not a curveball? The only way a one-wheel
machine can throw a true curveball is if the throwing
head is turned sideways and the ball chute is moved to
the bottom of the wheel — for a fastball the chute has to
be at the top of the wheel. Unless both of these changes
are made, a one-wheel machine can only produce backspin
pitches that have a ‘tail,’ a tilted backspin ball delivery is not a
curveball, despite what some competitor’s claim.
The true value of Blast Attack’s patented design is it's easy to use,
it’s safe, and it offers complete ball vision to give the batter an actual
live-arm sense of timing and location. Realistic, actuate pitches every time.
Blast Attack Pitching Machine BASIC (35" x 23" x 21")
325-860-079 (110 lbs) $1,299
Blast Attack Pitching Machine PRO (35" x 23" x 21")
325-860-089 (115 lbs) $1,499

Mound Yeti™ 2 Pitching Machine is designed for all skill
levels — softball and baseball. Pitch speeds ranging from 30
– 100 mph. With a quick adjustment, this machine can throw
left-handed breaking balls, right handed breaking ball, fastballs,
sliders, even knuckleballs. Speed settings can be set at low,
medium, or high. It’s for more than just BP! Angle the head of
the machine up for pop-flies or down for grounders. The wheels
are made from urethane to eliminate air pressure problems, but
dimpled balls (left) are still recommended for use.

PRO MODEL includes everything plus:
n Digital speed display that shows you the
exact speed of every pitch
n Infinite inside/outside adjustment that
allows you to move the ball the width of
the plate, even between pitches
n Transporting wheels for easy moving on
and off the field

BATTING PRACTICE PITCHING MACHINES

n Two angled pinch pads allow full vision
of the ball thru the feeding motion, acceleration and release, just like a live pitcher
n Indestructible metal wheel guards
safely protect throwing wheel
n Accurate, realistic fastballs up to 70 MPH
n Change pitch elevation with the sight
turn of the handle
n Horizontal control has positive lock for
accuracy and safety
n Throwing head pivots for unlimited
defensive drills
n Two carrying handles for easy transport,
fits into any car
n Detailed instructions and labels support
a quick start-up
n All steel construction, no plastic that will
break when hit by ball
n Convert quickly from softball to baseball

Mound Yeti™ Pitching Machine is a great pitching machine
for younger players. Pitch speeds can be adjusted between
30-60 mph. With a heavy-duty solid wheel, air pressure
problems are eliminated. Comes with 2 ball chutes to switch
between baseball and softball. This pitching machine also
comes with heavy-duty steel legs that are reversible to vary
pitch height.
325-835-120 (51 lbs) $649

325-835-130 (110 lbs) $1,459
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BATTING PRACTICE HITTING MATS

Hitting & Pitching Turf Mats

See page 98 for Throw Down Home Plate

Pro-Model Hitting Mat
This 5mm thick mat with reinforced urethane foam back and
permanent white lines is available in green or clay, with or without
flocked home plate. Baseball 6 x 12 or Softball 7 x 12.
Note: By using a Throw Down Home Plate (see page 98) on the
Pro-Model Hitting Mat without Flocked Home Plate, you can extend
the wear by just reversing the mat when the right hand batter’s box
begins to show wear.

n
n
n
n

Pro-Model Hitting Mat with Flocked Home Plate
Baseball 6' x 12'
Softball 7' x 12'
$339
Green 110-810-019 (60 lbs)
Green 110-810-029 (68 lbs) $359
$339
Clay 110-810-009 (60 lbs)
Clay 110-810-039 (68 lbs) $359

n
n

Pro-Model Hitting Mat without Flocked Home Plate
Baseball 6' x 12'
Softball 7' x 12'
Green 110-810-179 (60 lbs) $315 Green 110-810-189 (68 lbs) $325
Clay 110-810-169 (60 lbs) $315 Clay 110-810-199 (68 lbs) $325

n
n

Home Plate Area Turf Mat
Protects both the batter's boxes and the catcher’s box.
This 6' x 12' mat includes home plate and batter’s box lines.
An additional 6' x 6' mat with catcher's box lines is included and
connects to the back of the hitting mat with heavy-duty Velcro®.
35 oz polypropylene ½" pile turf includes 5 mm foam backing.
7' x 30" x 30".
6' x 12' home plate batter’s box with 6' x 6' catcher’s box:
Clay 110-810-299 (85 lbs) $479
Green 110-810-289 (85 lbs) $479

Batting Practice Turf Mats
Artificial Turf Mats are made with heavy-duty artificial turf
bolstered by a 5 mm thick urethane foam backing that stands up to
years of use and metal spikes. Dramatically reduce the maintenance
on your pitcher’s mound and home plate area. Also excellent for protecting gym floors and providing a secure, maintenance-free hitting
or pitching surface in batting cages. Can also be glued onto cement.
Ideal as a removable mat for pregame warm-ups. Available in green
or clay, please specify color when ordering. Contact us
for custom sizes.
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A R T I F I C I A L T U R F M AT S
6' x 12' 110-810-059 (52 lbs)

$299

4' x 12' 110-810-049 (42 lbs)

$209

4' x 6' 110-810-069 (18 lbs)

$119
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On-Deck Circles
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Go ahead, use metal spikes. They sink in and wedge between the mini
coin pattern surface for added traction. PVC surface protects graphics.
Durable surface cleans up easily with soap and water.

U

MA

Finally an on deck circle that is functional and fashionable.
As the name implies, it’s really tuff. Constructed of 3/8",
all-weather foam, and super thick and flexible 20-gauge PVC surface.

T
IL

BE

TUFFdeck On-Deck Circles

IN TH E

Great for team branding or sponsorships. Custom designs available
(requires a minimum order of 2).
Baseball 

TUFFDECK ON-DECK CIRCLES
Softball
$569 ea 4' 110-181-190 (18 lbs)
$799 ea 5' 110-181-200 (20 lbs)
$949 ea 6' 110-181-210 (27 lbs)

$569 ea
$799 ea
$949 ea

“It’s a Great Day...” TUFFDECK ON-DECK CIRCLES
4' with "Great Day for a Ballgame" 110-181-100 (18 lbs)
$599 ea
5' with "Great Day for a Ballgame" 110-181-110 (20 lbs)

$799 ea

6' with "Great Day for a Ballgame" 110-181-120 (27 lbs)

$999 ea

CUSTOM GRAPHICS TUFFDECK ON-DECK CIRCLES
4' with your custom graphics 110-181-140 (18 lbs)
$699 ea
5' with your custom graphics 110-181-150 (20 lbs)
$779 ea
6' with your custom graphics 110-181-160 (27 lbs)
$1,095 ea
8' with your custom graphics 110-181-180 (48 lbs)
$1,950 ea

ON-DECK CIRCLES

STANDARD
Baseball
4' 110-181-220 (18 lbs)
5' 110-181-230 (20 lbs)
6' 110-181-240 (27 lbs)

 Softball

Mini coin surface of the TUFFdeck On-Deck Circles

Economy On-Deck Circles
Turf On-Deck/Fungo Circles
Standard color is green, but also available in blue, orange, red,
white turf (additional fees apply for colors other than standard
green). Custom logo printing available, contact us for pricing.
Not suitable for metal spikes. Sold as pair.
4' DIA 110-810-109 (24 lbs) $195/pair
5' DIA 110-810-099 (38 lbs) $289/pair
6' DIA 110-810-089 (52 lbs) $319/pair

Recycled Rubber On-Deck Circles
Durable ½" thick recycled rubber on-deck circle available in four sizes.
Ground or freight shipping depends upon quantity.
5' DIA
6' DIA
7' DIA
8' DIA
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110-640-009 (60 lbs) $165 ea
110-640-019 (85 lbs) $195 ea
110-640-029 (116 lbs) $245 ea
110-640-039 (151 lbs) $275 ea
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Pitch Pro Portable Game Mounds

PITCH PRO PORTABLE GAME MOUNDS

Pitch like a pro. These portable game mounds all have
the MLB-recommended slope. No matter the mound height,
your pitcher will be throwing downward at the recommended
angle. Uniquely contoured design lets pitchers throw strikes and
execute sneaky pick-off moves with
P I T C H P R O F E AT U R E S
confidence.
n MLB-recommended
All feature a replaceable regulapitching slope
tion rubber (6"x24"). The Launch
n
High-quality fiberglass
Pad is a special rubber composite
construction
placed in front of and under the
n Unique gel coat-down
rubber for better push off and prodesign is weather and UV
tection from turf wear & tear.
resistant
5-year warranty on mound core.
n Designed for indoor or
outdoor use
Ships via truck

Pitch Pro 465 6-inch Portable Game Mound
The first choice for tournament directors because of weight, price and
durability. For players 8-14.
6"H x 4'W x 6'L. 330-108-339 (65 lbs) $785

Pitch Pro 486 6-inch Portable Game Mound

Pitch Pro 796 6-inch Portable Game Mound [14 & UNDER]

Fiberglass mound with slim width to allow pitchers to take a full stride
and land on the mound, up to nearly 6 ft (68"). For players 8-14.
6"H x 4'W x 8'L. 330-108-319 (125 lbs) $1,125

Fiberglass mound allows pitchers to take a full stride, plenty of room for
pick-off moves. For players 8-14. Definitely capable of holding the bigger
youth pitcher. 6"H x 7'W x 9'6"L. 330-108-329 (265 lbs) $2,095

Pitch Pro 898 8-inch Portable Game Mound

Pitch Pro 8121 10-inch Portable Game Mound

Features a longer landing area so bigger kids will not reach the end of
the mound — about 78" from front of rubber to edge of mound. For players 14 & under. 8"H x 7'W x 10'4"L. 330-108-379 (275 lbs) $2,695

Full 10" mound for the big boys. Durable turf covered mounds feels like
a real clay mound. Most rugged and portable 10" mound you can buy.
For players 14 & up. 10"H x 8'W x 12'L. 330-108-309 (325 lbs) $3,495

Pitch Pro Replacement Launch Pad This black rubber composite replacement fits all Pitch Pro mounds shown above. 330-108-429 (2 lbs) $35
Complete Pitch Pro repair kits available online — includes a piece of artificial turf, pitching rubber and launch pad.

Pitch Pro
Comparison Guide
Each Pitch Pro game mound
features the MLB-recommended
slope. The differences in overall
dimension and shape variation
between mounds is illustrated for
easy reference and comparison.
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Portable Game Mounds

True Pitch® 10" senior

True Pitch® 8" pony

True Pitch® Portable Game Mounds

6" youth 6"H x 6'10"W x 9'2"L (age 9-12)
330-730-029 (180 lbs) $2,935
8" pony 8"H x 9'W x 11'L (age 12-15) 330-730-019 (220 lbs) $3,565
10" senior 10"H x 10'W x 12'6"L (age 15-up)
330-730-049 (240 lbs) $4,399

Proper Pitch™ Portable Game Mounds
A mound so durable you can use steel spikes. Lightweight and easy to
move, these mounds are constructed with a unique high-density polyurethane foam core which is covered with durable 100% Astroturf.
A rubber pad is inlaid under the landing area. Ships via truck.
6" youth 6"H x 5'4"W x 9'L 330-620-029
(105 lbs / 130 lbs crated) $1,385
10" senior 10"H x 8' 3"W x 11'6"L 330-620-039
(170 lbs / 200 lbs crated) $2,499

Major League

Proper Pitch™ 10" senior

PORTABLE GAME MOUNDS

Fully approved for game play by Little League, Pony League and Babe
Ruth League baseball. Constructed with a reinforced fiberglass base
and covered with long-lasting artificial turf. Tapered edges make a
smooth transition to the ground. All types of cleats can be used on the
mounds. Available in clay or green. Ships via truck.

True Pitch® 6" youth

ProMounds Training Mound
Start training pitchers at an early age with this portable, lightweight, and
durable mound for indoors or outdoors. 4"H x 36"W x 37"L. Available in
green or clay. Ships via truck.
Green: 330-618-139 (21 lbs) $349; Clay: 330-618-149 (21 lbs) $349

Minor League

ProMounds Portable Game Mounds
Portable mound for use indoors or outdoors. High-density foam is
encapsulated in rubber shell and covered in spike-resistant artificial
turf. Choose from 99" major league or 72" minor league mound lengths.
Available in green or clay. Ships via truck.
6" Major League 6"H x 60"W x 99"L (70 lbs)
Green: 330-618-069 $1,049; Clay: 330-618-059 $1,049

Similar features as the Training Mound but a larger mound for use with
all levels of pitchers at the college level. 6"H x 48"W x 73"L. Available in
green or clay. Ships via truck.
Green: 330-618-119 (66 lbs) $749; Clay: 330-618-129 (66 lbs) $749

6" Minor League 6"H x 60"W x 72"L (55 lbs)
Green: 330-618-049 $849; Clay: 330-618-039 $849
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Batting Practice Platform Mounds
Simulate game perspective with PitchPro.

Use of soft spikes is recommended
to help extend the life of your practice mound.

Use them in front of the mound and give your grass a break.

BATTING PRACTICE PLATFORM MOUNDS

Air Flow venting on all 4 sides allows gives you ventilation under the platform to prevent grass from wilting, so there’s no worries if it’s left on the
grass for an extended time. Air Flow venting also reduces overall weight without sacrificing stability.
These fiberglass mounds can be used indoors or outdoors for throwing batting practice in front of game mounds or in hitting tunnels.
The 8- or 10-inch height is what hitting coaches prefer for simulating a game action. Platform base available in white, blue, green, red,
and black. Designed for indoor or outdoor use. 5-year warranty on mound core. Ships via truck

10"

Pitch Pro 516 Bullpen Mound is Pitch Pro’s extra large platform mound for full pitching motion in all directions.
Features a 10" height and proper incline to match MLB specifications. Pitching rubber “launch pad” adds superior durability.
Includes durable turf tires for easier movement. 54"W x 110"L x 10"H. 330-108-349 (140 lbs) $1,525

10"

Pitch Pro 508 10-inch Professional Batting Practice Platform
features a 10" height with the proper incline to match MLB specifications.
Weighs less than 130 lbs! Wheel kits sold separately. 48"W x 96"L x 10"H.
330-108-359 (125 lbs) $1,225
Optional 10" wheel kit 330-108-399 (8 lbs) $69
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8"

Pitch Pro 504 8-inch Batting Practice Platform is a great size
for indoor use, but tough enough for outdoor use. 8" height and weighs
less than 100 lbs! Economical and lightweight. Wheel kits sold separately.
42"W x 84"L x 8"H. 330-108-369 (95 lbs) $915
Optional 8" wheel kit 330-108-409 (8 lbs) $69
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Portable Practice Mounds
‘Prat Armor’ is what
sets these mound apart.
ProMounds ProModel & Collegiate
Practice Mounds

PROMOUNDS PRACTICE MOUNDS
ProModel 9'L x 5'W x 10"H
Green 330-618-159 (170 lbs)
$999
Clay 330-618-169 (170 lbs)
Collegiate 9'L x 4'W x 10"H
Green 330-618-179 (150 lbs)

$999

Clay 330-618-189 (150 lbs)

$899

$899

ProMounds Collegiate

PORTABLE PRACTICE MOUNDS

ProMounds ProModel

Heavy-duty, high-density foam core with “PRAT
ARMOR” distinguishes these skidproof pitching
mounds as the most durable and lightweight
models on the market. Regulation pitching rubber.
Artificial turf is spike resistant. Guaranteed not
to damage gym floors. Includes caddy for easy
transport. Available with Green or Clay turf.
Ships via truck.

ProMounds Professional 2-piece Practice Mound
Two-piece mound with turf made with high-density foam. Extra
durability from ProMounds Rubber Armor Technology (P.R.A.T.) for
a skid-proof mound that won’t damage gym floors. Available in
green or clay turf colors. 10"H x 4'W x 9'L. Ships via truck.
330-618-029 (125 lbs) $999
ProMounds 2-piece

Proper Pitch™ Batting Practice Platform Mound
This raised platform gives you a mound-like slope, allowing
airflow underneath so it won't damage your grass. The pneumatic wheels and lightweight aluminum frame allows easy
maneuverability. Spike-resistant stadium grade turf provides
high durability (use of soft spikes recommended).
10"H x 3'6"W x 7'L, ships via truck.
330-620-109 (173 lbs) $799
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BASEBALL & SOFTBALL TRAINING AIDS

Baseball & Softball Training Aids

Bownet 7' x 7' Big Mouth X® It’s perfect for travel teams.
The hassle-free capture screen that sets up in a minute. The redesigned
7x7 Big Mouth X is a stud with its heavy gauge stand built to withstand
the hardest hits and pitches. Totally portable and easy to setup. It’s just
one piece and conveniently packs up in a 47" x 6" x 5" carry case.

Bownet 7' x 7' Softball Pitch-Thru Screen Stay safe at batting

130-830-149 (15 lbs) $149

1130-830-139 (26 lbs) $179

practice. This pitch thru screen makes BP worry free and is preferred by
coaches and pitchers. And it’s easy to see why. Pitch batting practice
through the 14" x 28" clearing while staying fully protected. Sets up in
minutes and stores in a zippered 48" carry bag for easy transport.

Designated Hitter

Strike Zone Mat

Practice pitching anytime
with the Designated Hitter,
your practice MVP. The DH allows
pitchers of any age or skill to get
quality throwing sessions without
the need for a “live” hitter. Sets up
as a left- or right-hand batter.
Available in blue, red or white.

Track pitch location with ease.
A great training tool for pitchers,
catchers, and even umpires. Bright
colors give you clear visual
feedback on pitch location. Durable
rubber construction lays right over
home plate. Everyone will learn
what it means to ‘work the edges.’

Strike Zone Mat Extended

Designated Hitter Pro 5'9" hitter
110-618-019 (40 lbs) $309

Strike Zone Mat Extended
301-675-039 (1 lb) $65

Designated Hitter Youth 5'2" hitter
110-618-029 (40 lbs) $309

Strike Zone Mat Standard
301-675-049 (1 lb) $25
Strike Zone Mat Standard

Jennie Finch™ Softball Pitching Mats

Jennie Finch™ Pitching Lane Pro
Spike-resistant artificial turf with slip-proof
backing. Includes a 2" PowerLine and 6" barrier
lines inlaid into turf. Barrier lanes are the outer
lines that help pitchers comply with NCAA regulations restricting pitchers from pitching outside
the 24" pitching rubber. Includes carrying case
and attached regulation pitching rubber.
3'W x 10'L. 330-618-209 (27 lbs) $249
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Jennie Finch™ PowerLine Mini-Mat
Ultra portable 2' x 3' softball pitching mat with
non-skid rubberized back. Align the PowerLine
with gym floor line for precise training. Regulation pitching rubber attached. 3'W x 2'L.
330-618-219 (10 lbs) $95
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Original Hollywood Jack Corbett™ Bases

Every MLB® team can’t be wrong, can they?
Used by MLB® since 1939, and simply the best design on the field.
Developed by legendary baseball man Jack Corbett, these are the exclusive bases
of MLB®. With a tapered lip that virtually eliminates edge turn up, they feature 1200 lb tensile
strength high-quality rubber to prevent most cuts and tears. And, these workhorses are
engineered to withstand bad weather and harsh rays through ultraviolet inhibitors.

O R I G I N A L H O L L Y W O O D J A C K C O R B E T T™ B A S E S

Original Hollywood Jack Corbett Bases

See below to learn about personalizing with MLB-style “Jewels”.
Jack Corbett Base Set: 3 bases, no anchors (fits 1-1/2" anchor) 301-675-259 (34 lb) $215

Jack Corbett Base with jewels

Perfect for branding or sponsorship, crown your bases with jewels.
Jack Corbett Base Jewels Set
Add the professional touch. Base jewels
for your team or special event. Contact us
for art specifications. Allow for 2-week lead
time. Standard jewels use customer-provided
artwork. Custom designs available. Art
conversion fee ($50) may apply.

Jack Corbett Base with jewels
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Set of 12 standard base jewels
301-675-949 (1 lb) $65
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More Pro-Style Bases

Bolco Major League Style 175-MLB Base Set
Molded one-piece heavy rubber. Universal aluminum stanchion
fits 1½" & 1" anchors.
Base set: 3 bases, no anchors.
301-105-070 (42 lbs) $235
Base set: 1 double 1st base
& 2 bases. 301-105-080 (54 lbs) $319

PRO-STYLE BASES

Bolco Double 1st Base
Orange color injected into heavy-gauge rubber. Non-collapsible
textured one-piece all rubber construction. Aluminum stanchion
fits both male & female anchors. Works with double
ground anchor (sold separately).
Double 1st base 335-105-030 (36 lbs) $169
Double ground anchor 335-105-070 (10 lbs ) $32

Schutt Pro Style Base Set

Bolco 6200-ML Pro-Style Base Set

Heavy-duty, molded rubber construction.
Base set: 3 bases, includes anchors & plugs (fits 1-½" anchors).
301-675-759 (42 lbs) $155
Base set: 3 bases, no anchors (fits 1" anchors).
301-675-769 (40 lbs) $139

Features heavy gauge rubber exterior surrounding a foam core.
Welded, galvanized steel stanchion pan. Universal steel stanchion
fits both 1" male and 1-½" female anchors.
Base set: 3 bases, no anchors (fits 1" or 1-½" anchor).
301-105-189 (34 lbs) $135

Hollywood Impact®
Patented chevron design allows the base to compress upon impact.
Heavy-duty, molded rubber construction. Also see double
1st base at the bottom of previous page.
Set of 3 (no anchors, fits 1-½" anchors) 301-675-529 (29 lbs) $229
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Hollywood Impact® Double 1st Base
Heavy-duty molded rubber construction, same as a standard
Impact base (1-½" anchors & plugs sold separately).
Double 1st base 301-675-489 (26 lbs) $165
Double 1st base SET (1 double, 2 single) 301-675-519 (48 lbs) $299
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Hollywood Kwik-Release Bases

RULE
1.06

Compliant

Disengages from base upon impact, patented
design also compresses upon impact. Rubber
Base won’t absorb water and repels dirt. Easily
installs in standard 1½" square ground anchors.
Two resistance levels: youth or varsity. 15" x 15"
x 2 ¼" thru 2 ¾" (base plugs and ground anchors
sold separately).

YOUTH (dislodges with 19 lbs of pressure)
Single Base 301-675-319 (23 lbs)
$135
Set of 3 301-675-309 (69 lbs)
$365
VARSITY (dislodges with 26 lbs of pressure)
Single Base 301-675-329 (23 lbs)
$139
Set of 3 301-675-339 (69 lbs)

$365

Hollywood Kwik-Release Double First Base
Disengages completely with enough impact. Durable, water-resistant
and made with premium rubber. White & orange base molded together
as one base. Anchors with a single 1 ½" anchor placed under the white
base (base plugs and ground anchors sold separately).

KWIK-RELEASE & BASES FOR TURF

Hollywood Kwik-Release Base

RULE
1.06

Compliant

D O U B L E 1 S T B A S E S ET S 1 double first base / 2 single
Youth 301-675-369 (82 lbs) $399 Varsity 301-675-379 (82 lbs) $415
Single Varsity Double 1st Base ONLY 301-675-359 (36 lbs)

RULE
1.06

Compliant

$219

Bases for Artificial Turf
Soft Touch® T-Series Bases for Artificial Turf are molded from durable polyurethane and are designed for use on synthetic turf fields
with a minimum turf depth of 1". Not for use on low-pile carpet-like turf. Unique design requires no anchors or mounting system. Molded fingers
beneath bases firmly hold bases in place. Simply measure and place bases, pitching rubber, and home plate on turf in the proper locations.

Set of 3 15" Bases
301-693-459 (57 lbs) $679
Single 15" Base
301-693-489 (18 lbs) $259
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Orange 15" Base
301-693-499 (18 lbs) $209
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Home Plate
301-693-889 (6 lbs) $209
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RELEASE BASES STAKE-DOWN & ECONOMY BASES

Soft Touch® Release Bases
Soft Touch® Bases: Stake Down or Stanchion Tee
The only completely portable “progressive release” base — original
(with stakes) or convertible (with stanchion tee). Original model does not
require permanent ground anchors and secures to diamond with three
12" spikes. Or convert your stationary bases to “progressive release”
bases without replacing your existing anchors. Stanchion tee fits 1" and
1.5" sleeves. Available in two sizes: 14" or 15" (Little League approved
in 14" only). Ground anchors for new installations sold separately.

RULE
1.06

Compliant

Set of 3 with STAKES
14" set 301-693-419 (22 lbs) $499
15" set 301-693-319 (24 lbs) $519

Stanchion
tee

Set of 3 with STANCHION TEE
14" set 301-693-409 (21 lbs) $519
15" set 301-693-329 (22 lbs) $529

Stakes

Soft Touch® Double 1st Base: Stake Down or Stanchion Tee

BASE SETS with Double First Base includes 2 single bases
Base Set with STAKES
Base Set with STANCHION TEE
Set 301-693-449 (23 lbs)
$679 Set 301-693-389 (28 lbs)
$699

Polyurethane double first base with spike to stabilize the orange side.
Two anchoring options (stake or stanchion tee) for the white side.

1st base w/convertible tee with stanchion 301-693-399 (28 lbs)
1st base w/original tee with stakes 301-693-439 (15 lbs)

$359
$349

Soft Touch® Bases: with Ground Mount System

RULE
1.06

Designed to flex and absorb energy as players slide into the base. This
“Progressive Release” base will flex until enough force is applied to “pop”
the base free from it’s mount. Molded 7" stem fits into a ground mount.
Sets of 3 available in two sizes: 14" or 15" (Little League approved in
14" only). Ground plugs sold separately.

Compliant

SET OF 3 BASES includes ground mount anchors & tapered plug
14" set 301-693-339 (24 lbs)
$489
15" set 301-693-349 (24 lbs)

$509

Set of 3 Drag Plugs 301-693-469 (2 lbs)
$109
Set of 3 Tapered Plugs (yellow inner portion) 301-693-369 (2 lbs) $85
Set of 3 Ground Mounts (white outer portion) 301-693-429 (2 lbs)
$75

Soft Touch® Double 1st Base: with Ground Mount

Drag Plug

Ground Mount Anchor
and Tapered Plug

Polyurethane double first base with 7" Soft Touch stem under the white
side of the base with a spike to stabilize the orange side.
All plugs sold separately.

Double 1st Base Set (includes 2 single bases) 301-693-309 (30 lbs) $699

Stake-Down Bases

Economy Throw Down Bases

Double 1st Base ONLY 301-693-379 (15 lbs)

$349

Impact® Throw Down Base Set
Just throw down this set and you’re
ready. Also, great for indoor use.
Mesh bag included.
Set of 3 301-675-279 (27 lbs) $119

Throw Down Base Set

Stake Down Base Set w/ Double 1st Base
Bottom view
Perfect for rec leagues or temporary fields.
Quilted PVC-coated nylon cover. Base set includes:
2 single bases, 1 double 1st base (orange & white) and 7 spikes.
Set of 3 301-905-099 (14 lbs) $75
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Heavy-duty, molded rubber
construction. For indoor or outdoor
use. Mesh bag included.
Set of 3 301-675-789 (16 lbs) $39
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Home Plates

The best home plate ever.
Bulldog Double-Sided Home Plate Professional grade

Schutt Home Plate w/Solid Wood Core

home plate made with 3" of solid rubber weighing 40 lbs! The
double-sided design means an extended life of the product —
just flip it over when the top side is worn. Reduces costs.
301-210-300 (41 lbs) $249

Hollywood MLB® Pro Style Maximum
strength molded rubber construction.
7" stanchion and 5 zinc-plated spikes,
1 anchor, and 1 plug. 1½" thick.

A Beacon …xclusive! We’ve put everything
together – solid wood core, high quality Schutt
rubber and at a great price. A great value.
301-675-100 (22 lbs) $79

Bolco Home Plate
with Stanchion

Schutt Pro Home Plate
Molded rubber construction. Stanchion
mounted steel plate. Includes ground anchor.
301-675-829 (17 lbs) $89

301-675-859 (18 lbs) $129

Powder coated metal base and stanchion.
Includes 1-1/2" anchor.
301-105-169 (20 lbs) $75

Hollywood Bury-All

Schutt Bury-All

Economy Home Plate

High-durability all-rubber 3" construction.
Waffle-bottom design.
301-675-880 (24 lbs) $125

Durable all-rubber 3" thick construction.
Waffle-bottom design.
301-675-849 (24 lbs) $79

3/4" heavy molded rubber, with 5 screw-in spikes.
single 301-675-420 (13 lbs) $35
3-pack 301-675-425 (39 lbs) $89

Throw Down Home Plate

Throw Down Home Plate

Slowpitch Strike Zone Mat

All rubber, waffle-bottom, 1/2" thick. Perfect for
the gym, batting cage, temporary bullpen or
hitting mat.
301-905-049 (4 lbs) $19

Heavy-duty molded rubber with waffle-bottom.
Mesh bag & 3 spikes.
301-675-869 (7 lbs) $19

Heavy-duty 3/8" molded rubber mat makes the
strike zone visible. Can be cut to USSSA specifications (24"L). Ships at 17"W x 36"L.
110-100-130 (13 lbs) $35
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HOME PLATES & SLOW PITCH EXTENDERS
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Pitching Rubbers & Anchors
The best pitching rubber ever.
HOME PLATES & SLOW PITCH EXTENDERS

Bulldog Field Equipment Pitching Rubber
Professional grade pitching rubber designed to outlast any other
brand. The Bulldog Pitching Rubber resists bubbling and
tearing often seen with other brands. With a 3" core
center, and 40 lbs of rubber (youth is 2" core,
14 lbs) the Bulldog is thicker with stronger
rubber which makes it more durable than
any other pitching rubber. The Bulldog will last
longer and will reduce the labor costs
associated with replacement.
typical pitching rubber

Permanent Four-sided

Adult (6" x 6" x 24") 335-210-100 (40 lbs) $259
Youth (4" x 4" x 18") 335-210-200 (14 lbs) $145

Removable Double Stanchion
17 ¾"

Schutt Four-Sided

Hollywood Four-Sided

Rubber with PVC tube insert.

Heavy-duty rubber cover with
aluminum tube insert.

Regulation (6" x 6" x 24")
335-675-199 (25 lbs) $79
Youth (4" x 4" x 18")
335-675-209 (11 lbs) $65

Deluxe Double Stanchion
Set includes double 1-1/2" ground
anchor, 2 plugs and dig-out tool.
Regulation (6" x 24" with anchor)
335-765-299 (38 lbs) $159

21"

Regulation (6" x 6" x 24")
335-675-149 (22 lbs) $129

15"

Permanent Step-down

Hollywood Double Stanchion

Economy Double Stanchion

Regulation (6" x 24" w/anchor)
335-675-179 (16 lbs) $109

Set includes replaceable rubber,
double 1-½" ground anchor.
Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-099 (16 lbs) $99
Replacement regulation anchor
335-105-070 (10 lbs) $32
Youth (4"x18")
335-105-139 (14 lbs) $69
Replacement youth anchor
335-105-119 (5 lbs) $29

Hollywood Step-Down

Replacement regulation anchor
(compatible with Hollywood Slider
and Impact Double 1st Base)
301-675-419 (10 lbs) $39

Regulation 6" x 24" size.
335-675-259 (14 lbs) $99

Youth (4" x 18" with anchor)
335-675-169 (16 lbs) $95
Replacement youth anchor
301-675-409 (10 lbs) $27

Economy Options
Bolco Firm Grip Pitcher
Plateau
Tough vinyl with wood block
filled core.
Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-019 (18 lbs) $49
Youth (4" x 18")
335-105-029 (12 lbs) $42

100
100

Schutt Step-Down

Economy Pitching Rubber

Heavy-duty rubber cover with
wood block core.

Heavy-duty molded rubber
with 3 metal spikes.
Regulation (6" x 24")
335-675-150 (8 lbs) $29
5-pack 335-675-155 (40 lbs) $129
Youth (4" x 18")
335-675-229 (8 lbs) $15
5-pack 335-675-235 (40 lbs) $59

Regulation (6" x 24")
335-675-239 (16 lbs) $72
Youth (4" x 18")
335-675-249 (9 lbs) $49

|

800-747-5985
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End Spike Economy
Pitching Rubber
Metal end-plates for easy installation with spikes. Includes 2 spikes.
Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-229 (5 lbs) $19
6-pack 335-105-235 (30 lbs) $99
Youth (4" x 18")
335-105-239 (4 lbs) $15
6-pack 335-105-245 (24 lbs) $79

BeaconAthletics.com

Base Accessories & Base Anchors
Anchor Plug w/White
Indicator

Black Foam Whisker
Plug Bucket

Individual Black Foam Whisker Plug
301-130-680 $7

All-steel
1-½" Anchor

SAVE 10% when
you buy 5 or more!

1-½" Heavy-Duty

Orange Mushroom
Plug
High-quality round
universal orange rubber
plug. Fits 1" male or 1-½"
female anchors.
301-675-710 $8

Base Caddy let you easily transport
bases from storage to the field. Also use
the Base Caddy as a rack for cleaning bases.
Fits male or female anchor systems.
Digout tool included, bases not included.
301-675-119 (33 lbs) $299

No cement needed!

CH Anchor Systems

Last 5- to 10-times longer than traditional anchors. Extremely
durable, lightweight galvanized steel. Standard and heavy-duty
anchors are 16" and easily repositioned with the same driver.

1-½" Standard

CH ANCHOR SYSTEMS 3 anchors, 1 driver
$195
1-½" heavy-duty 301-660-359 (48 lbs)
$195
1" heavy-duty 301-660-369 (52 lbs)
$175
1-½" standard 301-660-349 (40 lbs)

Individual Anchors & Accessories:

Clean-out
Tool

Heavy-duty 1-½" CH anchor 301-660-319 (5 lbs) $26
Standard 1-½" CH anchor 301-660-339 (3 lbs) $19
Heavy-duty 1" CH anchor 301-660-309 (6 lbs) $36
Anchor Clean-out Tool (14" L) 301-660-379 (1 lb) $15

1" Heavy-Duty

/beaconathletics1948

Round universal orange
rubber plug. Fits 1" male
or 1-½" female anchors.
301-905-089 $6

Bolco-style stake.
Designed to be set
in concrete.
301-105-109 $7

Stanchion Converter Kit Easily converts a 1-½"
sleeve base to accept a 1" ground anchor. Use with:
Hollywood Slider 301-675-929, Hollywood Impact
301-675-529 or Kwik-Release Bases 301-675-319 &
301-675-329.
301-675-349 $19

Steel blade with
wooden handle
(1-¼" x 8").
301-105-430 $12

Orange Cap

All-steel
1" Anchor

Hollywood-style
sleeve. Designed to
be set in concrete.
301-505-460 $9

Wood Handle
Dig Out

Black rubber, solid white
indicator, fits 1" and 1-1/2"
anchors. 301-470-110 $8

|
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BASE ANCHORS & ACCESSORIES

You won’t lose track of
your base plugs with
these 30 foam whisker
plugs in a bucket.
Bucket with handle &
lid includes tips and
instructions for
proper base care.
Black Foam Whisker
Plugs also available
individually. Black foam
with bright colored whiskers.
Fits 1-½" sleeves.
Bucket & 30 foam whisker plugs
301-100-010 $195
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Sideline Protection Tarps

FOOTBALL SIDELINE TARPS

Bench Zone® Sideline Turf Protectors

B E N C H Z O N E ® F E AT U R E S

Vipol® Matrix mesh is constructed from an open
weave 10 oz vinyl-coated polyester that cleats
cannot penetrate but rain, sports drinks, etc.,
drain right through — Vipol® will not absorbed
liquids. Air and sunlight get through so it will not
“smother” or compact grass like other covers.
Lightweight and easy to handle. 15'W with
varying lengths. Standard border colors: white or
gold. Other colors available as shown below for an
additional $50. Ships via truck.

n Low-profile edges reinforced and
double lock-stitched
n Grommets every 18" all around
n Simply hose off to clean
n “Get-back” line can be permanently
imprinted, call for pricing
n Two colors can be joined
n Custom print lettering, logos, or
digital art

BENCHZONE® SIDELINE TURF PROTECTORS
15' x 50' 280-107-049 (63 lbs)
$759 15' x 125' 280-107-019 (192 lbs)
15' x 75' 280-107-039 (90 lbs)
$945 15' x 150' 280-107-009 (248 lbs)
15' x 100' 280-107-029 (171 lbs)
$1,199

$1,219
$1,445

S TA N D A R D C O L O R S f o r B E N C H Z O N E ® S I D E L I N E P R O T E C T I O N TA R P S
royal blue navy blue

purple

maroon

burnt
orange

red

vegas
gold

orange

gold

green

midnight
green

brown

beige

white

gray

black

Premium Mesh Sideline Turf Protection Tarp
Heaviest and strongest mesh product available. Durable 14 oz
extrusion-coated fabric has outstanding abrasion resistance to hold up
against the toughest foot traffic. Allows more air and water passage than
non-mesh fabrics, but will not absorb water, which can add excessive
weight when handling. Available in 12 colors. Can be customized with
lettering and/or logos. Custom sizes available, contact us for pricing.
P R E M I U M M E S H F E AT U R E S
n Heat-sealed edging is superior to standard edging for
longer-lasting hems (see hem comparison below)
n 14 oz woven extrusion vinyl-coated polyester
n Superior resistance to tears and abrasion
n Maximum UV protection resists fading
n Brass grommets every 18"
n Suitable for use with cleats
PREMIUM MESH SIDELINE TURF PROTECTORS
12' x 50' 280-245-209 (57 lbs)
$369 15' x 50' 280-245-149 (72 lbs)
12' x 75' 280-245-219 (85 lbs)
$529 15' x 75' 280-245-159 (108 lbs)
12' x 100' 280-245-229 (114 lbs)
$709 15' x 100' 280-245-169 (145 lbs)
$879 15' x 125' 280-245-179 (180 lbs)
12' x 125' 280-245-239 (143 lbs)
$1,025 15' x 150' 280-245-189 (214 lbs)
12' x 150' 280-245-249 (170 lbs)

Heat-sealed (left) vs. standard edging

$469
$669
$879
$1,125
$1,319

C O L O R O P T I O N S f o r P R E M I U M M E S H S I D E L I N E T U R F P R O T E C T I O N TA R P S
light blue

102
102

royal blue

navy blue

purple

|

maroon

800-747-5985
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|

orange
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gold

|

kelly green

dark green
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gray

black

Track Protectors & Cross-over Tarps
Cross-Over Zone® Track Protectors offer maximum protection
from cleats & field equipment. Constructed using the toughest polypropylene material to protect your running track surface from metal
cleats, grounds maintenance equipment and other cross-over traffic.
Maximum protection, yet the material is porous enough to allow rain
and other liquids to drain through. Black material is bordered with
galvanized steel chain wrapped in vinyl and double stitched along
all edges. Chain edge adds weight to prevents wind from lifting — no
stakes or staples are needed. Standard border colors: white or yellow.
Other colors available as shown below for an additional $25. Custom
sizes and Chroma-Bond® Imprinting also available, call for pricing.
ZONE®
$299
$359
$429

TRACK PROTECTORS
15'x 30' 271-107-049 (111 lbs)
15'x 40' 271-107-059 (209 lbs)
15'x 50' 271-107-069 (251 lbs)

$399
$499
$599

S TA N D A R D B O R D E R C O L O R S f o r C R O S S - O V E R Z O N E ® T R A C K P R O T E C T O R S
royal blue

navy blue

maroon

red

orange

yellow

brown

tan

white

gray

black

Premium Mesh Track Protectors
Heavy-duty 14 oz mesh material protects your track in high traffic areas.
Stands up to cleats and allows water to easily drain through. Perimeter weight
keeps the track protector in place without use of sand bags. Add a digitally
printed logo for a great look.
PREMIUM MESH T R A C K P R O T E C T O R S
6' x 30' 271-245-249 (81 lbs)
$379 15' x 30' 271-245-309 (125 lbs)
6' x 40' 271-245-259 (106 lbs) $439 15' x 40' 271-245-319 (168 lbs)
6' x 50' 271-245-269 (123 lbs) $509 15' x 50' 271-245-329 (203 lbs)
12' x 30' 271-245-279 (115 lbs) $485 15' x 75' 271-245-339 (293 lbs)
12' x 40' 271-245-289 (149 lbs) $645 15' x 100' 271-245-349 (375 lbs)
12' x 50' 271-245-299 (180 lbs) $785

$625
$775
$979
$1,415
$1,799

TRACK CROSS-OVER TARPS

CROSS-OVER
7'6" x 30' 271-107-019 (83 lbs)
7'6" x 40' 271-107-029 (102 lbs)
7'6" x 50' 271-107-039 (121 lbs)

S TA N D A R D C O L O R S f o r P R E M I U M M E S H T R A C K P R O T E C T O R S
carolina blue royal blue

navy blue

purple

maroon

red

orange

yellow

dark green

kelly green

white

gray

black

Field Turf Growth Covers

Coverup and green up, year-round.
Fieldsaver™ Growth Covers help improve cold temperature seed

germination, accelerate spring green-up and reduce winter desiccation.
Each cover comes hemmed and grommeted on all sides with sod staples
to hold it down. Several stock sizes to choose from, or have your
3 oz polypropylene cover customized to fit your specific needs
(call for pricing).

/beaconathletics1948
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FIELDSAVER™ GROWTH COVERS
Football Sidelines (20' x 50') 270-245-509 (20 lbs)

$185

Soccer Goal Mouth (30' x 60') 270-245-519 (36 lbs)

$335

Youth Baseball Infield (60' x 60') 270-245-529 (72 lbs)

$639

Between Football Hash Marks (60' x 75') 270-245-539 (90 lbs)
Adult Baseball Infield (90' x 90') 270-245-549 (162 lbs)

youtube.com/user/BeaconAthletics

|

$825
$1,475
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FOOTBALL GOAL POSTS & ACCESSORIES

Football Goal Posts & Accessories

Alumagoal Football-Soccer Combo Goal

Adjustable elbow

Alumagoal Official Gooseneck Goalposts
Adjustable elbow and aluminum uprights make for easy installation and
precise vertical alignment. Available with 20' or 30' uprights (white or
yellow) 2-3/8" OD aluminum. Heavy duty 4" OD galvanized steel crossbar
and heavy duty 4-½" OD galvanized steel gooseneck with 5' offset.
All parts are powder-coated. Optional ground sleeves recommended —
30' uprights are UIL recommended. Includes 4 wind direction flags.
Ships via truck.

Football goal posts and soccer goal frame combination for multipurpose fields. Soccer frame is 8'H x 24'W x 3'D, with a football frame
of 10'H x 23'4"W and 15' steel uprights for an overall height of 25'.
Constructed with 2" x 4" heavy steel tubing. Permanent or semipermanent installation (optional 24" ground sleeves sold separately).
Uprights 23'4" apart meets NFSHSA specs. Soccer nets included.
Ships via truck.
Combo Football/Soccer (sold as pair) 320-765-259 (671 lbs) $1,999
Ground sleeves (sold as set of 4) 320-765-279 (110 lbs) $179
4mm soccer net (sold as pair) 320-765-289 (27 lbs) $205

H I G H S C H O O L Uprights 23'4" apart (meets NFHS specs)
Yellow Uprights (sold as pair)
White Uprights (sold as pair)
20' 320-765-309 (1,058 lbs) $3,475 20' 320-765-299 (1,058 lbs) $3,475
30' 320-765-329 (1,096 lbs) $3,815 30' 320-765-319 (1,096 lbs) $3,815

Wind Direction Flags
Rip-stop nylon. Hemmed
with grommet on one end.
Regulation 4"W x 42"L red flags.

$480

Ground sleeves (sold as pair) 320-765-379 (111 lbs)

Set of 4 320-515-009 (1 lb) $45

$25

Wind direction flags (set of 4) 320-765-389 (1 lb)

Goal Post Pads
Standard Goal Post Pads are made with 18 oz
coated vinyl and filled with 4" foam padding,
velcro fasteners. Available with or without
graphics. Standard height is 6'. Custom sizes
and fastening systems available. Please provide
pole diameter when ordering. Sold individually.
Up to 4.5" OD 320-245-009 (20 lbs) $189
4.5" to 6" OD 320-245-019 (20 lbs) $215
GOAL POST PADDING COLORS
royal blue carolina blue navy blue

104
104

purple

|

burgundy

red

800-747-5985

|

orange

yellow

fax 608-836-0724

kelly green forest green

|
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tan

white

black

Lacrosse Goals

Lacrosse Goal Cart

It would take King Kong to bend these. Insanely strong, and portable. But the best part? With just 5 pieces, it sets up in minutes and is
portable. Made with heavy-duty 12 gauge 2"OD powder-coated orange
steel tubing with mitered corners for added strength. The lacing bar net
attachment makes lacing the net easy, eliminating the need for lacing
the cord underneath the goal. Net sold separately.

Moving a goal has never been easier with this backsaver.

Official Lacrosse Goal w/Lacing Bar Net Attachment
6'H x 6'W 340-415-099 $645/pair

Lacrosse Goal Cart 340-415-849 $295

Just takes one person, yet even the heaviest goal is easy to move.
This cart is so easy to use, only one person is needed to move most
clumsy-heavy goal — and their back will live to tell about it. It’s solid
steel base safely supports the goal. Feel free to use it for 6x4 soccer
goals and hockey goals, too.

LACROSSE GOALS

Official Lacrosse Goal

Net: 4mm knotless white, 340-415-149 $295/pair

Official Lacrosse Goal and Net

Practice Lacrosse Goal and Net

Official size NCAA specified goal. Constructed of 13-gauge orange powder-coated 1.9" OD steel tubing with 3" W steel ground supports. Lacing
rods on inside front, on uprights, and on rear grounds supports. Includes
4mm knotless nylon net and heavy-duty ground anchors.
6' H x 6' W x 7' D. Sold as pair.

Deluxe practice goal is same dimensions as official game goal (left).
Constructed of 13-gauge orange powder-coated 1.5" OD steel tubing.
Lacing rods on inside front, on uprights, and on rear grounds supports.
Includes 4mm knotless nylon net and lightweight ground anchors.
6' H x 6' W x 7' D. Sold individually.

Set of 2 340-765-009 (100 lbs ea) $599

Single goal & net 340-765-019 (70 lbs ea) $175

4mm replacement net 340-765-029 (5 lbs) $89
6mm replacement net 340-765-039 (5 lbs) $145

4mm replacement net 340-765-029 (5 lbs) $89
6mm replacement net 340-765-039 (5 lbs) $145
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Keeper Goals Soccer Goals
Rugged construction,
wheeled convenience.
Keeper Goals Wheeled Soccer Goals

KEEPER GOALS SOCCER GOALS

Heavy-duty wheeled design provides for
years of safe use and easy movement.
Each goal has 5 semi-pneumatic wheels.
Constructed of 11-gauge, steel tubing with
white powder-coated finish. Each goal has
welded stake holders and includes 2'L steel
stakes. Includes cabled net attachment
system. Sold as pair. Net not included.
Ships via truck.
8'H x 24'W (4" x 2" posts and crossbar)
340-415-579 (1,050 lbs) $3,795 per pair
8'H x 24'W (4"OD posts, aluminum crossbar)
340-415-589 (990 lbs) $4,095 per pair
7'H x 21'W (4" x 2" posts and crossbar)
340-415-569 (940 lbs) $3,685 per pair

NOT…: All soccer nets sold separately unless noted otherwise

Keeper Goals M-Series Goals

M-Series Levered Lifting Wheels

Safe, self-supporting design. Made to withstand years of rigorous park and school use. Constructed
of 11-gauge white powder-coated steel tubing. Each goal has welded stake holders and includes 2'L
steel stakes. Includes cabled net attachment system. Wheel sets available (right).
Sold as pair. Ships via truck.

Wheel set for Keeper M-Series goals (left).
Sold as pair.

8'H x 24'W (4" x 2" posts and crossbar) 340-415-539 (890 lbs) $2,685 per pair
8'H x 24'W (4"OD posts, aluminum crossbar) 340-415-549 (770 lbs) $3,095 per pair
7'H x 21'W (4" x 2" posts and crossbar) 340-415-559 (780 lbs) $2,495 per pair

Set of 2 340-415-609 (48 lbs) $445
Set of 2 (for 2" OD frame only)
340-415-619 (48 lbs) $329

S OCCER GOAL S MUST BE SEC URELY ANCHORED AT ALL TIME S
Item
340-415-679
340-415-669
340-415-629
340-415-659
340-415-699
340-415-689
340-415-649

Mfg#
NP60
NP40
NP2-824
NP30TW
NPY30-612H
NPY30-59
NP30-4/6

K E E P E R G O A LS R E P L A C E M E N T S O C C E R
Size
Rope Size
Rope Type
8'H x 24'W X 4'D x 10'B
6 mm
Braided
8'H x 24'W X 4'D x 10'B
4 mm
Braided
8'H x 24'W X 4'D x 10'B
3 mm
Braided
8'H x 24'W X 4'D x 10'B
3 mm
Twisted
6'H x 12'W X 2'D x 5'B
3 mm
Braided
5'H x 9'W X 0'D x 4'B
3 mm
Braided
4'H x 6'W X 0'D x 3'B
3 mm
Braided

N ET S
Material
PE
PE
HTPP
PE
HTPP
HTPP
HTPP

Mesh
5-½"
5-½"
2"
5-½"
1-¾"
1-¾"
1-¾"

Visit BeaconAthletics.com for economy goals and practice goals

106
106
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Colors
v v
v v v
v
v
v
v
v

Per Pair
$315
$215
$339
$159
$255
$155
$95

Kwik Goal Soccer Goals

Pro Premier

…volution

Kwik Goal Evolution® Soccer Goals

This box-style goal is used in international tournaments and by
professional clubs world-wide and meets NCAA and NFHS standards.
8'H x 24'W x 6'D x 6'B, 4-3/8" round front posts and crossbar. 2-5/8"
round back net posts with ratchet system. All-aluminum construction,
Kwik Lock net system, semi-permanent. Powder-coated white goal
frame, powder-coated black back posts. Includes: 3mm, 120mm mesh
white net, 3 back net posts with ratchet system, Kwik Lock net clips,
5 ground sleeves with caps and World Competition net frame.
Ships via truck.

These best-selling soccer goals meet all NCAA and NFSH specs.
All-aluminum construction 8'H x 24'W x 3'D x 9'B goal includes: 3 mm
black-white hex net, net support strap, Kwik Lock Net Clips, and semi
permanent ground anchors. Ships via truck.

Set of 2 340-445-759 (434 lbs) $5,400

Evolution 1.1 4' x 5' oval posts and cross bar.
4" x 2" elliptical base and back bottom bar. 2' round tube back drop.
Set of 2 340-445-009 (195 lbs) $5,700
Evolution 2.1 4- 3/8" round posts and crossbar.
4" x 2" elliptical base and back bottom bar. 2" round tube backdrop.
Set of 2 340-445-199 (210 lbs) $5,700

GUARANTEED All Kwik Goal soccer goals feature the Kwik Goal manufacturer’s lifetime guarantee.
Visit BeaconAthletics.com for more Kwik Goal products

KWIK GOAL SOCCER GOALS

Kwik Goal Pro Premier® World Competition Soccer Goal

Kwik Goal Fusion® Goals
Entire frame 4" round powder-coated posts. Meets NCAA and
NFHS specs. All aluminum construction includes: 3mm 3-1/2"
mesh white net, Kwik Lock® Net System, and net support
straps. Ships via truck.
Set of 2, 8'H x 24'W 340-445-219 (190 lbs) $4,800
Set of 2, 7'H x 21'W 340-445-499 (181 lbs) $4,500
Set of 2, 6.5'H x 18.5'W 340-445-749 (168 lbs) $4,300
Fusion

S OCCER GOAL S MUST BE SEC URELY ANCHORED AT ALL TIME S
Item

Mfg#

Size

K W I K G O A L R E P L A C E M E N T S O C C E R N ET S
Rope Size
Rope Type
Material

Mesh

Colors

Price

340-445-719

SQSN4 8'H x 24'W X 4'D X 10'B

4 mm

Solid braid, knotless

HTPP

120mm

v

$350/pair

340-445-969

3B1121 8'H x 24'W x 3'D x 8.5'B

4 mm

Solid braid, knotless

HTPP

120mm

v

$345/pair

340-445-039

0050A 8'H x 24'W x 3'D x 8.5'B

3 mm

Solid braid, knotless

HTPP

120mm

vvvvvvv

$200/pair

340-445-249

3B26 7'H x 21'W x 3'D x 7.5' B

3 mm

Twisted

HTPP

120mm

vv

$195/pair

340-445-259

3B5721 6-½'H x 18-½'W x 2'D x 6.5'B

3 mm

Solid braid, knotless

HTPP

120mm

v

$184/pair

340-445-020

3B6826 8'H x 24'W x 3'D x 8.5'B

3mm

Solid braid, knotless

HTPP

3.5"

v

$270/pair

340-445-269

3B5821 6-½'H x 12'W x 2'D x 6.5'B

3 mm

Twisted

HTPP

120mm

v

$170/pair
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Kwik Goal Soccer Accessories


Official Corner Flags

Round steel base with ground peg for
portable installation. Red flags,
PVC uprights, 60"H x 1"OD.

KWIK GOAL SOCCER ACCESSORIES

Set of 4 flags
340-445-429 (7 lbs) $105
Set of 16 flags
340-445-409 (24 lbs) $400
Set of 32 flags
340-445-419 (44 lbs) $730

Used for portable outdoor
installation. 4 pegs anchor
one goal.

Premier Corner Flags 

Set of 4 Auger Anchors
340-445-069 (9 lbs) $58

Black 12" diameter, high-density, UVresistant rubber, stackable bases. Ideal for
turf, indoor, outdoor use. Red flags, 60"H x
1"OD white high-impact plastic uprights.
Set of 4 flags
340-445-011 (39 lbs) $205

Kwik Goal Saddle Anchor Bags

Kwik Fill Anchor Bag

Straddles bottom bar for secure
fit, openings allow for continuous
net attachment. Plastic center
strip for added support. Reinforced
stitching and zipper. Stainless
steel clasp and “D” ring.

No more pouring or measuring.
Put a 50 lb bag of sand in the black
protective bag, place it inside the
yellow Kwik Fill Anchor Bag, zip it
shut and secure your soccer goal.
Recommended 6 bags per soccer
goal. Sand not included.
340-445-989 (7 lbs) $59

1 bag 340-445-169 (1 lb) $39

Kwik Goal Tamper Resistant
Net Clip
Pilfer resistant. Fits goals with
Kwik Lock® and Evolution® Net
Systems. 100 clips per package.
Includes hex driver.
340-445-479 (4 lbs) $89

108
108

Portable Auger Anchors

Kwik Goal Heavy Duty
Anchor Bag

Permanent
Ground Anchors

Designed for use on any surface.
Add sand and place them on the
base goal frame. Space between
the handle and the bag allows the
net to be clipped into the frame of
the goal. Holds 40 lbs.
340-445-879 (7 lbs) $55 each

Used for permanent and
semi-permanent outdoor goal
installation. 4 anchors for
one goal.

Net Fastener

Kwik Lock™ Net Clips

Reusable, long-lasting, 2-sided
Velcro® fasteners. Two standard
12' rolls or one deluxe 25' roll is
needed to attach one 8' x 24' net
to one goal.
12' roll 340-445-599 (1 lb) $16
25' roll 340-445-109 (2 lb) $29

For use ONLY on goals with the
Kwik Lock™ Net System. 50 clips
are enough to attach one 8' x 24'
net to one goal. Available colors:
red, blue, black, white.
50 clips 340-445-129 (2 lbs) $45
100 clips 340-445-119 (4 lbs) $75

|

800-747-5985

|

fax 608-836-0724

|

Set of 4 Ground Anchors
115-445-019 (6 lbs) $145

Net Support Strap
Set of two 1"W straps support one
pair of goal nets. Carabiner clips for
easy attachment.
24'L 340-445-003 $37
21'L 340-445-004 $37
18.5'L 340-445-005 $37

BeaconAthletics.com

“Beacon Athletics
is the clear leader
when it comes to educational
resources for field maintenance.”
— Johnny Annis, head groundskeeper
West Madison Little League, Madison WI
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PROFESSIONAL ONLINE TRAINING!
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It’s mobile-friendly …
and totally free!
The time and effort necessary to train new staff each year
can become overwhelming, and that’s exactly why we
developed Groundskeeper U. GU is the perfect online tool
for training new staff, volunteers, and summer help. Through
videos, photos, text, and audio they’ll learn tried & true techniques
as taught by former Orioles head groundskeeper Paul Zwaska.
It's the right way, at their pace at GroundskeeperU.com.

GROUNDSKEEPER U & TRAINING TOOLS

Find eve

BALLFnIEmore
EDUCAT LD
resources ION

Our eight Introduction to Groundskeeping modules cover:
1) Tools of the Trade; 2) Mound & Home Plate Care; 3) Lip
Management; 4) Infield Skin Game Day Prep; 5) Moisture
Management; 6) Chalking & Painting Foul Lines; 7) Base Care,
Placement, Safety, Maintenance; 8) Rainfall Rescues.

Field Maintenance Training Cards
Multilingual Field Maintenance Instruction Cards are the perfect companion to
our online field maintenance training resource, Groundskeeper U (groundskeeperu.com).
This set of six laminated instruction cards is a great way to keep your staff informed
with the best infield maintenance practices. Printed with English on one side (blue)
and Spanish on the other (orange). Topics include: lip maintenance, batter’s box repair,
mound & home plate repair, marking foul lines, marking batter’s box, chalkline removal.
Set of six 500-100-060 (< 1 lb) $45
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KEYWORD QUICK INDEX

Keyword Quick Index
A

Bolco Bases............................ 96, 99

Adjustable Weight
Nail Drag System........................60
Aerosol Field Paint.........................56
Aerosol Paint Liners......................55
Anchors and Plugs....... 71, 101, 108
Anchor Bags, Soccer...................108
Area Tarps.................................44-45
Artificial Turf................13, 59, 74, 88
Artificial Turf Bases....................... 97
Artificial Turf Field Logos..............58
Artificial Turf Groomer................... 61
Artificial Turf Paint.........................56

Bottle Buddy..................................28

Hand Tools
(Field Grooming)...................67-69

F

Hardware.......................................70

Fencing (Portable).................. 40-41

Hitting Mats....................................88

Fence Cap.......................................20

Hitting Tees....................................85

Bulldog................................... 99-100

Fence Cap
(Installation Tool, Zipper)..........20

Hollywood Bases.............. 94, 96-99

BuntZone Turf Protector-Trainer.... 47

Fence Guard...................................20

Home Run Fences...................40, 41

C

Fiberglass Measuring Tapes.........50

Hooks.............................................70

Field Armor..................................... 74

Hoses & Nozzles..................... 78-79

Field Drags............................... 60,63

Hose Reels.....................................77

Field Hoses.................................... 79

Hose Repair Kits............................ 79

Field Layout Markers............. 50, 51

Hose Washers................................ 79

Bownet Screens......................81, 94
Brick, Clay...................................... 75
Brooms........................................... 67

Canopies
(Shade Structures).................... 31
CH Anchor Systems....................101
Chalk...............................................53

B

Chalkers , Dry Line Markers... 52, 53

Backstop Padding................... 22-25

Clay Bricks..................................... 75

Backstop Walls..............................22

Cleat Cleaner..................................28

Backstops (Portable).................... 81

Cocoa Mat Drag Mats.................... 62

Ball Baby........................................28

Cocoa Mop...................................... 67

Ball Holders..............................28, 85

Cords, Ropes..................................70

Ballpark Signs................................39

Corner Flags.................................108

Balls, Practice................................86

Crossover Tarps...........................103

Barrier Net Systems................18, 19

Coupler Key.................................... 79

Bases & Accessories............ 95-101
Bases, Artificial Turf...................... 97
Base Anchor Plugs................71, 101

Chain, Chrome Plated Steel.......... 71

Field Lazer Paint Striper..........54, 55
Field Maintenance
Instruction Cards.....................109
Field Maintenance Training........109
Field Markers............................52-55
Field Mark System......................... 51
Field Master Groomer.................... 61
Field Paint............................... 55, 56
FieldSaver / DuraEdge.................. 73
Field Screens........................... 82-84
Field Shield Tarps...........................44
Field Sprayers.......................... 54-55

D
Dazzeline Field Paint....................56
Designated Hitter..........................94

Base Caddy..................................101

Dig Out Tool..................................101

Base Jewels...................................95

Directional Flags.........................104

Bat Rack.........................................28

Dirt Medic Groomer....................... 61

Batter’s Box Template...................49

Dislodging Bases.....................97-98

Batter’s Box Fortification Mats..... 74

Distance Markers..........................30

Batter’s Eye.........................................29

Double First Bases..................96-98

Battery Powered Field Striper.........55

Double Play Aerosol
Attachment.................................53

Batting Cages (Indoor)................4-5

Drag Broom.................................... 67

Batting Cages (Outdoor)...........6-11

Drag Leveling Bar.......................... 63

Batting Cage Nets............................ 14

Drag Mats....................................... 62

Batting Practice Accessories.......85

Drags (Nail)...................................60

Field Weights.................................43
Floor Covering............................5, 13
Football Goal Posts.....................104
Foul Poles.......................................30
Full Infield Covers (Tarps)............46
Fuse Link Protection....................... 9

Home Plates...................................98

I
Indoor Batting Cage......................4-5
Infield Groomers.......................67-69
Infield Lip Broom........................... 67
Infield Screens......................... 82-84
Infield Skin Top Dressing.............. 72
Infield Skin Tarps...........................46
Infield Soil Testing......................... 72
Infield Turf Protectors................... 47
Inline Full Net Backstop..........15-16
INSTAScreen...................................29
Instruction Cards.........................109
Irrigation & Accessories...................79

J
Jack Corbett Bases.......................95
Jennie Finch Pitching Mat............94

G

Jox Box........................................... 74

G Tee...............................................85
Game Mounds.......................... 90-91

K

Go Groomer (Artificial Turf).......... 61
Goal Line Aerosol Paint.................56
Goal Posts....................................104
Goals (Soccer).....................106-108
Grooming Tools.........................67-69

Keeper Goals Soccer Goals........106
Kombi Electric Field Striper..........55
Kombi Paint and Accessories.........55
Kwik Goal Lacrosse Goals..........105
Kwik Goal Soccer Goals........107-108

Batting Practice Platforms...... 92-93

Drag Spiker......................... 60-61, 63

Batting Practice Turf Mats............88

Drying Agent.................................. 72

Batting Tee.....................................85

Dryline Markers........................52-53

Ground Sleeves,
Batting Cages & Netting.... 7, 9, 18

Battyshack.....................................28

Dugout Accessories......................28

Ground Socket/Anchors................40

Dugout Rubber Mats.....................28

Groundskeeper University.........109

Dugouts....................................26, 27

Growth Cover...............................103

Duo Broom..................................... 67

Gym Floor Protector........................ 5

Lip Broom....................................... 67

DuraPitch Mound Clays................76

H

M

Bleachers.......................................34

E

Hack Attack
Pitching Machines............... 86-87

Magic Track Warning Track........... 72

Bleacher Wrap................................ 35

Edgers............................................ 65

Halos...............................................59

Markers (Distance).......................30

Beacon Buckets............................ 71
Beacon Woodless Pads................ 23
Benches....................................32-33
Big Bubba Backstop...................... 81
Bit Snaps, Bucket..........................70

110
110

Everlasting Signs...........................38

Ground Anchor Auger....................40

DuraEdge / FieldSaver.................. 73
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L
Lacrosse Goal..............................105
Level Board....................................66
Line Marker............................. 52, 53
Line-mate Field Layout................. 51

Magic Mix........................................ 72

BeaconAthletics.com

Snap Hooks, Bucket......................70
Soccer Anchor Bags....................108

Tarred Cords...................................70

Soccer Equipment...............106-108

Tees.................................................85

Soccer Flags.................................108

Templates.......................................49

Practice Mounds, Indoor...............93

Soccer Goal Anchors...................108

Temporary Fencing................. 40-41

Message Centers...........................39

ProBrick.......................................... 75

Soccer Goals........................ 106-107

Missile Markers............................. 51

ProCord String Winder...................50

Soccer Nets.......................... 106-107

Tensioned Batting Cage
(Indoor)......................................4-5

Moisture Removal.........................80

ProCord Replacement Cord..... 50, 70

Soft Toss Stand-Alone................... 12

Mound Clay....................................76

Professional Steel Mat Drag......... 63

Soft Touch Release Bases............98

Mound Halo....................................59

ProShot Nozzle.............................. 78

Softball Pitching Mats...................94

Mound Slope Gauge................66, 74

ProSlide Topdressing.................... 72

Softball Pitcher's Circle Kit...........53

Tensioned Batting Cage
(Outdoor)...................................8-9
Tensioning Cuffs,
Outdoor Batting Cages................. 7
Topdressing................................... 72

Mound Yeti..................................... 87

Protective Screens.................. 82-84

Softball Strike Zone Mat................99

Track Protectors..........................103

Mounds (Portable).................. 90-93

Puddle Pump..................................80

Soil Amendments.......................... 72

Training Aids..................................94

Puddle Sponge...............................80

Soil Test.......................................... 72

TUFF1 Batting Cage....................... 10

Nail Drags.......................................60

Q

Sport Panel
Temporary Fencing....................39

TUFFdeck On-Deck Circles............89

Net Protector, Batting Cage.......... 13

Sparkle #6.....................................53

Nets, Batting Cage......................... 14

Quick Couplers
& Accessories............................ 79

Spools, Repair Cord & Rope..........70

TUFFframe
Batting Cage Systems............6-11

Net Repair Kit................................70

Quick-Fit Windscreen....................36

Squeegee.......................................80

TUFFScreen Infield Screens.........84

Net Repair Needle.........................70

Quick Links, Bucket......................70

Stake Down Bases.........................98

Turf Bases, for Artificial Turf......... 97

R

Stanchions...................................100

Turf Growth Blankets..................103

Marking Chalk................................53

Post Signs......................................38

Marksmart
Field Marking System................ 51

PowrLiner 850
Paint Striper................................54

Mats................................................88

Practice Balls.................................86

Measuring Devices........................50

Netting.......................................15-19
Nozzles & Hoses..................... 78-79

P

Rail Padding................................... 21
Rakes, Grooming...........................68
ReelCraft Hose Reels/Carts..........77
Release Bases..........................97-98
Repair Cord & Ropes.....................70
Repair Tools.................................... 71
Roller Squeegees...........................80
Ropes, Cords..................................70
Rubber Mats......................28, 75, 99
Rubber On-Deck Circles................89

Padding
(Custom, Wall, Fence)............... 21-24

S

O
On-deck Circles..............................89
Ordering Information.................. 112
Outdoor Batting Cage.................6-11
Outfield Distance Markers...........30
Outdoor Signs.......................... 38-39
Overseeder Tools...........................69

Padding (Rail)................................ 21
Padding (Goal Post)....................104
Paint........................................ 55, 56
Paint Striper.............................54, 55
Phantom Tensioned
Sports Cage............................... 4, 5
Pins, Tarp........................................ 71
Pitch Pro Portable Mounds.... 90, 92
Pitcher’s Practice Screen....... 82, 84
Pitching Machines................... 86-87
Pitching Machine Balls.................86
Pitching Machine Screen.............. 83
Pitching Mounds (Portable)... 90-93
Pitching Mats.......................... 88, 94
Pitching Rubbers.........................100
Plugs & Anchors........... 71, 101, 108
Portable Fencing..................... 40-41
Portable Mounds..................... 90-93

SAF Soil Amendments................... 72
Safety Netting..........................15-18
Safety Top Cap...............................20
Sand Bag..................................48, 71
Sand Comb.....................................68
Scorer’s Table.................................33
Screens, Infield............................82-84
Screening Rake................................. 68
Scuffle Hoe........................................ 65
Shoe & Cleat Cleaner (Scrusher).... 28
Shade Structures........................... 31
Shovels...........................................69
Sideline Tarps...............................102
Signs........................................ 38, 39
Skin Tarps.......................................46
Slope Gauge............................ 66, 76
Smart Paint Striper........................55
Snap Bits, Bucket..........................70

ballfields.com/fieldtips

|

TUFFdrags.......................... 60, 62-63

Steel Chain..................................... 71

Turf Inlay........................................59

Steel Mat Drag..........................62, 63

Turf Logo.........................................58

Steel Mat Mop................................ 67

Turf Mound Halos..........................59

Stencils........................................... 57

Turf Mats.........................................88

Stiff Drags...................................... 62

Turf Protectors.................47, 88, 102

Streamers, Football Goal Post....104

Turf Rollers..................................... 65

Streamliner Field Chalkers
(Dryline Markers)....................52-53

W

Streamliner Refurbishing Kit......... 53

Wall Systems, Backstop...............22

Strike Zone Mat..............................99

Washers......................................... 71

String Winder.................................50

Waste Enclosures.........................39

Sun Shade...................................... 31

Water Removal Equipment...........80

Super Sopper..................................80

Weighted Tarps.............................. 45

Sure Dry Drying Agent.................. 72

Wet Line Markers................... 52, 55

SweetSpot Tamp............................64

Whisker Plug Bucket...................101
Wind Direction Flags...................104

T

Windscreen............................. 36, 37

Tamp Sock...................................... 65

Woodless Backstop Pads.............22

Tamps.......................................64, 65

World Class Paint...........................56

Tape Measures...............................50

X

Tarp Cart System...........................42
Tarp Pins......................................... 71

X-Drag, Nail Drag............................ 63

Tarp Repair...............................70, 71

X-Drag Field Weight Kit................. 63

Tarp Sandbag...........................48, 71

Y

Tarp Stakes, Accessories........48, 71

Yeti Pitching Machines................. 87

Tarp Storage & Covers...................48

Z

Tarp Tube Cover..............................48
Tarp Tube Roller..............................48
Tarp Weights............................ 43, 48

Zipper, Fence Cap
Install Tool...................................20

Tarps..................................42, 44-48

Zip Ties............................................70
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Team Benches.........................32, 33
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IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION

Ordering Information
We always strive to give you the perfect order.
PROUD MEMBER
of the NRPA and STMA

From your customer service experience all the way through to the proper functioning
of the items your ordered, we’ll back it all up with our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.

ORDERING INFORMATION

PAYMENT OPTIONS

DISCREPANCIES

Order from our web store with a safe, secure transaction
at beaconathletics.com or by phone, mail, or fax.
Purchase order number is not required. All prices are FOB
Middleton, Wisconsin or manufacturer unless otherwise
indicated. Current prices apply at time of shipment. We
reserve the right to change product specifications with
equal or superior quality products. There is no minimum
order. Prices are subject to change without notice.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, and American Express.
Accounts with approved credit will be billed Net 30
Days from the date of invoice. A 1.5% finance charge
will be assessed for balances past 30 days from date
of invoice. Prices in effect at time of shipment, apply
to all orders. CODs not accepted.

Discrepancies must be reported to Beacon Athletics
within 30 days of invoice date.

BIDS
Bids may be submitted at anytime. Forward your
request with proper paperwork by mail, fax
(608-836-0724), or email orders@beaconathletics.com.

CUSTOM ORDERS
We will be happy to assist designing a product that
will provide the best service and performance. Please
supply complete specifications for us to process
your request. Drawings, color, type of material and
measurements should be included. Our engineers
review all drawings. Written customer approval is
required prior to manufacture. Custom products
cannot be returned, except for defects in materials
or workmanship.

SALES TAX
Sales tax added where applicable.

FREIGHT & SHIPPING
We ship standard ground unless expedited shipping
is requested. Due to the large size and weight of some
products, some items may ship by motor freight.
Freight shipments will be prepaid and the actual
charges added to your invoice. All prices are FOB
Middleton, Wisconsin or FOB shipping dock if shipped
from remote location. International shipments can
be quoted. Freight shipping is indicated by this
truck icon:

DAMAGE FROM SHIPMENT
It is necessary to report ANY damage as a result of
shipping within 5 days so proper damage claims
can be made against the carrier. Taking a photo of
the damage is very helpful. Failure to report any
problems within 5 days of delivery will forfeit any
claims for damage with Beacon Athletics.

PRODUCT RETURNS
If you need to return a product call or email us for a
Return Authorization Number (RAN). RAN is required
to insure we provide the customer service you
require and to insure our product development team
understands the issue.

CUSTOMER ADVISORY & WARNING
Participation in athletics, recreation, and related
activities involves varying degrees of accidental
injury risks. Under no circumstances should
equipment used for these activities be altered,
tampered with or used when damaged. Such
equipment should NEVER be used without direct
adult supervision and only after examination
for damage, wear, proper function, and proper
maintenance. The equipment should never be
employed for any activity other than that for which
it was specifically intended. Participants should
always be made strictly aware of the risks involved
in the activity they are participating in as well as their
own physical limitations and that of the equipment
being used.

THE BEACON PROMISE We hold our products to the highest standards and we guarantee your 100% SATISFACTION.
If a product does not live up to your standards, we refund your money and pay for the return shipping.
© 2018 Beacon Athletics. All rights reserved.
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BEACON’S UNIVERSE OF ONLINE RESOURCES

WE ARE BEACON.
Consider us part of your team.
For the past 70 years, we’ve been your ‘experts in the field’. It’s been an honor to
help groundskeepers and field managers from around the country maintain
their fields. And our era of innovation is not finished. We continue to strive
every day for the best, smartest solutions that will make your job easier.
As kids, we shagged flies and grounders till dusk. As adults, we’ve passed on
our love of the game to our own kids, making sure they always have the best ballfields
to play on. Fields that will give them a thrill every time they step up to the plate.
At Beacon Athletics we’ve been helping America maintain and improve its
playing fields since 1948. We work with almost every major and minor league team
in the country, as well as hundreds of schools, clubs, municipalities and
recreation programs all the way down to the t-ball level.
We are innovators. We’re out on our own test fields every day, developing products
that simply do the job better — like the Streamliner Field Chalker or the SweetSpot Tamp.
And we do it with the help of Paul Zwaska, the former head groundskeeper for the
Baltimore Orioles and a man who eats, sleeps, and breathes ballfield maintenance.
What can we do for you? If you have fields to maintain, or fields to plan and build,
we can help you at every step. If you have a youth program that you’re
struggling with, we can tell you ways to make it more successful.
Even if you just want to call and talk field maintenance, we’re happy to do that, too.

Everything we do, we do for the love of the game.

y

The Beacon
Promise.

We’ll provide great products and
great service, so there’s no risk to you.

c

In-stock items
ship in 24 hours.

l

100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

We know you need it now, so we’ll send
it out within one business day.

If you’re not happy, neither are we.
We guarantee your satisfaction, period.
It’s simple, we’ll refund your purchase
price and pay for the return shipping.

j

Real, live experts.
Real answers.

You have questions, we have answers.
We actually use these products, so we
know all the ins and outs.

The Ultimate Ballfield Resource.
It’s all here. Ballfields blog, field tips, field dimensions,
online training at Groundskeeper University ...

We don’t just talk the talk. The truth is, we’ve walked
hundreds of miles in your shoes. In fact, our team of experts in
the field includes the former head groundskeeper for the Baltimore
Orioles, Paul Zwaska.

BEACON’S ONLINE

BALLFIELDS RESOURCES INCLUDE:

 Groundskeeper’s Blog & Field Tips Regular
postings about all things ballfields at Ballfields.com

Our dedicated resources for groundskeepers by groundskeepers
are available in whichever format works for you: blog posts, online
field dimensions, even online training at GroundskeeperU.com.
Whatever you need for your ballfield, think Beacon.

 Online Field Dimensions Answers to all your
questions for laying out your fields at Ballfields.com
 Groundskeeper University Professional online
training for staff & volunteers — now free and mobile
friendly! — at GroundskeeperU.com

It’s all easily accessible from BeaconAthletics.com, Ballfields.com or
GroundskeeperU.com. And, be sure to follow us on Facebook and
Twitter for up-to-the-minute updates and notes.
Ballfields.com
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8233 Forsythia St., STE 120
Middleton WI 53562
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800-747-5985

Storage to hitting
in 5 minutes.
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Phantom Indoor Batting Cage — page 4

We have what your ballfield needs.™

Streamliner Dry Line Marker — page 52

SweetSpot Tamp — page 64
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Beacon Level Board — page 66

